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Electricit6 de France
Nuclear Power Plant Information Activities

in the Education System

The Chernobyl accident in April 1986 significantly changed French
attitudes toward nuclear power.

By the end of 1985, 62 percent of the French approved of nuclear power.
This level of approval resulted from the fact that:

- nuclear power plants were operating well and nuclear-generated
electricity accounted for an increasing share of the power produced -
65 percent in 1985;

- the nuclear power program had been slowing down for several years; in
1985, only one 1300 W unit was begun (Penly 2 although between
1974 and 1980 an average capacity of 5,500 W was begun annually;

- following the program slowdown, new sites were spread out further
over time; two were opened in 1980 (Penly and Golfach), one in
1982 (Chooz B) and one in October 1985 (Civaux);

- political support was unanimous or almost unanimous.

Since then, public opinion has changed considerably. Four national surveys
carried out over the last two-and-a-half years have shown significant
decreases in public approval of nuclear energy 43 percent in October
1988). However, there is no current structured opposition to nuclear
power plants.

The French public takes nuclear power for granted, but prefers solar
energy. It is aware that nuclear power will play an important role in
energy supply and that EdF did not build more plants than necessary.
It has confidence in the French technique 75 percent), in EdF's
ability to operate nuclear power plants without serious incidents (55
percent), and in the ability of EdF engineers to deal with a serious

accident (50 percent) even though they believe a serious accident could
occur 75 percent).

Although still confident, French public opinion was profoundly arked
by Chernobyl. This has resulted in a deterioration of the assessment
of the perceived advantages and disadvantages of nuclear power, i.e.
fewer advantages (the energy shortage has receded, oil prices are lower,
questions about the profitability of nuclear power) and more disadvantages
(possibility of a serious accident).

Electricit6 de France's Information Policy

EdF undertook extensive information programs on nuclear power and energy
matters during the first years of the program 1975 to 1983), and
followed them by a period of less extensive information focussed on
electricity. However, the situation created by the Chernobyl accident
resulted in changes to the EdF information policy.
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Given the changes in public opinion, the change in the energy context
and the different stakes, the main thing was not quickly opening sites
and building plants, but preserving what had already been acquired, i.e.
maintaining the conditions required for satisfactory plant peration.
The following decisions were made.

Relations around the nuclear power plant sites between Electricit de
France and the public, elected representatives and the media, which
had always been close, were reinforced.I

At a national level, it was decided not to implement extensive information
programs in order to prevent structured opposition. Rather, visits to
nuclear power plants were encouraged. A policy of openness was adopted
with the agreement of the authorities. This means that even the most
minor incident occurring in a nuclear power plant is made public. In
order.to give journalists and the public a means of assessing the
seriousness of such incidents, the Ministry of Industry published a scale
for classifying nuclear incidents and accidents, which are graded from
I to 6 This scale, based on that used for earthquakes, is being tested
until the end of 1989.

The main decisions made consist of informing smaller, but important,
segments of the public: the medical profession and education system.

Since the Chernobyl accident, there has been a tremendous increase in
demand by the medical profession as a whole and around nuclear power
plant sites in particular for information on radioactivity, the effects
on health of ionizing radiation and radiation protection in the event of
an accident.

Two surveys in 1987 showed that all doctors questioned had a voracious
appetite for information in order to be able to answer questions they
were asked. In addition, the reaction of the medical profession in the
event of an incident is an important factor in public opinion.

Thus, the information activities undertaken are justified. They are
targeted at doctors, pharmacists and veterinarians.

The education system is also a major consumer of information oil nuclear
power. Information activities in this sector are extensive, since they
concern both the short term (informing students who in turn inform their
parents and an environment open to ecological opinions) and the long
term (informing future voters).

Information Packages

Information packages were prepared and distributed. This channel of
information is highly appreciated, but is also very expensive.

The corresponding catalogs are mailed out to public and private schooLs Ln
France and the overseas departments and territories and to French-
language schools abroad at least once a year; the catalogs are�accompanied
by reply coupons.
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Two comic strips are available for 8- to 10-year-old pupils in the
45,000 primary schools. One shows how a nuclear power plant operates
and the other discusses the environmental consequences of this type
of facility.

A larger package is available to the 11,500 junior high schools to
15-year-old pupils) and senior high schools (16- to 18-year-olds) It
contains 37 sheets, documents and posters.

Information packages for use in senior high school physics, geography and
economics courses are being prepared and will be made available to
50,000 teachers at the beginning of the 1989 school year.

This work is being carried out jointly with the Ministry of National
Education. Since the operation began two-and-a-half years ago, more
than 7 million documents have been requeste' ana distributed

Contacts with Textbook Publishers

Textbooks do not always discuss nuclear power plants in a suitable manner.
In order to improve this situation, contacts have been made with
publishers, directors of series and authors. These contacts have enabled
fruitful exchanges of information, especially during visits to nuclear
facilities (power plants, fuel enrichment plants, operating simulators).
Remarkable results have been seen in the textbooks concerned. This
operation began in 1987 and is being continued.

Audiovisuals

Films, usually videocassettes, are loaned out free of charge. Two
methods are used. The first consists of systematically including the
EdF film library catalog with all documentation sent out, Otherwise, aspecializec
company distributes several EdF films upon request to a public that
primarily consists of education specialists.

Approximately three times a yearEdF purchases 15 minutes' air time on
a television channel as part of the "Education Channel" program (Thursdays,
beginning at 11:00 a.m.). In 1988, these programs discussed environmental
and safety problems with regard to the Nogent and Cattenom nuclear
power plants, public opinion, and the results of the nuclear power program.
The audience for this type of program averages 2 million viewers, 60
percent of whom come from the secondary, technical and higher education
sectors. These programs are often taped and shown several times.

Lectures

Lectures are a channel of information frequently used by schools since
they are free, fit well into the program of some grades, and do not take
up too much of the students' time (one-and-a-half to two hours).

EdF always replies to requests for lectures. As a result of the high
number of such requests, EdF has appointed an association Ouverture
sur la Vie (Opening to Life) - to give lectures to secondary 'School
students. Two lectures are offered: one on electricity and the other on
energy.
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Visits: An Excellent Source of Information

Visits provide a channel of information that is particularly appreciated
by the public. This is especially true for schools, which account for
approximately 30 to 40 percent of all visitors to nuclear powerplants,
i.e. 100,000 to 120,000 people. During a visit, students tour the
facilities, which demystifies nuclear power. They speak to the guides
and technicians and are given documentation- A presentation is usually

made and a film shown before the visit. The effectiveness of the visit
is reinforced when a presentation on nuclear power is made by the
teacher or an outside lecturer a few days before te visit.

Information centers are particularly important as they provide a window
onto each of the plants concerned. Students are particularly interested
in models - preferably animated - and interactive information systems.
Videodisks would seem to be a good medium for this type of public.

Local Initiatives

Many local initiatives have been taken by plants and schools.

Of the 12,000 school visitors annually to the Golfech power plant on the
Garonne near Valence d'Agen, several hundred arrive by train at the
Valence d'Agen station (special reduced rate) and are taken to the site
by bus. A special train also took several dozen classes directly to the
site using a rail link.

After making contact with the regional educational authority, lecturers
from the Golfech power plant will take part in continuing education
courses in 1989.

A particularly interesting experiment has been taking place since 1986
at the Penly plant being built on the Channel north of Dieppe: nuclear
classes. A complete class accompanied by a teacher spends five days
on the site. Tours of the facilities and classroom work are alternated.
Talks are given on nuclear power and such subjects as the dangers of
electricity and the various trades working on the site. The latter
provides insights into real working conditions and current professional
requirements. In general, these courses provide accurate knowledge of
nuclear power plants and a link between theory and practice. The
construction manager presents a certificate to all students on the last
day.

These nuclear classes are open to pupils and students ranging in age
from to 18 and have been highly successful. Demand exceeds the number
of places - 200 annually - available.

Before each class, preparatory work takes place at the school in order
to familiarize students with nuclear power and the characteristics of
a large construction site.
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Higher Education

No specific activities are undertaken with regard to higher education.
Lectures are given, and power and fuel cycle plant tours are organized.

Other possibilities are being studied. It is more difficult to provide
information at the higher education level since each institution is a
separate case.
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CASE-STUDY SESSIO I
Mass media and ublic ifiEvrination onnuclear
energy and radiation; striving ur two-way
confidence and understanding

Introduction bv scssion chairman Juharil ant.aholind

Ladies ad Gentlemen,

Sufficient, corr-ect and objective informaLion is one
of the key-issues; in the nuclear dialogue. Surveys
made iti different countries sriow that the public
requircs more information - ind in at)
understandable forn - juut nuclear eergy and
radiation. That is one of the reasons why the
European Nuclear Society ha a pecial Information
Committee to study nuclear information quest.ons and
to organize di*oemination of information to the
public n t 'European member countries.

After the Transnuklear-case a year ago and other
similar nuclear "riews incidents" the ES Information

Committee carried out an assessment of public
opinion and news media. As a introduction to our
Ca5e-Sludy Ses:6ion, I shall present te conclusions
of that ae3e55ment.

The ENS recognized fully the significant role of the
news mdia in eflecting public opinion in he
nuclear field. Although it was admitted tat te
news media n many Qa.4es have good reasons for
reactions of neycitive character, Lhe following
Impression could riot be avoided:

Many of the international nuclear
"scandals", spLedd through international
and national news, chdrinels, also have
clearly.-poi4tical features.

Bad news penetrates well - good news,

howaver, remains too ofLen unnoticed; and

Scandals and bad news transcend nataonal
boundaries ad eC110 edSily and loudly
internationally.

Thevefore, it is worthwile and iportant for the
nuclear organiZdtiQ1iS to consider why unverified,
even fal!:;u, information appears so often in te news
mcdizi -

The iniorination Committee felt that ere there is
also room for self iticism. our Study emphasized
that the nuclear organizations' relations with he
news media are uf prIme significance. Te reasons
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for public information problems are oftQn th Wng

attiUude ur lack of information on the part of

nuclear organization3.

Hence our Study came to the question whether
something can be done and what Qdn be done to
rectify the SitUdtlOll?

In the conclusions o the Study, ES emphasized that
it iS iMpoi:LanL fUL' the nuclear sector to pursue an
active and frank information policy with the news
media. The main elements of such an information
policy could be;

1 The nuclear prcss release5 must be adjus�_ed
to the terms of news, medid. That is to say
that nuclear news must respond to h same
rules as any other news.

2 It is very important, to exercise open
reporting y Lhe riuclear sector

by responsible drector!:; and
experts, for example utility
directors, scienti:6ts and also
responsible political leaders;

beforehand, it possible, and in
any caoc always withou t de ay

in ny event -.)r illcident that
possibly as information vlue,
the nuclear sector: 5hould iiu,�
remain silent - silence i5 easily
interpreted as a cover-up.

Nucl4--ar experts and scientists should aso

actively pdftiCipdLe ii the debate. They
should popularize the information wherever
possible.

4 The iormation pcialists of the nuclear
orgailiZaUiOIIS hould romptly and actively
find out the facts connected witli the "news
incidents" afi(I report them quickly nd
openly to te medid.

5 Providing dtailed and objective background
information via personal Qontacts between
the nuclcar sector.- representatives arid news
media and individual editors is of utmost
importdrice. Tl-,e aLitude in such contacts
shouid be espect of the news media work as
a societal factor. New.4 media are an
important chai-riel DE iiifcrmation from the
5pecialized uLydnizations to the public.
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In indisputable cases of incorrect

information, the nucleav sector should

rcact in nu),,lie. We arro L Lht--
that defencte i:s not the only form of
action.

In the above conclusions ENS recognized that it is
our sk to prepare and provide the news media and
the public with prompt, correct and oective
informal it is endleos work but, at the same

time, our only way of winning and aintaining
credibility and cor�fidence among the public.
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There was little fanfare on April 21, 1987, when a small train and its
weary crew of escorts arrived in Morris, Illinois. It was, after all, just another of
29 such shipments to arrive at the gate. Although no band played and no TV
cameras rolled, the train did make a small piece of history that day. It marked
the completion of the largest-ever series of commercial spent nuclear fuel
shipments in United States history. The train delivered the last of 1,058 spent
fuel assemblies from Northern States Power Company's Monticello nuclear plant
in Minnesota to General Electric's storage facility in Illinois.

How different this was from the first shipment back in November of 1984.
Then, the highway overpass bridge outside the Monticello plant was lined with
television crews who shivered in the early morning darkness waiting for the start
of a shipment that NSP had gone to great lengths to keep secret. Federal
re9ulations in the United States require that utilities not reveal the time a
shipment is scheduled to depart.

News crews in cars and helicopters followed the train every foot of the
584 miles from Monticello to Morris. Our little train was the top story on every
TV and radio station that day and attracted extensive print coverage as well.
Probably the biggest safety threat during that first shipment was the possibility
of a television helicopter crashing into nearby power lines while flying low to get
pictures of the "secret" shipment.

While the media coverage was extensive, and we had expected that, it
did not contain any harsh statements from public officials. In fact, one of the
strongest statements of support for the safety of the shipments came from our
state's emergency services director. By the way, the same federal regulations I
I mentioned earlier prohibited NSP employees from admitting the shipment was
taking place even though the train might be passing immediately behind us
when the reporter asked.

That first shipment was quite a circus. However, NSP's public relations
planging had begun months before. We had laid a careful groundwork for the
media carnival and public opinion challenge we knew we would face. Today, I
want to trace some of that planning effort for you.

First, while our focus today is mass media and public information, I will
be discussing those elements in the context of an overall public relations plan.
In dealing with controversial issues I believe we must consider the full scope of
public relations activity and select those elements that will most effectively
accomplish our objectives. The media and the public are two important
audiences, but there are other audiences, as I will discuss shortly, that can be
vital to the success of our undertaking and have a major impact on media and
public perception.

I cannot say that we invented anything new in the way of public relations
issue management. What we did do was combine a number of proven
techniques to put together a public relations plan that was highly successful.

In the early days of this project, when I had just heard that we might be
involved in shipping spent fuel, my challenge was to get somebody's attention
inside the company. Everyone was excited by the prospect of shipping the fuel
and opening up all that additional storage space at the plant. They were deeply
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involved in contract negotiations with General Electric. They knew technically
the transport could be done. They were not, however, spending any time
worrying about the public relations aspect of shipping more than a thousand
highly radioactive spent fuel assemblies directly through the center of the two
largest cities in the state and down one of the most scenic river valleys in the
region.

That, of course, represents one of the continuing challenges we face in
the nuclear public relations field - getting the technical and legal people to
involve us early in the process. In this case, with the help of some horror
stories from another utility attempting spent fuel shipments, I was able to get
the attention of management and get them thinking about the popularity of
shipping spent reactor.

So, where to begin? One of the cheapest and least painful ways to learn
is from the experience of others. We knew that two utilities in our region had
been involved in shipping spent fuel. I contacted my counterparts at those
utilities, and we went to visit them. They were very gracious in telling me of
their experiences. They pointed out - in advance - virtually every problem we
would face and every argument the opposition would raise.

Both utilities stressed that the single most important step in the public
relations management of shipping spent fuel was to "take care of the locals."
By that they meant: be sure ocal and state officials along the route are
informed. They have a keen interest in knowing what is going on in their
communities. In most cases, when given timely, factual information, they will
accept what you are doing as safe. They do not like surprises, and they want
assurances that all proper safeguards are being used.

These local leaders, of course, are absolutely key audiences when
considering the news media and public information. There is no surer way to
get a bad story than to have a local reporter ask the town mayor about the
shipments and have the mayor caught completely by surprise.

Knowing this, we set up an elaborate system for notifying as many of
these public officials as possible before making our first public announcement.
Let me stress that we wanted to make the first public announcement. We did
not want the opposition forces to take the lead, as they had done in other
areas of the country. To control the announcement, we selected and briefed a
group of NSP employees who normally had contact with public officials. We
sent out this "strike force" of notifiers the morning of the day on which we made
the public announcement. They told the public officials what we planned to do,
and assured them more information would follow. That afternoon we made the
public announcement via a news release.

Our pre-notifications ranged from the governor's office to key legislative
leaders; from the public utilities commission to the pollution control agency. We
talked to mayors, county board members and even some key police and fire
officials. They all appreciated the contact, and official response to the
announcement was, for the most part, restrained. However, officials wanted to
know more.

At this point, I'm going to interrupt the story to make a couple points.
First, in the early days of our planning for the shipments, we formed an
interdisciplinary working group with both technical and public relations people.
Nothing particularly revolutionary there. However, a public relations person, my
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boss, was put in charge of the group, with authority over even the technical
people. That, for our company, was a little revolutionary. However, it did
recognize what our industry has too often ignored - that many of our issues are
not so much technical as they are public relations issues.

Second, I'd like to take a moment to look at how we approached the
media on the announcement. Through my own study of the issues, I had
decided that shipping spent fuel was safe; that there was no real need for a
great deal of media or public concern. I tried, to the extent possible to give
the event the level of treatment it deserved. In other words, if I hop6d the
media wouldn't hype the announcement, I shouldn't hype it myself.

I think often people in my profession, especially on some nuclear power
issues, like to show off a little bit. We tend to do a lot of things just because
we know how. We develop such elaborate systems to deliver information to the
media and the public that the systems themselves tend to breed hype in the
news media. I've seen national media coverage of nuclear plant events that I
wouldn't even use in a company newsletter. And I have to believe, in part, it's
the fancy systems we've created ourselves that give the ordinary this boost to
stardom. We have, perhaps, substituted systems for good judgment. If our
goal is true public understanding, then we should not be party to distorting the
relative significance of a given news item.

Needless to say, we didn't have a big news conference, I didn't hand out
a 20-page question-and-answer document, and we didn't have media seminars
or mail our news release to the whole world. We sent it to the media along our
proposed route. News coverage was moderate and fair, and died quickly.
There was no media hysteria. As the issue later began attracting some official
attention in the Minneapolis-St.Paul area, the argest cities along the route, we
did arrange editorial visits with the major daily newspapers before they adopted
official positions on the shipments. As a result, neither paper editorially
opposed the shipments.

I said earlier that following our first notifications, public officials wanted to
know more. I believed we had a good story to tell. The American Nuclear
Society volunteered to conduct a pair of half-day seminars for public officials
along the route. ANS arranged for some of the top experts in the country to
appear. We sent invitations to every public official we could think of who might
be interested in the shipments. I did not invite the media, though we did allow
them to attend.

One session was held in Minnesota, the other in Wisconsin. They were
very well attended, and the presentations were excellent. ANS had experts
from Sandia Labs (a major government research facility), General Electric (the
cask supplier), the railroad we planned to use and Northern States Power
Company on the program to describe what was going to happen and why it
was safe.

I believe these two sessions headed off a major portion of the local
opposition we might have faced had they not been held. I don't want to
mislead you; some came to the meetings unhappy and left that way. Most,
however, gained a measure of assurance that the industry and the federal
government had done their homework and that the shipments were safer than
most that passed through their communities. Time and again, in the months
that followed, we would reap the benefits of these seminars. When the
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opposition would try to stir them up, public officials would refer to the reassuring
information they had heard there.

Of course, the education didn't stop with the seminars. Every NSP
employee who had any contact with public officials concerned with the
shipments kept in contact with those officials, answered their questions and kept
them informed. We assembled a collection of good, readable materials on the
subject and made those available to officials.

We cooperated with the states of Wisconsin and Minnesota in providing
shipment-specific training for emergency response personnel along the route.
We appeared at public meetings, legislative committee hearings and city council
meetings when invited. We did not encourage public meetings. In our area of
the United States, at least, the general public does not attend these meetings,
and they become events for the opposition to perform for the news media. Our
speakers bureau made speakers available on the subject and my media
relations section was available to the news media 24 hours a day.

General Electric provided us with another kind of learning experience.
During the planning leading to an earlier spent fuel shipment in another state,
G.E. asked the Hill and Knowlton public relations firm to develop a realistic
emergency response training session. H&K did a very effective job. Through
simulated, realistic news reports, H&K laid out a plausible shipping accident
scenario and challenged the participants to develop strategies to respond to it.
We had the people there who would actually be involved in the shipments,
including people from the railroad. I believe the session was a real eye-opener
for the technical people who don't usually spend much time thinking about
public relations and media hype under accident conditions.

Safety, obviously, was the number one concern expressed by public
officials. Knowing that would be the case, we decided to provide some optional
extras to go with the shipments. We had a consultant do a safety analysis of
all the possible rail routes between our plant and storage facility at Morris. The
analysis showed what we knew it would, that our route was the safest by far.

Taking a cue for another, earlier spent fuel shipper, we also decided to
provide an escort vehicle to travel with the shipments on nearby roads. I
initially opposed the escort vehicle because I didn't think the actual risks of the
shipments justified it. I now think it was a good idea. It provided reassurance
that expert advice would be available quickly at the scene of any accident.
Also, 1, or one of my staff, traveled with the escort team to provide on-the-
scene contact with the news media if necessary. If an accident had occurred,
we would have had those critical first few hours covered, and had a real
chance of avoiding the media and public hysteria than can be generated when
good quality information is not available after an accident.

Though none was required by law, we prepared a shipment-specific
emergency response plan which we filed with the states. We also cooperated
with state officials along the route in providing the briefings for emergency
response personne I mentioned earlier.

We did all these things in as low-key a way as possible. Our goal
throughout was to create a comfort level among public officials and opinion
leaders, not to wage a battle in public hearings and on the front pages of the
newspapers.

Another important effort we maintained from the beginning was sharing
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information among the participants. General Electric, Northern States Power,
the railroad and interested utilities - scattered all over the country - were in
frequent contact so that we all had the same information. If nothing else, we
kept the long distance phone companies happy.

In dealing with the news media, we tried to stick to a single source of
information as much as possible. I handled all the media inquiries to NSP.
The company spoke with a single voice. We did not contradict ourselves. Also
each participant in the shipments stuck to its own territory as much as possible.
I didn't discuss technical railroad matters, and the railroad didn't talk about
loading spent fuel shipment casks. I also tried to be aggressive, concise and
colorful in my comments to the media. Certainly the opposition was being
colorful; I felt I owed our company at least as much.

That leads to a final point about the media and public information. It is
not a new idea, but it deserves repeating. We in the public information area
have to become more skilled in using the tools our opponents use. Where we
are on solid ground, we have to answer loaded allegations with equally potent
responses. When we can, we should limit the number of qualifiers we attach to
a statement. We need to be more colorful, more willing to take some small
risks to wrestle the headlines from those who cry gloom and doom.

I think, perhaps, some of us have been in the trenches too long. For too
long a time we have allowed the vocal minority to create fear of a technology
that, at times, seems to paralyze our ability to deal with national and
international energy challenges.

When I deal with the news media, I refuse to apologize for modern
technology. I attack, at every opportunity, the idea that a "risk-free" society is
worth the price of returning to the Dark Ages. The contributions of nuclear
technology are numerous and far-reaching. Its negative impacts on health and
safety have been minor compared with most other major industrial technologies.
Certainly there is risk in stepping out of the caves and trying new ideas. we
must re-convince the public that the risk is worth taking in light of the
alternatives.
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A Journalist's View

Paul Coudret, member of the editorial staff, "Le Matin", Lausanne

INTRODUCTION

I happen to report about nuclear items because the area I cover for my news-
paper in Switzerland includes the five Swiss nuclear plants. I soon realised
that it was impossible to write about such a complicated problem (it includes
scientific, technical, economic, political, sociological factors) without
first knowing and experiencing what those nuclear plants are in reality.

This paper is the result of five years of experience with the nuclear world in
Switzerland. I don't pretend to know everything; I'm neither scientific nor a
technical journalist. I write for the man in the street. And I work on a daily
paper: I have to work very fast and to write the best I can. And as close to
the reality as I can be.



Let's understand each other...
Confidence comes soon afterwards

A few months after the November 1986 fire at Schweizerhalle which destroyed a
whole chemical storehouse at Sandoz plant near Basle and caused one of the
heaviest pollutions of the river Rhine ever, I met one of the topmost anagers
of another chemical multi, Hoffmann-La -Roche. More than ten years ago, this
firm also suffered under a heavy crisis after the Seveso drama. For this man,
it was absolutely clear that "our worst fault after Seveso was that we denied
the journalists any information as long as we ourselves couldn't see clearly
in the drama". He went on: "Now, we have at least learnt that, after an
industrial catastrophe, one needs to talk. Talk a lot. Not to say just
anything. But to explain whatever one knows and talk to comfort the people..."

It seems to me that these words match exactly to the image I have of the
nuclear industry professionals. The only difference is that those people, that
is to say YOU, have not yet realised the great benefit you could gain by talk-
ing to people. You are still traumatized by the Chernobyl drama and totally
drowned by its psychological, sociological and sometimes political consequen-
ces. YOU have also not realised that going on focusing on safety as expressed
before April 86 ("It's impossible that anything happens in our nuclear
plants") no longer addresses people's preoccupations. And those preoccupations
are the everyday bread for us journalists. At least for the one who takes his
job seriously.

I know that you are going to tell me: "You journalists don't listen to us, you
only listen to what the antis are saying; you only want to write and talk
about the worst that can happen". For you, the question is: "Do we still need
to talk with press people?" I expect that everybody in this conference room
has a personal story to tell about how nasty it was to meet a journalist. But
let me tell you that we journalists hate a too political or too technical
language. We hardly listen to it. Let me illustrate this. When the antis say:
"The Creys-Malville nuclear plant can explodet", we journalists get the mes-
sage right away. It speaks to usl we can immediately see the nuclear cloud
over the Alps; it makes us think back to what happened 40 years ago in Japan;
we understand what the anti-nuclear movement wants to say. At least, the jour-
nalist understands it much easier than the message of the nuclear profes-
sionals which comes two weeks later and says something about "a power excur-
sion", "super breeder", "very dangerous incident" (which is totally contra-
dictory: can an incident still remain an incident if it is dangerous? and:
what is an incident in a nuclear plant for the man in the street?), or also
"light water reactor". For the non specialised journalist, who is most of the
time the one that will handle the information, or for the local journalist,
these words are chinese. And he does not understand chinese. And he has to
write his article for the next day; he is in a hurry and does not have time,
between an accident and a political event, to do research and to read the
dictionary. First time he gets such a complicated message, he pays some
attention and is soon fed up with the technical language; second time, he only
reads the title; third time, the paper is consigned to the waste paper bin.

You don't have to think the journalist does not want to listen or to read
something coming from nuclear professionals. He is ready to do it but he wants
to understand. You are dealing with NON-SPECIALISTS1 With people who are very
curious and who want to understand what happens in this world, but who do not
carry two or three technical dictionaries with them everywhere they go. We
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journalists have to understand because it is the best way to help others
understand too. And you must know that nowadays, the newspaper readers and the
TV viewers want to understand in less than a few minutes. We live in the "clip
era"; we live at a time where the average French newspaper readers understand
only a thousand words. And it certainly is not "super breeder"! If you don't
realise that most journalists don't write for an elite which can get your mes-
sage (even if it rejects it), then don't be surprised if the people and the
journalists don't grasp it.

You also must know that the journalist has to work more and more rapidly. ne
example: on the 29th of April 86, at around two o'clock in the afternoon, my
chief editor phoned me. Within the next three hours, I had to write an article
about the risks of a Swiss Chernobyl! I could do it because I have files about
the nuclear problem and because I could quickly reach a nuclear professional I
know. But what would have happened if it wouldn't have been so and if a jour-
nalist in a hurry had had to write this article. Most of the time, it's what
happens and YOU get nervous afterwards while forgetting that this journalist
had not the time to do his job correctly. Just as we rarely see your finished
product, you do the same when you judge an article about nuclear industry and
don't know the conditions in which it has been done. One suggestion: why don't
you come and see us working between 20:00 and 23:00 at night. It does not look
like a nuclear plant control rooml

If the communication between each other is one of the most important problems,
hindering mutual confidence and comprehension between nuclear world and press
world, it is first because we DON'T M40W EACH OTHER. I want then to speak out
in favor of you being clearly understandable, being frank, coming down from
your scientific tower and coming down to earth, to talk simply and NORMALLY
with us journalists but also with the man or woman in the street. I know
personally that you people working in the nuclear field have an awful lot to
say. Then say itt It is certainly not easy to do that. But, let me ask you:
what would you say if your doctor refused to tell you about your ailments?
Would you agree? or would you agree to listen to an obscure and highly medical
speech about your health? As a patient, you'd be scandalised not to know
exactly how you are going to be treated. As a consumer of your finished
product (the electricity) and as someone who pays for it as a public service,
I have the right to know exactly what happens in the nuclear plants. As a
journalist who has to inform his readers about their everyday lives, I demand
also to be informed about what happens in those plants and how they work.
Because I want to understand. And because my job is to make people understand.

The journalist is not only someone who writes. He also (I would say he has to)
listens to people. And usually, he likes to listen to his informants. He needs
his contact persons for his information; and his informant needs him to let
the public know what he has to say. Both need each other; I need you and you
need me. Think about itl The journalist also has to see and feel what he is
going to write about. Then, apart from talking with him, let him come into
your offices and plants, let him visit the heart of the nuclear plants, let
him experience what you do, let him speak with technicians and plant workers.
He will very soon realize that nuclear plants are not devil's places and that
people who work there are not monsters who plan an atomic explosion. But, if
you don't take the step towards him don't be surprised if he doesn't make
it: everyday is changing and atom items don't hit the headlines every day, he
will come to you when they do. Then anticipate his willingness to understand
and to have background information. You are first technicians and engineers
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who should want dialogue with the journalist and not to influence him. Leave
that job to the politicians. You certainly have to know how to talk to jour-
nalist. But you also have to be reachable. I can tell you that this quality is
not really one of yoursl Experts are never there when it is necessary. Or,
they are never the good ones. Or they don't feel concerned by the problem the
journalist wants to talk about. Or they send him back to the press "officer".

T1 the specialist to speak about every-
Ine latter is, as every journalist knows,
thing except the one he is asked about. The press officer also rarely has
knowledge of the press world and is very often ordered by his superiors to
hide the truth. If the press officer knows about it! Because very often, he
has to answer questions about problems about which he has no idea, or is not
informed about. Briefly said: press officers should guide the journalists in a
new world, let him come into contact with the right man at the right place,
organize his visits in the plant and never let the journalist feel that he is
unwanted. Otherwise, we really have the feeling to search deeper. And there is
always something to find out. Especially nowadays and especially in the nuc-
lear plants.

What I am trying to tell you is this: if you want more confidence and more
comprehension from the journalist, you also have to move towards him. You must
not believe that everything you say and write is the gospel truth. You must
accept contradiction, nasty questions and people trying to check out if what
you told them was right. It is our job to find out the truth. Which truth is
another debate. But let me tell you that bad news is not only good news for
us. When something goes perfectly, we also like to report on it. The only
thing is that we know sooner about the bad news. And you don't inform us when
it goes OK. Or, you immediately suspect the journalist of wanting to manipu-
late the data he collects. It is sometimes a true suspicion. More often it is
unfounded. But you must also know that the journalist has to collect a lot
more information than he is going to write. And to do that, he is obliged to
talk to a lot of people. And sometimes the discussion begins as it once did
for me when I was trying to gather some information from a Brown Boveri
engineer about the Hamm-Uentrop THTR 300 nuclear plant in Germany. He listened
to my questions and then turned round to a colleague and asked him in English
(he obviously thought I didn't understand): "Do you think he's a leftist one?"

Don't be surprised if, in these conditions, the journalist has a better idea
of anti-nuclear organisations. They have long understood how to cope with us.
Just take the example of Greenpeace a little bit of scientific information,
always actual events, a lot of impressive and photographic events. The jour-
nalists run for the show. And when it concerns the nuclear industry, you
barricade yourself behind your supposed dignity. The one who does not say any-
thing always bears the blame... Anti-nuclear organisations are always ready to
talk with the journalists, in simple and understandable language. They are
always ready to bring him into contact with one of their experts who always
knows how to explain a problem clearly. It is true that journalists listen and
talk a lot with these people. First, we have to: it is necessary to have their
opinion in mind. Second: they are easier to reach than are the pro-nuclear
experts. I personally regret this reality. Because, I repeat: you have a lot
to say and you know a lot of things which can smooth out other opinions which
are often too extreme. But I also see that it is very difficult to reach the
nuclear experts within a very short time. And when we succeed, we very often
have the impression that you fear the journalists. Are the pro-nuclear people
really frightened by the press world? Or, better said, are you afraid of the
idea of us going on searching about your activity? About you? ...
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It is true that we often ask disturbing questions. But most of the times the
questions we ask are the ones to which we think everybody else in the street
would like to have an answer. Unless the journalist is specialised (which is
very RARE on today's newspaper and magazine staff), the question the jour-
nalist asks can frighten you because it is not formulated in a language you
are used to listen to. It is formulated in everyday language. The one that
permits you to understand what your doctor tells you in his office. IL' is not
a SPECIALISED language and I understand that it might frighten you because you
don't master it as well as the language you use with your colleagues I do
understand then your fear of being misunderstood by a NON-SPECIALIST. But,
instead of refusing to answer, why don't you ask the journalist if you could
read the article before it is published? The journalist knows he is not
specialised. He will be ready to be corrected if something with a technical or
a scientific meaning is not correctly reported: he has everything to gain from
that attitude. And you can use those moments to talk with each other. To build
confidence and mutual understanding.

If you choose, on the contrary, to be silent and to let the press officer say
everything, then be sure that the journalist will find out the expert or the
technician that will tell him what he wants to know. And the result certainly
puts your nerves on edge. And you will again tell your colleagues about that
dreadful writer who doesn't know what he is writing about. Forgetting you ere
not ready to talk with him. An idea: why not reach for the phone and ring up
the journalist when you feel something is interesting. "If the public do not
understand the nuclear industry, it is not their fault, it is our fault": Lord
Marshall said this in his speech at the ENC congress in Geneva in June 1986,
in the wake of Chernobyl. Two years later, I must say that things have not
really changed. You people of the nuclear industry still think that you cannot
be wron . Do you really have the monopoly of the truth? Do you really think
that people can accept to hear that a nuclear incident (or accident) can only
happen one time in a million and simultaneously listen to the radio news that
this accident did effectively happen? Do you really expect or believe that
everyday folk talk with their neighbours in the language of probability? Not
They want to know if they can drink their milk and eat their salad. Nowl Not
tomorrow Don't you think it would be much more profitable for you to let the
people see what you do to prevent the incidents and the accidents instead of
feeding them with statistics and good words?

You want to restore confidence with the media and with the public? Very welll
Accept being criticised; accept being questioned; talk about and show where
and how you work. Do, at last, open the doorl
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Introduction

This paper reviews the background to the current public awareness campaign on

the management of radioactive wastes, which culminated in the publication by UK

Nirex Limited of a Discussion Document "The Way Forward". The lessons learned

from previous confrontations with communities and pressure groups are outlined

together with the philosophy behind the Company's comprehensive discussion

programme.

For eight months, from autumn 1986 to April 1987 contractors for United Kingdom

Nirex Limited were conducting comprehensive geophysical investigations on four

clay sites in eastern and central England so that comparisons could be made and

a preferred site identified as the disposal location for solid low-level and

short-lived intermediate level radioactive waste.

This simple statement of fact conceals a wave of genuine worry and concern and a

bitter local confrontation with those people in any community who take up issues

and lead communities in time of crisis. Sometimes they are elected

representatives often they are not. Many are genuinely concerned local Mums and

Dads others are "professionals" who travel many miles to take part in meetings,

demonstrations, etc. To some the ends justify any means, to others the means

are an end in themselves. To many radioactive waste is a worry they can do

without. 1



There are reputations to be made and lost, local status to be protected, gained

or enhanced and within the overall protest a kaleidoscope of sub-plots and power

struggles ensues. However as when a quarrelling couple both turn on those

trying to restore peace, most internal differences are forgotten when the focus

of the protest - a representative of the company - is available for attack.

Others more qualified than the author have studied and written about the

phenomenon of protest and the protest industry. We have simply witnessed it

first-hand and often been the object of its attentions. The gaining of such

experience is not enjoyable.

It is not pleasant to know that ordinary people are worried and concerned, even

frightened by you and what you represent. It is not pleasant to be vilified,

accused of potential child murder, presented as an object for hatred, and to

receive abusive telephone calls at home. One often wonders if the game is worth

the candle bearing in mind that one is doing a difficult job in the service of

the national community who appear ungrateful, at best disinterested, at worst

willfully ignorant; selfish and obstructive.

However these are symptoms. The treatment has traditionally been to try to

educate people so they will see their concerns are unrealistic and unnecessary.

The emphasis has been to provide information openly and honestly, to show one

is not afraid or ashamed to meet people head-on and to confront protest and

pressure groups. This policy generally achieves results of a sort. But it is

open to manipulation by pressure groups as Dr Jeremy Fitch, Chairman of

Bedfordshire Against Nuclear Dumping confessed in an article he wrote some 

months after the shallow site controversy in "Planning" magazine. He wrote how

it had been possible to turn the honesty and integrity of Nirex's scientists and

engineers against them as they would never claim anything could be 100 per cent

safe or 100 per cent predictable. The Company's comprehensive research

programme was used to imply that if further research was necessary, it did not

at that time know what it was talking about or the research would be

unnecessary. It was quite a clever ploy but in our experience the Bedford

campaign was too Machiavellian for the average citizen. It did nevertheless

leave the impression that the "experts" however much they did or did not deserve

that description were in disagreement.
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Nevertheless in the 12 months of local campaigns, the level of public concern

was falling, pressure groups were fragmenting and becoming more and more

involved in internal struggles and the press were generally taking less and less

interest.

Nirex was on the way to securing resentful apathy which would have abated into a

sigh of relief from three communities and claims from three sets of pressure

groups that they had sent us packing by the strength and determination of their

protest, but would have rekindled a blaze of outrage at the site unlucky enough

to be the best technical option.

During this process, which once underway had a momentum very difficult to

resist, it had become clear not only to the Nirex information team but also to

our opposite numbers in Europe and North America that the only satisfactory way

of dealing with such a controversial and socially divisive issue was to face the

fact that technical programmes rely on political support and that politics is

about people and not about metres of clay and concrete, the virtues of granite

versus mudstone and the proximity of good transport connections.

The lessons of the "shallow site campaign" were fairly clear. The radioactive

waste was in many ways almost ancillary so far as many local people were

concerned. It certainly gave extra piquency to their protests but essentially

they were objecting to having something foisted upon them by forces over which

they felt they had little direct control and from which they would gain little.

The phenomenon was no different to the protests that meet plans for new airports

or airport extensions, motorways, coal mines and many if not most, other

infrastructure developments. With radioactive waste the requirements seemed

greater and the benefits less. In addition to the well known and understood

hazards of roads, mining and construction sites was the added unknown, and

therefore subjectively far more terrible, risk of radiation and radioactivity.

This gave an edge to the protests but was irrelevant to the principle.

The answer to this problem was simple - don't make people feel you are foisting

something upon them. The provision of information is not enough. To support

such a development people must feel they have some control of their own destiny

or that at least some credible body with no vested interest is looking after

their interests.
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The other lesson is that people hate being caught unawares. They feel they have

been tricked if an announcement is sprung on them. They are sure that things

have been going on behind their backs. They are angry and feel that they have

been made fools of. This is particularly true of those people in elected or

social authority to whom a community would look to know what is going on. If

their status and credibility is damaged by an announcement out of the blue, they

become the most bitter opponents.

The two lessons can be summarised as:-

1. Do not let people think they cannot control their own

destiny.

2. Don't spring surprises.

There are many other subsidiary lessons most of which are concerned with

differentiating between the community and the protest groups and over-reacting

to stunts, complaints, allegations and abuse from the "sharp end" of the

protestors. It is however British experience and the experience of colleagues

doing similar jobs in other parts of the world, that the prevention of many of

the worst aspects of formal protest is possible by treating people as people

with minds and fears rather than as the subjects for an education and

information programme.

It is easy to talk about this. How is it done and how is it working?

Although a programme for the deep geological disposal of long lived

intermediate-level wastes has always been envisaged it had been on the back

burner for some years when the decision was taken to pull out of the shallow

burial programme and concentrate all resources on a deep multi-purpose

repository for all non-Sellafield low-level waste and all intermediate-level

waste irrespective of its isotopic content. It was clearly going to take up to

two years to conclude the shallow investigations, redirect people and resources

onto a totally different programme, generate specifications for design contracts

and get in place all the studies of transport systems, land use, planning

policies, population distribution, climatology and site availability necessary

before deep sites for investigation could be identified and recommended to the

Government.
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It was decided to use this breather to undertake a very substantial public

awareness campaign while trying to find out what factors people actually thought

to be important in radioactive waste disposal and what methods they supported,

if any.

Nirex had always followed a policy of openness and wide distribution of

information but the cornerstone of this new programme was a discussion document,

"The Way Forward" that outlined the history, technology and controversies of

radioactive waste management but also sought public comment and involvement.

While criticised by some environmental groups and politicians the document was

very well received by the vast majority of the 60,000 people and organisations

who studied it.

The document was launched in November 1987 to MPs, MEPs and Members of the House

of Lords.

Subsequently, copies were sent to every County and District Council in England

and Wales and every Regional, Island and District Council in Scotland. Several

hundred copies of the document were sent to institutions and organisations with

an interest in the subject. Seminars were arranged for local authorities

throughout the UK, in order to provide an opportunity to question Nirex more

closely before preparing their formal responses. Ad hoc meetings were attended

with specific authorities requesting them and seminars were also arranged with

Trades Unions, environmental groups, protest organisations, industrialists and

learned institutions. Copies of the document were sent to libraries and

national press advertising was undertaken to stimulate public awareness of, and

participation in, this important initiative.

The specific items of interest included:-

(i) Which engineering options command most support?

(ii) What factors should be taken into account in site selection?
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Nirex is studying safety, transport, population density, environmental issues,

constructability and costs. What is the relative importance of these issues

and have any been omitted?

(iii) Should high amenity areas, such as National Parks, be eliminated from the

search?

(iv) Should an adequate site which enjoys local support be preferred to an

apparently superior site which does not?

(v) How can Nirex be a good neighbour and bring benefits to the local

community?

The last issue is particularly important. The local community must be,

represented at every stage of the development so that benefits to local people

can be maximised and disadvantages minimised. Nirex will set up a local

liaison committee consisting of Nirex members, local authority and community

representatives to discuss the fine detail of such a process once a suitable

site, or sites, has been identified.

In all, some 60,000 copies of "The Way Forward" were distributed during the

course of the discussion programme, which drew to a close at the end of May

1988. The 2500 responses received were forwarded to the University of East

Anglia for detailed analysis.

In particular some positive responses were received from the Sellafield, Cumbria

area and the Caithness area of the Highland Region of Scotland.

Almost two-thirds of all County and Regional/Island Councils in the UK have

taken the trouble to respond. One-third of all District Councils and more than

a hundred Parish/Community Councils have also given us the benefit of their

views. Some 40 MPs, MEPs, and Peers also added their opinions to this debate,

through formal presentation of their views.
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Stimulating Public Debate

Analysis of the response showed few surprises. We were pleased to note strong

support for our programme and proposals from bodies such as the RWMAC, the

Association of District Councils, the TUC and the Lords Sub-Committee looking

into waste management in Europe.

It is also clear however that while many District councils supported our

programme in principle, none outside Copeland and Caithness Districts* was

prepared to consider local proposals other than with outright objection.

Several Counties however left the question open and indicated that they would

consider a planning application on its merit.

Generally therefore, support in principle is coupled with rejection in detail by

bodies with a patch of territory to defend.

Looking at the response overall there was a disappointing tendency for people

and organisations to take a very parochial or ritual view of the discussion

process. This was particularly true of individuals and petitioners who

frequently made it clear that they had not the slightest interest in taking part

in discussions on a matter of national requirements and interests, but only to

ensure no solution was proposed in their clich6d Back Yard.

While environmental groups will no doubt continue to claim that the ordinary

member of the public supports on-site storage few people outside the membership

of these groups and other anti-nuclear alliances gave any view or preference

other than they should not be bothered. Petitions and coupon campaigns run by

local newspapers were essentially no more than "Nirex Out Of 'any town or

county"' that makes a decent acronym and the two referenda held in Scotland, one

by a pressure group, the other by a local authority simply asked people if they

were for or against the disposal of radioactive waste in their singularly

attractive parts of the country. The answer was obvious and the organisers were

*Caithness District Council subsequently withdrew their invitation to

investigate sites in their area.
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not disappointed with the 97% or so confirmation that people were against such a

proposition.

The response from environmental groups was as indicated in the joint paper

published by Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace and Cumbrians Opposed to a

Radioactive Environment in November 1987. In essence they advocate on-site

storage of waste at major sites of arising until it can be "proved" that

disposal is totally safe and acceptable.

It is interesting to note the protest that met the Ministry of Defence's

proposal to do exactly that at Devonport and one might be forgiven for thinking

that many such groups want only to retain a stick with which to beat the

industry and oppose our proposals because they represent a genuine solution.

While the discussion period has been useful and constructive clearly it is not

enough merely to publish a document and, for a set period, carry out a programme

of speaking and listening. A genuine dialogue must continue, if only to ensure

that every community can understand the justification behind each and every

decision taken by Nirex or the Government.

The main objective of Nirex's information programme is therefore to raise the

level of public understanding of the radioactive waste issue to the point where

scientifically supported assurances on safety and environmental impact are

accepted by concerned people. Unless this vital confidence is gained no

community will entertain local proposals or consider the positive economic and

social contributions of a very large and long-term investment in an area.

The information programme is designed to function on two levels; national and,

once candidate sites are nominated, local. A primary goal is to help remove the

mystique surrounding radioactivity; to give a perspective of the hazards of

radiation. It is hoped that this will provide a background against which to

tackle the local issues, which become more important when potential sites are

identified.

The tools of the information trade are perfectly conventional. Nirex advertises

its existence and the issues of concern in the national and local media: it

invites responses from interested readers, and provides them with a range of
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publications, which set out the facts in far greater detail than is possible in

newspaper advertisements. Several video presentations have been commissioned to

accompany these publications.

Nirex seeks to inform the opinion formers: Members of Parliament, Trade Unions,

members of the nuclear industry, national and local journalists and any

interested local groups. This extremely wide brief reflects the philosophy that

almost any individual, if given the facts in a digestible form, will inevitably

conclude that radiation related fears are out of proportion to the actual risks.

Nirex seeks to publicise the issues at exhibitions, lectures, audio-visual

presentations and international conferences.

Nirex staff also participate in television news and current affairs programmes,

radio and newspaper interviews. Much of this work comes in response to

speculations about the location of sites for a repository.

A second important aspect of the public information programme is to establish

Nirex as a research and development rganisation of some repute. The

contractors responsible for carrying out Nirex's research and development are

encouraged to publish their results in scientific journals and at international

scientific conferences so that the soundness of our proposals and techniques can

be fully tested through the process of peer review. Arrangements have been made

for our research to be Peer Reviewed by the IAEA and by the Swedish nuclear

industry.

A major step was taken in the presentation of the Nirex R&D programme in

November when an all-day seminar was held for some 250 people mainly from the

scientific and technical community but with a leavening of politicians,

anti-nuclear and non-aligned environmental groups and the media. No-one with

any degree of open-mindedness could have failed to be impressed by the scope and

depth of the Nirex Safety Studies programme.

Publications summarising the seminar papers and the fields of research have been

made generally available to all comers and have been sent to several hundred

organisations and people known to have a serious interest in the subject,

constructive or otherwise.
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Conclusions

An open policy of information distribution, while necessary was not enough.

Therefore previous Nirex public information programmes had been less successful

than hoped. Much has been learned from the problems encountered and this has

been applied to develop a new programme.

The importance of inviting people to take part in the decision process is

manifest, and the discussion process was designed to encourage participation.

It was an important step in overcoming the perception of secrecy which still

surrounds the nuclear industry as a whole.

It was unlikely that many communities would volunteer to take responsibility for

the nations nuclear waste, although there are encouraging signs that some

communities see the potential benefits outweigh perceived risks. However, by

actively airing the matter in the general absence of local controversy a lot of

accurate and hopefully persuasive information has been passed to many people and

organisations in an atmosphere conducive to gaining their attention. If the

Nirex discussion programme achieved nothing else there should be no local

authority in the United Kingdom who does not know who we are, what we are doing

and why.

Having made a good start it is essential that an open debate continues and that

local communities continue to share in the decision making process. There will

be problems to overcome especially where unpopular recommendations have to be

made but Nirex will continue to make every effort to win confidence and support

by deeds as well as words.

P J Curd

UK Nirex Ltd

December 1988
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The other day I came across a booklet published
by the most vocal anti-nuclear movement in
Sweden - the People's Campaign against Nuclear
Power. The booklet bore the title "That's why
Nuclear Power Must Be Abolished - a collection
of arguments". Let me quote some of them:

Per kWh the acidifying emissions (So 21
NOx) from nuclear power are the same as
from coal fired plants. (That is
because the production of uranium
requires enormous amounts of fossile
fuel).

It takes several hundred million years
for the radioactivity of spent fuel to
decay. The radioactive substances in
low and medium level waste are exactly
the same - just more diluted. Don't be
fooled by the presence of shoe covers -
they don't change the half-life!

In a reprocessing plant a critical mass
can occur. The ensuing nuclear explosion
could have the same devastating effect
as an atomic bomb.

Not only Russia hushes up nuclear power
accidents, like that in the Urals in
the fifties. After 30 years it has been
revealed that a fire occured in 1957 at
Windscale. Put under hard pressure the
British Government now admits that the
radioactive emissions were tremendous -
about a thousand times greater than
reported for Harrisburg!

A SOCIETY BASED ON DEMOCRATIC DECISION-
MAKING MUST MAKE SURE THAT THE PUBLIC
GETS A TRUE PICTURE OF REALITY. IF WE
GET INCORRECT INFORMATION, WE WILL MAKE
THE WRONG DECISIONS FOR THE FUTURE.
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The last statement is the only one I can agree
with!

Analysing the arguments of the anti-
nuclear movement in general, one is suprized to
find that they are mostly of a pseudo-scientific
nature. There is no hesitation to talk about
"half-life"I "kilowatt-hours" or "critical
mass", let alone "Down's syndrome" or "childhood
leukemia". obviously, "facts" are believed to
impress more than ideological arguments. Judging
from the success of the anti-nuclear movement,
the hypothesis is correct.

I am therefore puzzled by the scepticism
against matter-of-fact, scientific information
that is sometimes voiced in our own ranks. My
own work has long been dictated by the belief
that it is that kind of information that will in
the end win the battle.

There are of course difficulties.
Firstly, our information lacks the doomsday note
and drama that catches the attention of the
media and the public. Here, while the anti-nuclear
message has the character of a virus, ours might
instead be considered a vaccine - it does not
cause much commotion when administered but has
an extended protective effect. We are helped by
the fact that most anti-nuclear arguments are
variations of a few predictable themes: radiation,
accidents, waste, proliferation, and economy.
Continually bombarding media representatives,
educators and administrators with easily acces-
sible and stringent information on these issues
hopefully makes the recipients less inclined to
take the anti-nuclear messages at their face
value.

There is another difficulty: the
frequent need for cruick response. Although the
themes are old, a new variation may spring up
overnight. A well founded refutation usually
requires both expert knowledge and some research.
To meet this difficulty we maintain a broad
preparedness through a group of experts represen-
ting many disciplines and organizations. However,
the basic problem of speed remains.

Let me give one example. Just before
Christmas, an old disturbance at Biblis A made
headlines in the Swedish media as an "accident
and near catastrophy", held secret by the German
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utility. Our organization for international
experience feedback could immediately supply an
incident report, demonstrating that the alleged
secrecy was exaggerated. However, to clarify the
margins to a real accident, communication with
the German safety authorities was necessary.
Finally, evaluating the relevance for Swedish
PWRs took some brooding over design drawings for
Ringhals. It took about two weeks before the
rather reassuring information had been put in a
digestible form and distributed. Despite the
delay, our news-letter has hopefully contributed
to dispelling the ghost of Biblis from the
Swedish debate.

A third difficulty I want to mention is
that of credibility. The political science
department of the University of Gothenburg
(Professor J6rgen Westerstdhl et al) has ranked
the credibility of different informants with the
public. Not surprisingly, the credibility of
industry was low (although not as low as that of
journalists!). University scientists/engineers
enjoy by far the greatest credibility. At the
same time WesterstAhl showed that 70 of the
group are pro-nuclear. An obvoius task is
therefore to enroll these indenpendent scien-
tists in the debate.

Let me now describe how we try to meet the
conditions described above.

The KSU is owned jointly by the four Swedish
nuclear utilities. Its main responsibilities are
operator training and feedback of foreign
operating experience. The small company enjoys a
measure of independence with respect to the
plant owners, and is not burdened with the
bureaucracy of the large companies. our mandate
for information grew out of the role we played
after the Chernobyl accident. our work is
complementary to that of the traditional infor-
mation departments of the utilities (and our
budget orders of magnitude smaller).

Consequently our methods are somewhat
unorthodox. The backbone of our activity is the
so-called Analysis Group. It consists of nine
people, hand-picked for their broad professional
background and long experience, combined with a
demonstrated interest in communicating their
knowledge. Among us is e.g a chemist and fuels
expert, a professor of radioonkology and the
head of a nuclear safety department. Most
members come from organizations other than the
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KSU - eg the nuclear plants, the State Power
Board, ABB Atom and a university - so the
information work is done voluntarily besides a
different job and requires a great deal of
dedication. A key person is the secretary and
editor, the only non-scientist in the group, who
instead has media knowledge, editorial experience
and unbounded enthusiasm.

The Analysis Group holds scheduled
telephone conferences once a week. Items on the
agenda are, in addition to special events, media
coverage and political developments. We discuss
action plans and divide different tasks between
us. These tasks may be contacting other experts,
searching the literature, watching a relevant
TV-program or formulating a newspaper article or
newsletter.

our regular communication channel with
the outside world is a newsletter called
"Background". A Background is issued when an
event calls for information or when the debate
shows that the public is ill informed. Examples
are the recent licensing of containment filters
at the Swedish plants, the Legasov 'memoars"
after Chernobyl, or the Biblis incident already
mentioned. A Background may also be issued on a
more general subject where information is
needed, e.g risk assessment, the biological
effects of radioation, or recent developments in
nuclear technology. A guiding principle is that
our material should be strictly factual, and
correct to the best of our knowledge. The
recipients are decision makers and moulders of
public opinion (media, political organizations,
trade unions, parliamentary committees, educators
etc). Another important category is the staff of
the nuclear industry, whose morale often tends
to be undermined by the public debate. The
demand for our newsletters is steadily growing.

As a scientific body, the Analysis
Group has been able to establish a network of
experts outside the nuclear industry. Many
scientists outside our field are deeply concer-
ned about the abuse of science in the debate,
and are willing to contribute. We provide these
persons with press clippings, research reports,
media contacts and our own information material.
They, in turn, offer their expert advice and
often enter the debate. The network includes
medical doctors, biologists, physicists, econo-
mists and political scientists.
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During its one year of existence the
Analysis Group has acquired the reputation of a
reference group. Its services are demanded by
many pro-nuclear or neutral organizations, such
as trade unions and political parties. We are
also called upon by our own industry for assi-
stance in preparing statements.

Our future role is hard to foresee. The
next two years will be critical for Swedish
energy policy. The Government has declared its
intention to phase out two well-functioning
nuclear plants in 1995-96 in order to prove its
uncompromising adherence to the abandonment of
all nuclear power by 2010. Optimists have read a
proviso into the Government statement, i.e that
it must be shown by the end of 1990 that alterna-
tive energy forms will be available and that the
societal costs are surmountable. There is a
growing conviction that these conditions cannot
be met, in particular since there is a parliamen-
tary decision to prohibit increased carbon
dioxide emissions.

It may therefore be expected that the
energy debate will be intensified up to the end
of 1990, and that the information problem must
be given highest priority for yet some time.
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Abstract

The public is unreasonably concerned and anxious

about ionizing radiation. This undefined, irrational, but

still real fear of something you know is there even if you

cannot perceive it with your five senses is one of the

greatest problems the nuclear industry has to attack today.

The major problem in this case may be the tehcnical language

used by experts. The man in the street has no idea of the

technical terms experts use. However, it is possible to make

our message clear without the use of any units or figures. A

lot can be done for the understanding and confidence by

making comparisons to familiar concepts and situations, by

taking off our doctors' coats and stepping down to the

grass-root level to talk with people in their own everyday

language.
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INTRODUCTION

The theme of this session is Information on Nuclear

Energy and Radiation: Striving for a two-way confidence and

understanding. - But how can we earn confidence if we talk in

terms which Mr. Public or Mrs. Mass Media do not know? How

can our message be understood, if what we say is all Greek to

our listeners?

I am not a PR expert. I got my education in radiation physics

and I have been working professionally with radiation

protection and health physics at a nuclear power station

since 1973, so I will concentrate on the radiation part of

this session. I know how bad we technical people are at

expressing our thoughts in everyday language. maybe other

nuclear people have got the same problem, too. And if we

cannot clearly express what it's all about - be sure the

message will change several times before it reaches the broad

public.

2.

AN EXAMPLE

Let me start with an example.

Mr. Public or Mrs. Mass media may ask us about our

plants' radioactive releases to the sea. He or she asks

because people living on the coast are concerned about this

matter. We (the experts) very correctly and frankly tell them

that our plant releases some 50,000 M3 of contaminated

process water annually. Concentration of the corrosion

products averages a few hundred kBq/M3 and the content of
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fission products is well below 1000 Bq/M3. So the annual

release of gamma and beta emitters is some 10 GBq, i.e. ten

billions Bq- The content of alfa emitting transuranes is

insignificant.

We think we made well. Bt Mr. Public and Mrs. Mass

media didn't understand anything of what we said! We used

words and units which they never learnt in school nor later.

our answer was completely confusing to them. They just heard

us name a lot of dangerous substances and huge figures. So

their irrational but still real fear of something they know

is there even if they cannot perceive it with the five senses

was once again confirmed.

Why not make a comparison to drinking water! We know

or we can look up the limits for all radionuclides in

question. So we could have told the anxious man in the street

that our releases well meet the criteria for drinking water,

as far as radioactivity is concerned. This comparison to

something familiar and well-known would at once make the

whole thing clear.

If, for some plants, the water to be released

contains significantly more activity than in the example

above, we may say that "there's no reason to be very

concerned about our releases, because they contain so minute

amounts of radioactive substances that the sea water already

at a distance of ten meters from the outlet spot fullfills

the criteria for drinking water."
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THE TECHNICAL JARGON

All of us know that experts would need two languages

- the technical one to be used among colleagues and another

for public communication. The technical jargon used by

experts surely is useful and exact for their own professional

needs, but it is completely incomprehensible to people who

haven't studied those things - and most people haven't.

Nuclear people use technical terms such as dose-

equivalent, nuclide, doserate, contamination, uptake, intake,

fission product, neutron activation, isotope, nucleus, alfa,

beta, gamma, etc. These words are very familiar to the

professional, but this is all Greek to the public.

Experts use units which are unknown to laymen. We

talk in terms of mSv and mrem, maybe pSv and prem. we talk

about gray, rad, roentgen, mSv/h or Svls, Bq, Ci, cpm, cps

and ppm. No wonder the outsider cannot grasp our message!

Our language is crowded with abbreviations and

acronyms which cannot be found in a dictionary. ICRP, IAEA,

NRC, TLD, BEIR, NRPB, N16, Cs-137, LWR, UNCSEAR, PWR, BWR,

LMFBR.... To most of our fellow-men these look like

hieroglyphs.

We use very small and very large figures, sometimes

replaced with prefixes: nano, micro, Mega, Giga, Tera,

billion, one per billion, 37 x 1010, 10-6 , etc. How could

the man in the street get the idea, if he doesn't even know

the meaning of negative exponents?
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COMPARISON TO FAMILIAR CONCEPTS

We must avoid that technical jargon when we talk to

laymen. So do the anti-nuclear groups. And when the public

can understand the anti-nuces but not us, they will rather

listen to the formers and believe what they can understand -

even if it's wrong. Any individual in any situation more

easily identifies himself with a group the language of which

he can understand.

However, when we leave out technical concepts it

means at the same time, that we have to sacrifice a little of

the scientific exactness for the sake of clearness. When

looking for a good method to help our message get across we

will find comparisons to familiar concepts mst- useful. For

instance, we cannot make Mr. Public convinced that there is

no reason to be afraid of catching cancer because of our

stack releases by telling him that they "cause an annual

collective dose of less than 0.1 man-Sv to all inhabitants in

the region, and that the mortality risk factor for radiation-

induced cancers is about 1-2/man-Sv, according to ICRP 26.1'

Mr. Public will understand what it is all about if

we tell him that the radioactive releases to the atmosphere

have less influence on radiation than have the changes in the

weather and the seasons.

Mr. Public knows that he will get no cancer just

because the snow melts (which causes an increase in natural

radiation of the earth), or because it is steadily raining

(which takes down natural radon daughters from the

atmosphere). The wind, depending on direction, transports air
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masses from different areas with varying concentration of

natural radionuclides, and variations in the atmospheric

pressure affect the release of radioactive radon gas from the

earth. The effects of these factors are tens or hundreds of

times greater than the effects of our stack releases.

5 .

RADIOACTIVE RELEASES AND SMALL DOSES

It is always possible to make comparisons to

familiar things like th3 natural activity in your own body or

in a ton of soil or a cubic meter of sea water, to the

natural radiation in your home, on a hill, in a plane, to the

radiation dose you get from an X-ray examination or when

visiting a friend living in a brickhouse. It may be a good

idea to find out on beforehand a few examples to fit the

needs of your sp ecial situation or of a certain NPS.

For instance, when talking about things like

releases of radioactive noble gases, radioactive iodine or

radioactive particles, about radiation doses caused by

releases - or about plutonium - we, may use comparisons like

the following:

NOBLE GAS. The concentration of the natural noble

gas radon-222 outdoors at ground level is between 4 and 40

Bq/M3. The concentration of radioactive noble gases caused by

normal releases from a NPS is a fraction of a promille of

that, at the location of the site fence and further away

still lower, of course.
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RADIO-IODINE. The total amount of radioactive iodine

released during a whole year from the stack of an operating

NPS could be compared to the amount of radioactive iodine

which is given to a person when he gets thyroid therapy.

RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES. In many cases the realease of

radioactive particles from a nuclear power plant is of the

same order of magnitude - or smaller - than the radioactive

release of a plant burning fossile fuel.

RADIATION DOSE. The dose Mr. Public gets from the

radioactive releases of a nuclear power plant during one year

is about the same as he gets in a few hours in his home or at

his job or in the street or anywhere. He may get a bigger

extra dose by spending an evening in his friend's house, by

moving to another floor or by moving his bed one meter or so.

PLUTONIUM. When critics say that "one microgram of

plutonium can kill a man" we may remind them that tons of

that very same plutonium was planted out in the atmosphere in

the nuclear bomb tests in the 19601s. During the years since

that nearly all of it has fallen down to the earth, but

mankind hasn't died 1000 times over. This sounds rude but it

will make it clear that one microgram of plutonium can be

fatal only in very special theoretical cases.
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OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE AND HIGH DOSES

When telling about occupational radiation doses or

acute health effects of a heavy overexposure, the

introduction of Sv or mSv into the discussion makes no sense.

It would be better to say, for instance, that if the acute

dose leaving you a 50-50 chance to survive or to die is as

high as the Eiffel tower, the annual dose limit for the

exposed personnel is a telephone pole and the dose limit for

the public is as high as a suitcase. Doses between the lowest

and the highest platforms of the Eiffel tower would lead to a

temporary acute radiation illness if received in a short time

but not if collected at constant rate during a period of

several years.

A typical, annual occupational dose in the nuclear

industry corresponds to the dose of cosmic radiation that

aircraft personnel receives - without any dose control. Radon

in houses often causes higher doses. Radon exposure in homes

sometimes exceeds the dose limit for the occupationally

exposed personnel. It is quite possible that a person's

exposure decreases each time he leaves his home for his job

in a nuclear power plant. The highest doses normally received

in the nuclear industry correspond to the dose the man in the

street receives in an X-ray examination of the abdomen.

7.

NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY

Maybe our listener can accept X-ray radiation and

other external radiation, but he is very afraid of internal
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exposure caused by intake of fall-out nuclides, e.g. in

contaminated food. In this case we must take our listener

with us and jump into the micro-world in between the atoms

and molecules in our bodies to watch how an atom is hit by a

gamma quantum, to cause an ionization. Neither the atom nor

the cell can tell from what direction that gamma came!

Therefore gamma doses caused by internal and external

exposure are equivalent.- If you are shot in the heart, it

makes no difference whether the bullet entered through your

chest or through your back.

Sometimes we may hear that nature or mankind has got

used to the natural background radiation but suffers from

radiation caused by the artificial radionuclides in our

releases. Again we can look into the micro-world. The atom

hit by a gamma cannot know the name or the origin of the

nucleus which emitted it. And it really doesn't matter.

We may also like to stress that radioactivity is

natural for the nature, but chemical pollution is not. There

has always been some 70 naturally radioactive nuclides in the

nature, and in you and me. We have radioactive radium and

polonium in our skeleton, radioactive potassium and carbon in

our muscles, tritium and radioactive noble gases in our

lungs, etc. The natural radiation from the human body is

strong enough to be measured with proper measuring equipment.

We may also make comparisons without units. We can

describe the variation of natural radiation by postulating

that the value in a certain spot is "1". Then maybe one mile

away the value is 2 and around the corner 110.811. In some
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regions it may be 1110" and in radon houses even "100" In

this same scale a nuclear power plant is allowed to cause a

maximum of 110.111 and the real additional dose caused by

normal releases is often less than 110.005". This presentation

is perfectly clear even if we never tell the listener that

the unit in question is named millisivert per year, mSv/a.

CONCLUSIONS

The present situation in the nuclear power field

shows two things:

1) We have succeeded in ma-king nuclear power a reliable and

safe source of power.

2) We have not succeeded in communicating these facts to the

public.

If we like to broaden our support we must make much

effort to make ourselves clear, to avoid to many datas,

facts, figures and details. Just concentrate on the message!

we have to sacrifice a little of the scientific exactness for

the sake of clearness.

Because the science is not always simple, we have to

make some simplifications and generalizations - as in this

speech. If they are made in an honest way, i.e. just to make

the idea claer, not to change the truth, the public will

thank you - and your scientific colleagues will forgive you.
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1. THE ABB ATOM NUCLEAR FUEL FACILITY

For more than ten years the ABB Atom Nuclear Fuel Facility has gained a lot of
public attention in Sweden. When the nuclear power debate was coming up in
the middle of the seventies, the Nuclear Fuel Facility very soon became a spec-
tacular object. It provided a possibility to bring factual information about nuclear
power to the public. Today that public interest still exists.

For ABB Atom the Facility works as a tool of information activities in several
ways, as a solid base for ABB Atom company presentations. but also as a very
practical demonstration of the nuclear power technology to the public. This is
valid especially to satisfy the local school demand for a real life object comple-
mentary to the theoretical nuclear technology education.

Beyond the fact that the Nuclear Fuel Facility is a very effective fuel production
plant, it is not too wrong to see it as an important resource for education as well
as a tool for improved public relations.

2. THE GROUPS OF INTEREST

The Nuclear Fuel Facility is subject to the attention from a lot of various groups
in the society. Politicians, authorities, journalists and customers have all interest
in how the facility is operated. For that reason it is important for the owner to
carry out an impellable performance.

Probably the most important part of the public groups are their local represen-
tatives, not to forget employees of ABB Atom. The local interest is mainly con-
centrated on two things. First, how is the Nuclear Fuel Facility supposed to affect
the surrounding environment? Second, how will it develop as a significant local
employer?

To answer these questions and to satisfy the information demand of the public
groups is very important. That will give the company goodwill, but also provide a
base for the work of creating a public confidence to the nuclear power
technology as such.
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3. WHAT ARE THE PUBLIC ISSUES

The information demand of the various groups is very complex. The customers'
need to know that ABB Atom, also in the future, can provide qualified technical
competence and reliable supplies, is quite obvious. In the same way, the infor-
mation demand of the nuclear authorities is very well defined. Rules and regula-
tions clearly point out what is to be followed up. We talk about regulations of
environmental impacts from releases of uranium or chemicals to air or water, but
we also talk about labours radiation protection and uranium safeguards. In
addition to this the authorities require administrative information on uranium
transportation or information needed to support issuance of necessary
import/export-licences.

For the rational operation of the Nuclear Fuel Facility it is very important, that all
these items of information can be provided in an acceptable manner. If the
relations to authorities doesn't run smoothly there is always a risk that this is
observed by the media with a negative coverage as a consequence.

Regarding the information request of the public groups mentioned above, the
view is more complicated. Two different groups of interest can be identified.

- First, people honestly interested in the facility operation and the environmental
impact of it.
- Second, people who want to use criticism of the facility as a tool to discredit
the nuclear power technology in general in order to stop the use of it.

To the first group we can count people, adults as well as medium level and high
level students, with a diffuse knowledge of nuclear power technology and its way
of operation. The local representatives of this group are mostly interested in
convincing themselves that the facility creates no danger to the surroundings.
But they are, of course, also interested in the possibility to ask the specialists of
the facility if "nuclear power is dangerous or not". A very frequent question is
what will happen to the highlevel nuclear waste.

People of the second group pick up their basic information from sources within
the antinuclear movement. Most communication with these people is devoted to
counteraction or correction of their messages and opinions. It is, however, a
mission impossible to change the opinion of this group. Even with persistent
information it is almost impossible to influence the position to nuclear power of
antinuclear people. Here we also have had to handle the international coopera-
tion within their organisations, especially regarding uranium transportation.

4. HOW TO REACH THE PUBLIC

The base for the information work of ABB Atom is a wide openess towards
everyone who is interested in the activities of the company. That work also has
to be characterized by honesty, good timing and accesability.

In spite of this the most important base for the public relations work is an
impellable performance of the company and the Nuclear Fuel Facility. If legiti-
mate criticism can be payed to the acility operations, goodwill is lost. And a big
lot of communication work is required to recover it, if ever possible.
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Every available possibility to distribute information regarding the Nuclear Fuel
Facility is used. To keep the publics view of the Nuclear Fuel Facility up to date.
we provide regular contacts with local media. We also provide information to
groups of visitors at the Nuclear Fuel Facility or we give external lectures to
college classes or various associations, on their invitation.

In addition, there have since two years been organized semiannual meetings
devoted to inform local politicians about the Nuclear Fuel Facility operations. The
conferences has been carried out in cooperation with the Swedish nuclear
authorities. There is no doubt about the contribution to the trustful relations
between the company and the society gained from these meetings.

Every time, the program of the meeting with the politicians has been repeated in
a public meeting. The public interest has, however, decreased step by step.
Today the public meetings have developed to be some kind of tribunal for a
small number of antinuclear people who try to nail nuclear business and nuclear
authorities to the wall with one local reporter as the only audience. The issues
presented from the floor, more and more tend to take up subjects other than
those regarding the Nuclear Fuel Facility operations.

5. INFORMATION ACTIVITIES AT THE NUCLEAR FUEL FACILITY

The information work directly connected to the Nuclear Fuel Facility is concen-
trated on visitors service. The public interest of the facility is still very extensive,
despite it has been open to visitors for many years. ABB Atom can count for
1000 - 2000 visitors annually. Visits for purpose of study by local college classes
are very popular and make a great part of the visitors. The youngsters are
important visitors with respect to the long run opinion of the facility.

To the visitors we also count for groups coming from associations, political and
others. The members of these groups very often have a social position giving
them opportunities to bring the information further to other people.

An ordinary visitors program include a brief oral company presentation together
with some basics on nuclear power technology, and guided tours through the
workshops of the facility. The tours make it possible for the visitors to have
direct contact with the personell of the facility. As the guides to a great extent
are technicians or foremen from the workshops, this contribute to the visitors
confidence. They get an opportunity to meet "ordinary working people" and are
not only taken care of by "public relation professionals".

The employees of the Nuclear Fuel Facility also have an other important task in
acting as mbassadors" or the facility towards the public. That role requires a
solid knowledge about the company and the facility operation. For this, and other
reasons, ABB Atom recognizes internal information as a very important task. For
several years there has been provided a personell paper, internal newsletters
and regular internal information meetings.

Occationally open-house activities have been organized in addition to the regular
visitors service. The employees, their families and their relatives were Invited to
those, very popular activities. It is no doubt about the positive contribution to the
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public goodwill of the Nuclear Fuel Facility, gained from the open-house
activities.

Yet another possibility for goodwill creation is provided by the fact that ABB
Atom has opened the Nuclear Fuel Facility for the 1AEA nuclear inspector
training courses. These courses has now been carried out during the last five
years, leading to a special award was given to the company this year for
of outstanding contribution to Safeguard Inspector Training". The IAEA submittal
of the award was noted by the local media, and added one more piece of
goodwill to the public opinion of the Nuclear Fuel Facility.

6. WHAT HAS BEEN GAINED BY INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

By openess, honesty and accesability in the public relation work ABB Atom has
founded public confidence in the Nuclear Fuel Facility and in the company
operations in total. Extensive dispatch of information to people living in the
region has lowered the uncertainty and the anxiety about the nuclear power
technology. This is well illustrated by the low nuclear power public resistance in
the region compared to the average of Sweden.

That can not, however, be interpreted as a capitulation by the antinuclear
movement. But they have a hard run because of the regional common public
opinion. This is well illustrated by the local reaction on a wide spred
demonstration against a uranium transport to the Nuclear Fuel Facility. The
campaign was going on all around the Swedish coast and a lot of people from
many places in Sweden was recruited for action in the harbour of Wister�ls To
all this a local leading antinuclear representative told the news media: "This is
nothing to argue about".

An open mind to public communication also means that unfavourable news has
to be communicated. This is a hard task that makes heavy demands on the
timing of the communication. Openess and honesty give mostly, however, a
more permanent impression than a temporary disadvantage because of a piece
of bad news. With a proper timing, even bad news might put strength in the
goodwill of the company.
Still, the solid base for the public confidens of the Nuclear Fuel Facility is an
impellable performance. In the long run, the best tools for creating public
acceptance to the nuclear power technology is to show qualified operation and
environmental careness. Public communication never will make up for bad
operating performance or unqualified plant safety.
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NUCLEAR ENERGY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

FORM THE LANDS OF EGYPT

It is really a pleasure to introduce my self ... my name

is [THE NUCLEAR ENERGY]

The people who discovered me had different opinions upon

determining the date of my birth, but I consider myself born

in the year of 1896. In that year uranium radioactivity was

discovered by the French Scientist BECQUEREL and that was

one of the forms through which the world came to know me.

I consider the year 1896 was the actual date of my

discovery, although my reality -goes back as far as the

existence of the universe itself, and probably before.

I w o u I d n ttell the s tory of my life. It is only

sufficient to reminde the public with my the real beginning

of becoming known. Unf ortuna te ly, it '. a s absolutely

unpleasant one at all. It was 8:15 a.m. of August 6th, 1945

when the first atomic bomb was thrown 1000 feet over

HIROSHIMA Port in Japan. It was made of uranium powered

12500 tons of T.N.T.; strong enough to melt bridges, raise

temperature up to 10 million centigrades, remove buildings,

immediately kill 92,000 people, and to cause severe burns

to another 100,000.
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Three days later; on August 9th 1945; the second atomic

bomb was thrown over NAGAZAKI city In Japan too, this time

made of plutonium powered 22,000 tons of T.N.T and killed

25,000 people and injured another 60,000.

Number of victims for both bombs have reached around

120,000 killed and 160,000 injured; totaled around 280,000

out of the two cities population, which was 430,000 only, at

that time.

That's how my image became so ugly and deformed by

complete destruction and total rack and ruin; which I might

had a band in; in the eyes of the public. Nevertheless, they

couldn't realize that I am a double-edged weapon.

So, as I been abused by man's greediness, cupidity,

selfishness and even his stupidity for destruction,

demolition and killing, on te other hand I have a lot of

white hands too in medicine, industry, agriculture and

energy production.

From the first moment, that man had felt how far I can

be deadly destructive if been misused in military purposes,

he is trying hard since to employ me for his own benefit and

welfare.
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On 29th of July 1957 the International Atomic Energy

Agency [IAEA] had come into being, it was the first

international move ever to achieve "atom for peace" target.

Its activity has been expanded to include 113 member states

now.

Nowadays; I (the nuclear energy) have a lot of

indispensable applications and advantages to man in all

walks of life such as medicine, agriculture, industry,

energy production and many more,

In medicine, man uses me in the form of strong

radioactive sources for -rays to treat deep tumours, or of

relatively weak sources in the form of needles, wires or

unexpensive pills to treat head and neck tumours plus some

other important applications as well. I could be used also

in the form of radioactive substances like radioactive

iodizing for some thyroid gland diseases. Medical

diagnosis is one of my main relevance with thyroid aland

diseases, brain, liver, kidney, lungs, bones, and others ....

Also, I have been used in the form of -rays for

sterilizing, pharmaceutics and surgical tools and

equipment.

If we come to the agriculture area, being used as

radioactive isotopes or nuclear radiations has proved high
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capability and areat efficiency in fighting insects,

induction of mutations in plants; sterilization of insects,

killing of micro-organisms or slowing down of natural

processes such as ripening of fruits. lso I have been used

successfully in controlling tsetse flies in Africa and

hybriding plants to obtain new descendants with more

preferable specifications like increased crop production

capacity, disease resistance, or ability to grow under some

special envirnomental circumstances like salinity and

dryness; besides being used as radioactive isotopes in

studying plants fertilization, construction, assimalation

and root growing and others. Alongside traditional methods

of producing and processing food stuff, the technology of

food irradiation is gaining more new grounds in thirty five

countries so far, where they have already approved and

exercised irradiation with 30 different kinds of food stuff,

spices, grains, fruits and vegetables.

Speaking of industry, I (the nuclear energy) ave an

endless list of applications, for instance upgrading and

creating new desired properties of industrial products. In

plastics, nuclear radiation techniques are used to produce

some kinds of plastics with more ability to endure high

temperatures, and with high durability and toleration rates;

these new properties are very useful in manufacturing

injections, plastic packages, high tension electric cables,
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and concrete supported with radioactive processed plastics

for acquiring more durability, water resistance, and anti -

erosion. Also, nuclear radiation techniques are used in

improving wood attributes, producing chemical detergents

and lubricating oils with selected desired

characteristics.In addition there is the radiation

technology applied in cotton textiles and fabrics to acquire

preferred specifications such as no wrinkling, no water

absorption, ease to clean, high durability, more colours

acceptance, and fire resistance. Nuclear radiation

techniques are used also with processed rubber to get better

capability to resist friction and changable weather; which

is attractive for tyres, electric cables, and other

products.

Besides that, there are te areas of quality control of

welding and industrial products, final check ups and

finishing, as well as controlling different industrial

operations which require utmost precision.

The story of my participation in production of electric

energy and process beat is truely a long one. However, it

i s a f a c tthat my application I n genrating electricity

already passed the none return point.
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Fifteen years after discovering the possibility to set me

free out of the atom nucleus through nuclear fission

(discovered early in 1939), the first MWe nuclear fission

power reactor was put into operation in june 1954 at OBNINSK

in Soviet Union.

Now and after fifty years of setting me free through

nuclear fission, there are more than four hundred nuclear

reactors on line in twenty six countries with a total

electric capacity of about three hundred Megawatts in

addition to one hundred twenty reactors still under

cons truc ti on.

My contribution; I (the nuclear energy) in generating

electricity has exceeded 16 ot of the total worldwide

electricity generation, Many countries are depending

primarily on me (the nuclear energy) in aeneratina

electricity; for Instance; nuclear share in France exceeds

7 0% o f total electricity generated, in Belgium 6 0% , in

Sweden 45%, and in Switzerland 38% .

My important role in electricity generation which proves

my economical and environmental advantages, could be

expressed through the words that been said by "Dr. Hans

Blix" Director General of International Atomic Energy Agency

[IAEA] in his speech in United Nations eadquarters in

September 1988; he said:
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.. It is becoming more widely realized that, apart from

hydropower, nuclear power is the only source that is now

available to generate electricity in quantities, form, and

reliability needed without producing any of the greenhouse

gases " 

Needless to say that its clearly obvious how much man

had treated me unjustly and wrongfully. He threw the whole

book at me, claiming that I am nothing but terrible deadly

destructive weapon, inspite of being absolutly useful to him

if; I say if; he could use me and manage me in the right

way.

Human's fright of me is due to some psychological

reasons and not to any practical or scientific ones.

First the extremly horrible rack and ruin I caused to

both of HIROSHIMA and NAGAZAKI still lie down in the

mankind's subconscious. Man believes tat this is my real

face and at the same time denying all the white hands I

offered him and all the good deeds I did and still doing

for him in medicine, agriculture, generating electricity

and energy, and many other fields as well.
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Second, man fears me because he still believes that I

haven't reached yet to maturity and being completely

submitted to his will. He believes that I am an intruder and

trustless stranger. But, please give me a chance to defend

my self. This is a mistaken feeling. Being tamed and used by

man for his benefit is not a new phenomenon, it returns back

to more than fifty years ago. I have been used in generating

elctricity since the middle of the 50's, and been used in

medical and agricultural fields even before. Man's

experience in operating power reactors as reached almost

5000 reactor year. So, from the technolgical point of view

my usage is not new and I am not Intruder.

The funny part in the story is that there are many other

(more recent) technologies which had come into being after

me and acquire more risks and troubles than I do, and at the

same time we see man using them without any hesitation or

perplexity. I ask him then; Why?? why me (the nuclear

energy) in particular he still claiming not knowing me and

understanding me well, and believing be can't reach to

dominate and control me completely.

A third reason for man to scare me and not to accept and

welcome me is his fear from risks which might raise from

using and dociling me for his benefit. Nctually human's

exaggeration in this matter is due to rarity of those risks
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upon my utilization and not being familiar with them. The

clean operation records of my 5000 reactor year hold true

with this fact where there weren't any death or injury

accidents that took place so far except in CHERNOBYL Soviet

reactor. In spite of its particular operating and safety

systems and also the special reasons and ircumstances that

led to the accident, it caused the death of 31 persons only.

Expectations to have cancer because of this accident (for

the coming 70 years) are almost zero comparing with having

cancer due to natural or medical reasons.

As a matter of fact comparing among the different

electric energy production technologies and illustrating

how safe I am (the nuclear energy) Is a long talk and that's

not the place for it. However, it proves with no doubt that

my risks are much less than what other technologies for

generating electricity have; or even any other tecnology of

chemical industries, transportatin (land and air), or

others ....

The fourth reason is that man got used to accept ad

take chances for any risks (of his own choice) and not to

accept whatever imposed on him nationally or socially. He

accepts risks of smoking, driving cars, using electric

elevators and aeroplans, and others; although tey are all

much more dangerous than using me (the nuclear enrgy) for

his benefit, good, and welfare.
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Now, let me explain the particular role I (the nuclear

energy) can play in Egypt and why it is a "must" for Egypt

to plan to use me in generating electricity

There are some considerations behind focusing on nuclear

power as a main technology for generating electricity in

Egypt, they are:

- About 80% of hydropower capacities on the Nile River

have been consumed in the High Dam and Aswan Dam, If it

is possible to use all of the remaining capacities they

won't add much.

- According to recent estimates coal reserves in Egypt are

limited; about 35 to 50 million tons. So, it is not a

reliable source to generate electricity. We have to

depend on imported coal if we are to operate coal power

p 1 a n t s .

- Oil and gas resources are limited and considered to be a

drained wealth. Besides, relying on oil to cover

increased electric energy demands would be on the

account of what we can export; which represents a hard

currency source or financing developing plans. In

addition to that, gas could be uided to be used more

wisely in other inevitable, vital, and useful aspects.
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Despite the fact that solar energy has high potentials

in Egypt the solar energy system (as a new technology

f or generating electricity is still highly expensive

and not economically feasible at present.

Feasibility studies made in Egypt; and other countries;

proved that nuclear energy alternative is more feasible

and economic than oil, coal, or other alternatives used

for electricity generation.

In addition to the constraints of available future

energy resources which leads to inevitable dependence on

nuclear energy for electricity generation, together with the

economic advantages of nuclear electric generation; compared

with coal, oil and gas; there are other considerations to

be counted.

Examples of such considerations are:

- Nuclear energy utilization in generating electricity is

an inevitable choice for implementation of national,

social and economic plans.

- The necessity to get involved with nuclear technology to

take up and handle the future nuclear technologies; for

example fast breeder and fusion reactors.
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Limitation of environmental pollution which shall be

caused by coal and oil power plants alternatives if

they would operate on a wide scale as a substitute for

nuclear power plants to cover the increasing future

electricity requirements.

Making use of probable local resources of uranium

ores which survey and exploration operations have

shown some positive signs for it.

Development and upgrading of local industries and

national construction experiences through participating

in nuclear power plants design, construction and

maintenance.

The possibility to keep strategic inventory of nuclear

fuel for nuclear power plant operation enough to secure

operation for many years without any fuel supply

problems. An 1000 Mwe PWR nuclear plant needs

annually around thirty tons only of nuclear fuel;

comparing with around three million tons of coal

required annually for operation of a coal based power

plant of the same size with which it is impossible to

keep strategic inventory for more than few months.

Besides, the most available destinations for coal

supply; such as Australia, Canada, Cna, and North

Europe; are far away from Egypt and it is easy to get

transportation routes cut down.
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Let's now take a close look at the recent Egyptian

stand regarding implementation of the first nuclear power

plant.

On November 1983, the Nuclear Power Plants uthority

(NPPA) o f Egypt received offers to construct the first

nuclear power plant (of PWR type) with 1000 Megawatt

electric at El-Dabaa site, 160 Km west of Alexandria by the

coast of Mediterranean Sea.

These offers were submitted from France, United States

of America, and Federal Republic of Germany. They were

technically economically, and financially evaluated .

Recommendations of NPPA Evaluation Committee have been

issued by July 1985. On March 1986, Tenderers were called

for to clarify some items to avoid deficiencies and to match

all General Terms and Conditions imposed by NPPA. On April

20th 1986, NPPA received final stands of bidders and a

statement as been made regarding their situation. However,

the nuclear power plant implementation process was

influenced by the Chernobyl Accident on April 26, 1986.

Despite no significant changes have been observed in the

status of public and political acceptance of nuclear energy

as well as nuclear power programmes on the international

scale, Egyptian legislators had postponed taking decision

whether to proceed on contracting or not until making sure

of all safety measures and regulations connected with

nuclear power plants.
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Tn order to establish a healthy atmosphere for the

Egyptians to accept me; the nuclear energy; and using me to

generate electricity, Egypt has taken a lot of necessary

measures, of which:

- Choosing approved and widely used nuclear power reactor

type and assuring its design and operating safety

features.

- S i t es e 1 e c t i o n 0the mos tstringent international

safety regulations. The site assigned for the first

nuclear power plant in Egypt is at El Dabaa; 160 Km west

of Alexandria on the Mediterranean Sea coast.

- Constant man power development in cooperation with

IAEA and bilateral agreements to creat technical staff

capable for managing and dealing efficiently with such

advanced project.

- Encouraging efforts for uranium exploration and

extraction. A governmental organization called Nuclear

Materials Authority was originated in Egypt for this

purpose.

- Formina the Nuclear Regulatory and Safety Committee to0

be engaged in putting necessary regulations and safety

rules as well as licensing nuclear activities,

installations, and equipment.
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Furnishing an umbrella of international support,

assistance, and cooperation in various nuclear energy

activities ad aspects in general, and in nuclear power

in particular. Ts as been achieved through being a

party to the International Treaty on the Non-

proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and other international

treaties and conventions pertaining nuclear energy

peaceful uses as well as through bilateral agreements

with nuclear technology and fuel services exporting

countries.

Keeping up public notification through all possible

information channels (audio, visible and readable),

through holding lectures, seminars, and through

distributing booklets and pamphelts. These activities

are directed towards building up a strong public front

advocating and supporting utilization of nuclear

energy.

Finally, I would like to put some recommendations that I

hope nuclear communities, Institutions and societies may

take into consideration:-

- To encourage holding conferences and seminars between

advocates and opponents of nuclear power. These

confereneces and seminars may be held in countries which

have nuclear power programmes and trying to create

public confidence; in nuclear energy; sufficient to

support those programmes.
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The International Atomic Energy Aency (IAEA) to be

requested to play a more active role in organizing and

providing public information training programmes and

courses, and to facilitate technical assistance in

educational, informative, and public communication

fields. This will help define more clearly nuclear

energy issues and highlight its important role for the

development and welfare of humanity. These fields will

be very helpful for IAEA to achieve its objectives in

accelerating and enlarging the contribution of atomic

energy to peace, health, and prosperity throughout the

world.

The nuclear technology exporting countries to be called

for providing technical assistance in public information

dealing with nuclear energy, and offering all possible

facilities such as movies, video tapes and books. They

are to be called for offering necessary assistance and

support to developing countries to establish their own

nuclear information centres in order to assist them

creating a strong public opinion advocating nuclear

energy and believing in its vital role in our life.

IAEA and other international nuclar energy institutions

to be asked to make available versions of their public

information services and publications in Arabic language

for the benefit of Arab countries having nuclear power

programmes.
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Last but not least, allow me to conclude with some words

of the statement by Director General of IAEA; Dr. Hans Blix;

at the P o s tAccident Review Meeting on the CHERNOBYL

Accident; in Vienna, 25 August 1986; which I have been

honoured by participating in:

"I am convinced that the confidence and support of the many

people who can be influenced by rational argument in uclear

matters, can only be gained by frank, open reporting of the

facts. These facts are complicated and have to be simplified

and explained by experts. For this to occur, the experts,

themselves; must have access to the facts and be enabled to

examine and discuss them".

Finally, Thanks to PIM'89 responsibles and organizers

who provided through this international workshop a good

forum for specialists; both technical and public relation;

as well as representatives of the mass media to discuss

together and exchange experience for the benefit of getting

and reinforcing the support of public opinion to nuclear

energy.

Acknowledgment: The author would like to thank the Mr. Talat

Shebl; Nuclear Power Plants Authority (NPPA); in helping

getting this manuscript in its final form.
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TEOLLISUUDEN VOIMA OY - INDUSTRIAL POWER COMPANY LTD

LOCAL INFORMATION ACTIVITY

I might start by telling something about the circumstances and the

environment in which the Industrial Power Company Ltd (TVO) main-

tains its local information activity.

There are two nuclear power producers in Finland - the state-owned

power company Imatran Voima Oy which operates two 440 MW Soviet-made

PWR units in southern Finland, east of Helsinki. The other one, the

company employing myself, is Teollisuuden Voima Oy - Industrial

Power Company Ltd, or TVO, which is owned by Finnish industrial

companies. Of TVO's owners, about one half represent private

companies, the other half companies owned by the Finnish state or

some other public sector. For its owners, TVO produces electricity

at cost price. TVO operates two 710 MW ABB ATOM BWR units producing

about one fifth of the country's electricity consumption. Operating

experiences are extremely good from all Finnish nuclear power

plants.

The Olkiluoto plant is located on the south-western coast of

Finland, near the town of Rauma. Rauma is one of the oldest towns

in Finland, with its own traditional culture and, among others, its

own dialect that people from other parts of Finland find hard to

understand. The town has some substantial industries although sea-

faring used to be the main trade in the old days.

Olkiluoto is situated quite close to the town of Rauma, at a

distance of only 13 kilometres as the crow flies. By road, the

distance is 25 kilometres. Rauma has about 35,000 inhabitants. The

Olkiluoto plant is not, however, with the area of the town, but in

the municipality of Eurajoki, a rural community of about 6000 inha-

bitants. Between Rauma and Eurajoki lies also the Rural Community

of Rauma with its border extending at some points a few hundred

meters into the Olkiluoto plant area.
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Habitation in the area has been quite minimal. When the power plant

units were built in mid-701s, none of the inhabitants were forced to

move. For the attitude of the local inhabitants, this was a

positive factor.

The plant site is on an island with bridges connecting it to the

mainland. Only two families reside on the power plant island.

THE EASY AND DIFFICULT AREAS IN LOCAL INFORMATION ACTIVITY

The Finns' attitude towards nuclear power has changed into a

positive direction in recent times. This can probably be noted as

an international trend now that the Chernobyl accident is becoming

an incident of the past.

Just before this accident the time was considered ripe in Finland

for new nuclear power plant decisions. Chernobyl caused the govern-

ment to freeze these plans. The present government policy is also

against new nuclear power plant decisions. However, it can be noted

that opposition is not as strong anymore and the Government may

already have a different view on this matter.

The Finnish citizens and politicians are facing two questions;

first, what is their attitude towards nuclear power as a source of

energy, in other words, do they approve of the plants currently in

operation. The second question is how they stand on the building of

new plants. It is probably another universal phenomenon that the

attitudes of people living in the vicinity of nuclear power plants

are less critical than the attitudes of those living farther away.

- This does not, by any means, result in local information activity

being easier or less important than nationwide information activity.

On the contrary, local decision-makers, local media and inhabitants

are those who can, and through whom we can, influence also wider

circles. The Nuclear Energy Act, which became effective in Finland

last year, defines that the final decision on whether nuclear power

plants can be built inside a municipality, is made at local level.
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As far as TVO i concerned one factor making local information

activity easier is the small size of the locality. In Eurajoki

almost every family has a member or a friend who is involved with

the power company. This makes people realize that the company's

employees are ordinary people and this everyday-touch diminishes the

element of drama.

The difficulty we have to face is the people's suspicion of

information activity. All information is considered propaganda,

regardless of its form, and only negative news are considered

information. Also, a large proportion of people are passive. You

have to provide them with information directly and not expecting

them to ask for it themselves.

For TVO, a particular difficulty arising from the fact that the

plants are located in a small municipality, is that they increase

the wealth of the municipality in the form of considerable tax

income. People living in neighbouring municipalities, on the other

hand, may feel that they are left with all the drawbacks with

nothing to gain.

CONTACTS WITH LOCAL PRESS

I do not believe I can tell you anything new of how to deal with the

press. I am sure that all of you have in some way or another been

involved with these contacts.

Let me, however, briefly state our objectives:

The reporters should learn to know the company employees both

as experts in their own field and as persons.

For this reason, visits, telephone contacts and social events

where we can learn to know each other as persons are a very

important form of basic information activity. If a reporter

knows you well as a person, or as a friend, he probably will
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not write of unpleasant things; at least, not without veri-

fying his facts first. Naturally, this means that those res-

ponsible for the information activity and for local contacts

have to use their whole personality, also outside office and

office hours.

Is everybody then willing to this; that depends on the

company's personnel policy and the availability of information

inside the company. Everybody representing the company to the

outside world must have enough knowledge and be certain of

what he/she is talking about.

Closely connected to what was said above, is the building up

and maintaining of trust. One cannot always tell everything,

but one must never lie. We have to attempt at building up a

relationship based on mutual confidence to make it possible to

discuss also difficult matters.

This is a beautiful thought, but in practice it is not always

so easy. A good journalist may have to struggle between the

demands of his own ethics and his friendships. Therefore, one

should always carefully consider whether some fact is worth

concealing and what would the negative effects be if things

were told as they are. Very often these negative effects are

not as important as the loss of confidence. One negative

experience requires ten positive ones to achieve balance.

Somebody has said that confidence once lost can never be

restored.

CONTACTS WITH LOCAL DECISION-MAKERS

Something that applies to both journalists and to decision-makers is

that one should know them personally. After shared interests,

perhaps outside office hours, and after years of cooperation we may

learn to take into consideration also the other party's opinions

even if we do not agree with them.

A difficult aspect connected with local decision-makers is the

weight of politics and the person's own image. If he is known for

an anti-nuclear power image, he has to keep up this role even if he
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in personal discussions revealed different kinds of thoughts. Also,

a person whose party is against nuclear power, faces quite strong

pressure from his own circle if he dares to express opinions in

favour of nuclear energy.

In TVO, it has been our policy from the very start to take local

inhabitants and, most of all, local decision-makers, into considera-

tion as a particularly important target group. we have tried to

ensure that local decision-makers are informed of things before or

at least at the same time as the media. Often we also provide them

with more detailed information.

In the year 1974 when the construction works were started in the

plant area, and even before that, local information activity mainly

took the form of arranging large assemblies and discussion forums

for all of the inhabitants.

Matters were naturally discussed in small groups and at cabinet

level, but there were no regular forms.

After the mid-701s, when the works were fully under way, we made it

a habit to invite the municipal councils and boards from Eurajoki,

our "own" municipality, from the town of Rauma and the Rural

Community of Rauma to an assembly once a year to be told about the

progress of the situation.

This is, however, a very strenuous habit. Infrequent assemblies

with a large number of participants left gaps into the reporting

process. The most important yield of these occasions were the

dinners after which, in the late hours, perhaps aided by a few

drinks, significant questions were brought up; questions that people

had not dared to make earlier in the assembly.

Although these occasions, to some extent, fulfilled their purpose,

they did not, however, achieve the goal of local information

activity - provide the representative with such a good idea of the

situation that they are able to pass the information further.
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MUNICIPALITIES' COOPERATION COMMITTEE

In 1978 it was decided to set up a cooperation committee of muni-

cipalities around Olkiluoto. Apart form the three earlier mentioned

municipalities, five other neighbouring municipalities were invited

to join the committee.

The municipalities were asked to self select 23 representatives to

this cooperation committee, which became known as the KYT-committee

(an abbreviation from the committee's Finnish name).

Ever since the committee was set up, it has convened regularly and

last year celebrated its tenth anniversary.

In every committee meeting, all plant incidents are discussed in

detail. Also reports to and by the authorities, that is the Centre

for Radiation and Nuclear Safety in Finland, are presented and

commented by TVO professional staff.

Apart form actual production reports, an introductory lecture is

given at each meeting on a topic that is current or has been

requested by the members of the committee. We have spoken about

safety, waste management, plant technology, various smaller

projects, the global and national energy situation or any other

topic that the members have been interested in. The principle has

been that there are no subjects on which we could not talk.

The committee members are selected by the local government for one

election period which is four years. During that period they

acquire a lot of expertise and naturally this knowledge remains with

them even if they are not re-elected.

An important thing we have noted is that people who have very

critical opinions to start with often adopt more positive attitudes

with time as they learn more. Then their questions and comments

begin to be expressions of their role as opponents rather than

actual criticism or demand for information.
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A committee such as this naturally cannot operate or produce results

without constant attention. Our principle has been that the repre-

sentatives of the various municipalities take turns in acting as

chairmen at the meetings. The executor, secretary and organizer, on

the other hand, is always the representative of the power company;

in other words, myself.

The organizer shall at all times see to it

- that the meetings are held regularly and when special

circumstances arise, the meeting is summoned at a short notice

- that contact with also individual committee members is

maintained all the time

- that the members consider themselves as important

representatives of their municipalities

- that all possible information material is sent to the members

- that the members are treated as local VIP's

- that outside experts or authorities are invited to the

meetings every now and then to maintain confidence in the

information supplied

- that the members' opinions and initiatives are taken into

consideration and they lead to action.

We have found this work to be worth the trouble it causes. The

municipal officials know who TVO's contact person is and they know

to contact him/her when they want to ask something. If the contact

person cannot answer their questions, he/she will forward the

questions to TVO where they will be given thorough consideration and

answers are provided without a delay.

Then the person who has made the question can be consulted on

whether his question is a problem of wider interest and whether
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information material should be sent also to other sectors of the

municipality, or the matter be dealt with in the power company's own

local newsletter, called Olkiluodon Uutiset - Olkiluoto News, which

is delivered to every household in the area.

INFORMING OF LOCAL INHABITANTS

Many of the local inhabitants are more interested in matters

concerning the plant and the company than people living elsewhere in

the country. When they receive more detailed information than what

they can read, for example, in daily newspapers, they consider the

plant to be their "own". of course it is easy for the local

inhabitants to find out about things also from the plant employees,

provided they are active enough to seek such information.

Not everybody, however, is active enough to take part in plant

visits or acquire brochures. For these people the above local

newsletter was established, already in late 701s. This newsletter

is not intended for the plant personnel, they naturally receive

their own newsletter, but is a publication delivered to every

household in the neighbouring communities. People owning summer

cottages near the plants, and other interested parties, are

receiving this news-letter, too. We have found this to be a very

good means of providing information to people directly; it is also a

very cheap form of information activity.

The Finnish professionals' basic sin, maybe found also in other

countries among people working with nuclear energy, is that they

take matters extremely seriously. Of course the production of

electricity is an important and serious matter, but as we all know,

serious information too can be conveyed easier if it is lightened

with some humour or if a lighter viewpoint is adopted.

TWO PUBLIC FESTIVALS

During the past couple of years TVO has arranged two events where we

have mixed "pleasure and business". We have received plenty of

favourable feedback from both these events.
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I will now tell you briefly of them.

The first one was called "The Eurajoki Light Weeks". In the autumn

of 1987 we noted something interesting. TV01s electricity

production was about to exceed the production of Finland's largest

hydro power station, the Imatra plant, which had been put into

operation as early as in 1929. TVO's plant no. started operation

in the autumn of 1978. According to the statistics therefore, Eura-

joki was to become Finland's most electricity-producing municipali-

ty, or Finland's most "electrical" municipality. The idea of a

festival was processed further; we wanted to include in it everybody

living in the area. The preliminary plans were made by TVO after

which also the Mayor of Eurajoki as well as other significant

persons were invited to join the organizing committee.

As a result of the planning and organizing work that took all

autumn, on December 5th, the eve of Finnish Independence Day,

festival lights hung through the entire centre of Eurajoki were lit.

There were crowds on the streets, a band playing music and the

Managing Director of TVO and the Mayor of Eurajoki thanked each

other for the good cooperation. By the main road TVO had put a

large sign telling the passersby: "Eurajoki - Finland's most

electrical municipality". It also showed Eurajokils coat of arms

and TVO's emblem. In the evening a cocktail-party was arranged,

paying special attention to Eurajokils decision-makers as well as

other local VIP's, such as teachers.

This was by no means the end of the celebration. A competition was

arranged for all Eurajoki-inhabitants to guess the number of lamps

in the festival lighting. First prize was free electricity for one

year. Answers had to be sent in by Christmas.

Several funny stories were told on the grapevine about methods used

to count the number of the lamps. One evening two elderly ladies

were walking on the streets, one looking up and counting the lamps

and the other marking them down on a piece of paper.
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Another story told about a boy who recorded the rows of lamps on a

video tape and then made money by selling the tape; the lamps could

be counted from the video tape.

As these stories were told, TVOIs name came up in a positive spirit

and not a single negative view was voiced about the whole project.

The other festival was called the "Electric Birthday".

On September 2nd 1981 if was exactly ten years from the day TVO unit

I started supplying electricity to the national network. Usually

the guest list of these kinds of anniversary parties includes

ministers, politicians and other VIP's.

This time however, our starting point was that it was thanks to our

personnel that our plants have been working troublefree. The

employees did not have to celebrate alone, but everybody could bring

with him not only his own family but also one friend family. TV01s

employees amount to approximately 500. With all their families and

friends, plus also the previously mentioned cooperation committee's

members with their families, the total amount of guests at the

birthday party was over 3000. The party was held on two days, on

Friday and on Saturday, with non-stop programme all the time. The

festival site was Rauma sports hall.

During those days, everybody living in Rauma wanted to have a friend

working at TVO. Huge bulb-formed balloons flew high over the town.

Famous performers entertained the guests, everybody could eat as

much as they wanted, also ice-cream, and the party went on till

midnight.

The atmosphere cannot be described with words; it rose high up to

the ceiling of the sports hall. Although the arrangements for such

a party required a lot of work and money, the positive attitudes

created by the party were certainly worth them.
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What was the reaction of those who do not harbour warm feelings for

nuclear energy of for TVO? The only demonstration, and even that

one did not get much attention, was the appearance of four people in

black mourning clothes near the main entrance, distributing some

pamphlets and pretending to celebrate TVO's funeral (as opposed to

the birthday) However, they soon considered it best to get out of

the way of the happy and festive people, without having to be told

to do so. Our video film will hopefully give you an idea of the

atmosphere at the party. I heard a little girl had said: "This was

a NICE birthday-party, let's come next year, too".
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Nuclear facilities and local information
Speech by Lennart Franzon (together with L G Wahlberg, OKG)

Forsmark NPP is situated 100 miles north of Stockholm on
the east coast. Te owner is Forsmark Power Group in
which te Swedish State Power Board is the ain sare
holder.

The plant has 3 units of about 1 000 MWe each. The annual
net production is about 22 TWh, which means 16 of
the Swedish electric power consumption.

Forsmark was the only Swedish nuclear power plant not yet
operating at all at the time of te nuclear power referen-
dum in 1980. The first two units were ready for loading
when prime minister Olof Palme suddenly in 1979, due to a
strong party opinion after the TMI-accident, agreed to the
centerparty's demand for a referendum.

So - for one year - the pioneers in Forsmark did not know
if there would be any nuclear power production at all in
their plant.

The neighbourhood of Forsmark means for us a radius of
about 50 miles from the station, which means about 100 000
inhabitants, including a lot of summer house owners.

The first building in use in Forsmark 1973 - seven years
before operation start - was our visitors center in the
entrance floor of the watertower.

Since then 400 000 people have visited us. Of our 100 000
.neighbours" 50% have paid at least one visit to the sta-
tion.

The visitors programmes are the most important activities
towards the Swedes. To let visitors into a reactorhall bal-
cony, a few meters above the high level waste close to the
reactor, is a good way to explain the nuclear power. Many
visitors also feel privileged when they together with their
friends are able to investigate the radiation protection
monitors, where the Chernobyl disaster first time was de-
tected outside the Soviet Union one monday morning in april
1986.

Since 1983 we advertise positive Wd negative things in the
operation of the reactors. Electricity supplyavailability,
employment, radiation dose to the employees, radioactive
outlet into air and sea, operational problems, events etc.
are published by us in the local newspapers quarterly.

Our experience is that negative publicity, based on author-
ity reports or opposite people, has decreased. Sometimes
the advertisement itself has been followed up by the news-
papers, presented as original news. By the vay, the ost
important for us is to have the initiative all the time and
to be able to describe our items with our own words,
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especially operational problems.

Similar to Oskarshamn Power Group we edit a magazine -
Forsmarks Tidning - twice a year since 1980, the year of
operation start.The magazine is distributed to about 65.000
homes, to authorities, politicians, employees, private com-
panies etc. Our tenth publishing year has started and we
keep on presenting the life in Forsmark to people around
us. 50% of the neighbours read the magazine. I think we
have to be satisfied with that.

Through the years of operation in Forsmark we have learned
that te relations to the local newspapers journalists are
more valuble and important than other media relations at
all. We know from our surveys that our neighbours rely on
us - even more than they trust the authorities as regards
nuclear power information.

We also learned that on the "Chernobyl day" in Forsmark
when - for the first six hours - most people thougt that
something terrible had happened in Forsmark ...
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THE WAY WE WORK WITH PUBLIC RELATIONS AT THE OSKARSHAMN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT

I will start with some short marks just to put you all into

the picture.

The Oskarshamn nuclear power plant is owned by OKG Aktiebolag.

OKG is the only private company in Sweden operating nuclear

power plants.

As you can see from this map, the site is situated 350 kilo-

metres south of Stockholm, in the community of Oskarshamn

with 30 000 inhabitants and in the county of Kalmar with

about 250 000 inhabitants.

OKG now owns and operates three BWRs of ABB Atom design,

with a total net production of 15 TWh/year. In other words,-

1 - 12 percent of the total electricity generation in Sweden.

OKG also operates CLAB that is owned by SKB. On the site,

SK8 has now decided to build a hard-rock laboratory 500 metres

down in the bedrock.

OKG is the nuclear pioneer of 5weden. Our first reactor has

been in operation since 1972. As you all know, the twelve

Swedish reactors perform at a very high standard. Oskarshamn

is no exception as you can see from this picture.

Now to the issue of public relations or as I would rathe�

call it "communication with our neighbours".

Some basics.

Company policy has always been maximum open communication

and encouraging the employees to engage themselves into debates

about energy and nuclear and into social life as a whole.

OKG also sponsors several cultural and sport events in

Oskarshamn. Everything in order to create confidence between

society and the plant.
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The way we do it locally and the means we use

We have defined two different areas of influence.

Our organization of the information department.

I will start with the visitors. We think it is very important

to people to come and see for themselves. About five thousand

visitors walk through unit 3 every year. To handle these

we have an exhibition, two balconies for visitors and three

places inside unit 3 with information sheets. In CLAB there

is a small exhibition and one balcony.

The visitors are really heterogene groups of people. There

are schools, different organizations, politicians and so

on.

In the information department, responsibility for visitors

and school information is in one group. Our activities in

school are very strategic and we regard those as extremely

important. We work with a lot of different activities from

normal visitors program to whole days with 50 - 60 teachers

and two hour lessons at different schools and colleges about

energy and nuclear power. Together with the other nuclear

companies we now have a special computer program under trial

in college.

To keep our local politicians and our nearest neighbours

well informed there are two different "information groups".

One is called "the local safety committe" with eight of the

most important politicians of Oskarshamn. They get information

about four times a year and when needed. The items are mainly

regarding safety. The other group is a more informal one.

Our president and myself meet with six people living at a

maximum of kilometres from the plant. They are very reliable

from the public's point of view. We give them information

of what has happened and what is going to happen in the company

about two or three times a year. And they can ask us questions
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and almost always get the answers at the table. This way

we can kill rumours and misunderstandings at an early stage.

In addition to these meetings we gather the community parlia-

mentary board once a year with their chief executives, about

100 people. They get information and can put questions forward

and then we have a simple dinner.

Naturally we also make some speeches every year in the local

Rotary and Lions clubs.

Different types of printed material

One of the most important things to work with if you want

to achieve confidence is to keep your employees very well

informed. Our internal information is therefore an essential

part of the work. The normal way is information from manager

to his/hers personnel. To complete that, and to give a broader

information, we publish a paper for OKG employees "Kiirnpunkten"

every fortnight. "Urnpunkten" is to be very actual and very

accurate. It is made on site but printed in Oskarshamn It

is printed on Thursdays and distributed to all our employees

before Friday lunch the same week. If some event occur in

one of our plants or somewhere else and we think this will

be of interest for the media, and before we distribute a

press release, we print and distribute on site an "Extra

Kgrnpunkten". Our main objective is to try to guarantee that

OKG employees always know about events before the media gets

it.

To keep the inhabitants in Kalmar county informed about what

we are doing and how, we publish every month the second Saturday

one advertisement in every paper in the county. We write

about production, radiation doses, problems and whatsoever.

We also use it as one way to bring facts to the public about

minor problems instead of using a press release.
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To complete the information pattern in our neighbourhood

we make a paper called "Aktuelit fr5n Oskarshamnsverket"

twice a year, just before and just after our overhaul period.

That means, normally in the beginning of April and in the

end of November. It is distributed to every household of

Kalmar county. That means an edition of 110 000. It contains

summaries of what has happened and what will happen. Every

number we try to find some main issue to focuse, for example

radioactive waste, people working in the plant, what about

the alternatives and so on. We try to make it like a daily

paper with something to read for everyone. We make a lot

of interviews and try to let people with different opinions

speak their mind. We have so far made two surveys and they

both showed that about 0 000 people read the paper more

or less. That is very good in Sweden for this kind of publica-

tion. We also learned from the surveys that the confidence

in OKG increased after reading the paper.

The last brickstone in our information building is 11OKG Aktuellt".

It is the oldest one and it is published four times a year.

It is more of a paper for the nuclear industry than an OKG-

paper. It is distributed to about 5 000 people all over Sweden.

To politicians, journalists, people in big Swedish power

companies, to teachers and others. "OKG Aktuellt" tries to

give serious information about what is going on in the nuclear

field in Sweden and abroad. There are often analyses of

political reactions to different questions and interviews

with governmental officials and so on.

This was a short briefing of what we have found is a very

good way of keeping the public aware of what we are doing

and to gain confidence among people specially in our vicinity.

Naturally we also use the "normal" ways of communication

by for example press conferences, press releases, seminars

and so on.
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What is next?

We have just started a discussion with the other three nuclear

power stations to try to make two things together:

One joint advertisement every third month in papers

reaching most every Swede. With about the same

content as our monthly advertisement.

One joint paper for nuclear operations every six

month replacing "OKG Aktuellt" but with a much

larger edition - about 25 000. The main objective

is to give serious and accurate information about

the performance of the Swedish reactors and of

the development abroad. We think that if we start

this paper and make it good, it will be of extremely

high value as a possible way to, with an extra

number, give fast information to keypersons in

Sweden in case of incidents in or outside Sweden.

I will finally make this statement: Nuclear power in Sweden

is far from dead. There is a hope for life.

Thank you!

OKG Aktiebolag, S-570 93 FIGEHOLM, Sweden
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ELECTRICITE DE FRkiCE January 1989
NUCLEAR AND FOSSIL GENERATION DIVISION

PIERRE HALLER

NUCLEAR FACILITIES AND PUBLIC
INFORMATION AT ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE.

The scale of the French nuclear programme is well known.
In the eleven yars, from 1977 to 1988, thirty four 900 We units
were commissionned. Nuclear energy has replaced the fossil fuels:
coal and, especially, oil in the production of electricity. In 1988,
70% of the power generated was of nuclear origin, 21 of
hydroelectric origin, 9 from coal and less than 1% from oil.(figures,
i-2)

It is true that France occupies a special position in the
world of nuclear power. Within a period of eleven years, from
1974 to 1985, the country had to replace by nuclear energy the
fossil fuels, oil and coal, used in the production of electricity. Tis
was due to the fact, as Lord Marshall once said, that "France has no
oil, no coal, no gas and no choice".

In the wake of the oil crisis of 1973, it was easier to get
the nuclear programme accepted by French public opinion. But a
major public relations effort was required to win over a large
proportion of 6pinion which was against th6 d6velopmbnt 6f
nuclear energy.

Public opinion was thus gradually converted, reaching the
proportion of more than 65% in favour by the end of 1985.

And then the Chernobyl accident occurred. Although the
event did not arouse the same passion as in other countries in
Europe, the proportion of people in favour of nuclear fell by more
than 15 percentage points, and we had to rethink our



communication policy in an -ffort to find the best means of
reassuring the public. (figure 3)

The analysis of French public opinion has led to a two-
track approach to a new communication strategy:

DEVELOPING CONFIDENCE, this is the purpose of a day-to-
day communivation,

ANTICIPATING CRISIS SITUATIONS) in order to be
prepared to cope with them if tey occur.

DEVELOPING A CLIMATE OF CONFIDENCE. THE DAY-TO-DAY
ACTION

The opinion -survey.

Nothing should be concealed. Confidence must be earned
by a style of communication which meets the public's expectations.
Our public relations policy is based on our knowledge of public
opinion regarding nuclear energy. Several surveys, studies and
opinion polls have been caffied out, enabling us to identify the
various targets and to become acquainted with the concerns of
each category of population.

The MessUes.

The messages should be adapted to each kind of public.
Nevertheless some general principles are, valid in every case.

The messages operate at two levels: the explicit messages
and the implicit messages. The explicit messagcs concern what we
say on the positive aspects of nuclear energy with respect to
environment protection, to the economic advantages for the region
and the country, to the high level of nuclear safety. The implicit
messages will be got across thanks to the quality of welcome to the
visitors and the visual and mental image they record during their
tour. We are currently working on the iMPTOVement of those
messages, especially for visitors of power stations. At stake are the
questions: How to give a more human aspect to those gigantic
installations? How to show better the people at work there? How
to integrate more feminine elements in this world of technicians9
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How co amend the vocabulary and all the igns intended to convey
the signification of our messages?

The local actionS.

In pratic-a priority is given to communication campaigns
in the vicinity of the sites. The local actions are as follows:

I-Promotion of visits inside the plant for the public. Visits
are probably the most efficient means to transmit our message.
They are concrete and personal experiences which may enhance
the mental representation of nuclear technology. At present, we
receive 5,000 to 50,000 visitors at each of te IS nuclear sites
every year. Sites under construction receive up to 100,000 visitors
per year. For the whole country it makes up a total of 300,000
visitors per year.

Local and national advertising campaigns are performed
to promote the visits of nuclear power stations.

2-Information centers are built beside each nuclear site.
They are open every day, and they supply pedagogical material
relating to the technical, economic and ecological aspects of nuclear
energy.

3-Close contacts with local and regional opinion leaders.
Regular information on the status and activities of the plant and of
any incident are given to such opinion leaders as officials,
politicians, civil servants and journalists.

4-Information meetings for medical practitioners. A n
inquiry has shown that many of them have a poor knowledge of
the effect of radiations on man. Meetings are arranged with the
help of specialist doctors. Over the past year, they have been
attended by about 4000 practitioners.

- nformation material for the teachers in the
neighbouring schools is provided and numerous visits are
organized f pupils. Many visits are prepared in cooperation with
the teachers. Arrangements are made for contacts between pupils
and plant workers.
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6-Information material on different aspects of nuclear
energy are available for the public. An average of 100,000
documents per year is distributed on each nuclear site.

7-Publication of plant specific newspapers. Those
newspapers are usually issued quartely and distributed to the local
population. In the case of Cattenom and Fessenheim, two plants
close to the German border, a translated version is sent to the
German population.

8-Participation of the plant to local life by sponsoring
cultural and sporting activities.

9-Local information commissions have been set up since
1981 in each region containing a nuclear power plant. These
commissions, which are chaired by local representatives are made
up of local elected delegates, members of associations and unions.
Through this means, questions can be overtly asked by the public
and full response can be provided by the plant manager,

10-In some places, a charge free telephone line is
available for the public. It gives regular information on the status
of the plant and on incidents.

The internal on.

Intemal and external communication are inseparable. EDP
has a staff of 125,000 people. They constitue a special source of
information for the public and they contribute to the public image
of the %company and of the nuclear technology, With this in mind,
we have prepared special documents dealing with a range of
questions covering all aspects of nuclear energy such as economic
issues, safety, Wast O effects on the environment.

In addition, a specific training has been provided for the
operations personnel, a total of 24,000 persons, to enable them to
reply to the public when they inquire about radiation protection in
the event of an accident.

In addition to these specific actions, the Various EDF in-
house magazines regularly include articles on nuclear issues. Many
of these magazines are distributed to active as well as retired
personnel.



CRISIS PREVENrION AND MANAGEMENT.

A communication policy, which aims at establishing a
climate of confidence does not, however prevent totally the
occurrence of a crisis resulting from decisisons, incidents or
accidents, or even happening at a time when nobody expected it.
The confidence already gained should not be lost on such an
occasion. We try to anticipate events as often as possible and we
prepare ourselves to cope xvith a crisis in case one should occur.

Taking systematic preventivC_aQtiM

For each decision which may raise reaction from the
media or from public opinion, a communication plan is prepared at
national and local level.

This method has been used several times in the recent
period with a certain success:

+ When the first unit of Nogent Power Plant went critical.
This plant was considered as controversial with regard to its
location on the river Seine, 100 km upstream of Paris.

+ For the first loading of the PWR plant in Saint-Laurent-
des-Eaux with mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fuel elements.

+ For the re-start of the gas-cooled graphite-moderatod
unit of Chinon after 3 years of outage for repair.

+ For the ruling of the European Court concerning
Cattenom in September 1988.

+ For the re-start of te fast breeder unit Super-Phenix
after 20 months of outage for inspection in January 1989.

Similar preventive actions have also helped getting
through difficulties in the field of the electricity distribution.

Systematic information of the __edia.

Various highly-publicized incidents have shown that if
information is hold back, or even if it only appears to be so, shock
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headlines overstate the situation even where the safety of the,
installation was not threatened.

We have therefore adopted the practice of immediately
informing the regional and national media about any operating
incidents.

FurtherrnMe, the ministerial Dpartment for Energy has
set up a permanent information system by Minitel a small
videotext terminal, which works with the telephone system. There
are currently over 3 million Minitcls in France which make it
possible at every moment to find out the current operating status
of all nuclear power plants and the results of the radioactivity
surveillance around the plants. This information is also available
by telephone line from foreign countries with the suitable terminal.

In the field of accidents or incidents, it should be pointed
out that the Ministry for Energy has set up a Nuclear Incident
Severity Scale with levels fom I to 6 This scale should enable
people to understand at a glance whether an incident is serious or
not.

PeTmanener, i1nd quickness of information sources,

For any event, it is very important that media and
authorities should get from us quick and as complete information
as possible. Otherwise they get an information from elsewhere. In
that case the risk is high that the rumour will distort the truth. The
rurnour has a rapid propagation and is easily kept in mind. It is
difficult to deny it afterwards.

On the other hand, it is well known that incidents do
happen mostly at night or during weekends. We may also have to
cope with the sudden resurfacing of an old almost forgotten
problem or to respond to inquiries from the news mdia about
events occuring in foreign countries.

Within the press office, of EDF's headquarters and within
the information team of the power station, roster systems have
been established in order to make sure that information relating to
any event is given as early as possible to local and national media.
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CONCLUSION

The success of nuclear power does not only rely on
engineering xperience but also on public communication. The
availability factor of utilities can depend ot only on the technical
perfection of the installations but also on the quality of' this
communication, which is not an exact science but rather an art with
its own rules. This communication needs bridges between exact
sciences and human sciences. Everyone should be involved, not
professionals only. It should be considered as a cultural valu by
every one working with nuclear energy, at the same level as
safety, quality and economic concerns. We have set up a so called
"Master Plan for Nuclear Communication". It defines the targets,
the rganisation, the messages, the methods and the means which
are necessary to implement this communication nationwide and
locally. It is based on a large commitment of the local site
managers and public rlation officers.

The efficiency of a communication policy dpends on the,
cooperation of the different actors:

+public relation officers and technicians

+local organization level and corporate level

+international cooperation.

All together, we must have the best possible public
relation system. The planet Earth is a village. The difficulties with
public acceptance in one country will hit all the others. We have to
exchange our experience in order to improve the quality of our
messages and of the methods to transmit them.

I would like to thank the European Nuclear Society for
organizing this meeting which allows us to communicate about
communication.
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LOCAL INFORMATION AT TIHANGE N.P.P.

by

R. ROSSEEL, INTERCOM, Brussels 2 7

I INTRODUCTION

In our democratic countries, fair acceptance by the public of the

various stages in the implementation of a nuclear programme is a con-

dition sine qua non for its success.

In this respect, the public opinion of the local community always

plays a major role and could become crucial in particular cir-

cumstances when, for instance, a new site is created or an accident

occurs.

Therefore, local information should be given priority and be perceived

as a key factor in any communication strategy. However, mere

information is not enough. Information is like grain it can only

germinate in a well prepared soil. In other words, the fair and

positive perception of any information or message relies not only on

its quality but equally on the credibility of the source (util-ity,

nuclear lobby, etc... and the reservoir of goodwill It has been able

to create within society.

The purpose of this paper is to relate the successful actions observed

at Tihange N.P.P. This plant is located near the town of Huy along

the river Meuse in Southern Belgium. Its total capacity amounts to

2,790 MW. The three PWR were commissioned respectively in 1975,

1983 and 1985.

RPV/48/11N/DG
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2. BEING A FRIENDLY NEIGHBOUR

2.1. Planning

Belgium was fortunate enough to plan its first nuclear units at a time

when anti-nuclear activists were aost unheard of.

Thus, the creation of Belgium's two nuclear sites at Doel and Mange

in 1968 was met with little or no opposition, from the local community

or the public at large. The local authorities were very much in favour

of these new big industrial settlements and the few unavoidable

expropriations were sufficiently well compensated to become painless

for the inhabitants concerned.

During planning it is essential to determine the lay-out of the plant

and to include the necessary features to help minimise the objective

nuisances which the surrounding population might suffer from. At

Tihange for instance, considerable amounts have been spent to locate

and design the cooling towers 160 m high) so that any potential

discomfort (noise, artificial rain or fog, shadow from the plume,

etc... they may cause is reduced to a minimum.

2.2. Construction

A favourite theme with local opponents is that a nuclear power plant

is an infrastructure of national interest which brings nothing but

inconvenience to the local community.

A first answer to these critics lies in the amount of local taxes paid

to the host municipality from the date the plant is commissioned.

Mange, with 3 operational units, brings the town of Huy the cash

equivalent of US$ 7 millions, or 1/3rd of the municipality's total

income.

A second answer lies in the economic fall-out (both direct and indi-

rect) resulting from construction activities. At Mange, due care has

been taken to ensure that sufficient orders are placed with local firms

on the one hand and, on the other hand, that enough manpower is

recruited locally for the site. This policy is followed through to the

operational stage.

RPV/48/IIN/DG
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2.3. Operation

Besides the measures already mentioned, the insertion of a nuclear

power plant in its socioeconomic environment can be inhanced in

many ways.

At Tihange for instance, a research centre was set up to study the

possible use of heated water from the condensers which is normally

discharged into the river. As a result of this, 3 companies were

created respectively for intensive fish breeding, cultivation of

ornamental plants and production of algae by-products.

Sponsoring is used increasingly. Already in the early stages of its

establishment in Tihange, INTERCOM, the operating utility, started

restoration work on a 16th century mansion, owned by the munici-

pality, and which had fallen into disrepair. It is now used to

entertain our guests. Our financial support has also been extended to

the restoration of historic buildings in municipalities neighbouring

Huy. Under Belgian law, these municipalities are not empowered to

levy taxes on the power plant. However we do our utmost to make

our presence advantageous to them.

Furthermore, our company regularly supports local cultural activities

such as concerts, the theatre and exhibitions.

3. LOCAL INFORMATION FIRST

A constant policy at the Tihange NPP has been to give precedence to

local information under all circumstances. This is particularly true in

the event of an incident.

3.1. Incident reporting

As in any other country, the local authorities are directly involved in

launching emergency operations in the event of an accident.

At Thange, arrangements made with the Mayor of Huy are much more

extensive. It has been agreed that any event, occurrence or incident

which deviates even ever so slightly from the daily routine shall be

reported to the Mayor without delay by phone or telex, before any

other authority (national or regional) is alerted. Such an agreement

can of course only be reached with authorities which are prepared to

RPV/48/11N/DG
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deal with the information they receive in a fair and positive manner.

The main advantage of such a procedure - besides generating a

confident relationship with the municipality - is to eliminate the risks

of being accused of concealing an incident, should we decide not to

release a statement to the press about It.

However, our constant policy is to issue press-releases immediately,

whether the incident be

- of significant importance

- insignificant but noticeable from the outside (e.g. a fire in

construction works)

- or insignificant but likely to be unfairly reported (e.g. contamina-

tion of a worker).

Representatives of the local press as well as local correspondents of

the national press are personally targeted by our press releases. It

must be stressed that to be effective openness toward the media is on

a par with personal and confident relationships between members of

the press and persons responsible for information within the utility

and/or the power plant.

3.2. Basic information

As for basic information about nuclear power, we remain convinced

that the most effective communication technique is a visit to a power

plant.

Two main factors corroborate this opinion. Firstly, people who decide

to visit a power plant do so on their own initiative. This makes them

receptive and motivated to listen to the message and information

conveyed to them. Secondly, a personal contact with the human and

technical reality of a nuclear power plant constitutes a striking and

irreplaceable experience which is likely to feed people's minds with

real pictures thus enabling them to better interpret nuclear

information and events later.

Tihange welcomes about 20,000 visitors each year, many of which live

in the surrounding area. Specific targets among the plant's neigh-

bours are piticians, schools, physicians, lawyers, etc. 

RPV/48/11N/DG



The 800 members of staff, 2/3rds of them living in Huy or in the

adjoining municipalities, are regarded as the power plant's main

ambassadors. They have to be well informed at all times of the plant's

day-to-day events so as to answer queries from their acquaintances.

At week-ends, they are free to invite parents and relatives to visit

parts of the installation which are accessible.

To make the local population more familiar with daily life at the power

plant, a newsletter aed "Tihange-Contact" is periodically published

and delivered to ca. 35,000 letterboxes. The articles mainly deal with

operational performance, incidents, new equipment, who's who... and

also external events like the Chernobyl disaster.

4. CONCLUSION

There Is good evidence to believe that the Tihange nuclear power

plant is presently well integrated in its socioeconomic environment.

The plant's management lives in a climate of positive "peaceful

coexistence" with the local authorities, the last demonstration against

the plant dates back to some 10 years ago and very little criticism, if

any, is heard from the local community. Possibly the most convincing

evidence of this relaxed atmosphere is that none of the candidates put

forward by environmentalist parties were elected in the latest general

and municipal elections at Huy.

Our dual policy aimed to promoting congenial neighbourly behaviour

and giving priority to local information has undoubtedly significantly

contributed to this result.

RPV/48/11N/DG
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THE ROLE OF ADVFRTISING 1 PROMOTING SELLAFIELD

BY SOB CARTWRIGHT, PUBLICITY MANAGER, BNFL

LADIES GENTLEMEN

During the laet two and alf years, British Nuclear Fuels have

spent approaching E9 million on advertising, expenditure designed

to increase the public's acceptance of nuclear power and BNFL's

operations in particular. That money has been spent against a

difficult background, the campaign having started just seven

weeks after the Chernobyl disaster, although the strategy, and

indeed the launch avertisements, were developed before Chernobyl

changed so many people's attitude towards nclear power.

I believe I am right in describing this campaign as the largest

so far in the world by a nuclear company, and the approach has

certainly been unusual, The question is, is it working?

To answer that we have to look back to 1983 and 1984, when 3NFL

were hit by two major events, a discharge of radioactive

materials on to beaches near Sellafield which attracted enormous,

and of course� adverse press coverage, and econdly a television

documentary rvealing an excess of leukaemias in a nearby

village to Sellafield. During 1985 and early i986, almost

anything that happened at Sellafield was potential front page

news, Sellafield was seen by many in the nuclear industry, and

not only in Britain, as a major problem, and the public, judging

by opinion research conducted at the time, shared that iew.
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Research showed:-

Most people Saw BNFL as an environmental polluter and a

danger to health.

Sellafield was aeon as a dangerous place at which to work or

near which to live.

HNFL was seen as secretive and dishonest.

one of the major agument for using advertising as the focal

point of any major campaign is that, unlike press relations, it

can be controlled. This was particularly important, as the press

coverage was already bad, and something dramatic had to be done

to change the situation. We needed advertising, we concluded,

and we needed new and dramatic advertising which would start to

create positive new stories. We also needed very effective

advertising, and that meant television. In Britain today, over

80% of a typical person's information is gained from TV.

At first, we considered two fairly obvious strategies. To try

and explain the benefits of nuclear power and BNFL's role, and

secondly to explain the risks and put them into the context of

other everyday risks.

We tested a large number of advertisements along these lines. It

had been decided that, with a sensitive, emotive subject such as

nuclear power, advertising protecting was absolutely vital, a

decision we have never regretted. The research told us that
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neither strategy was likely to work, for one basic reason.

Nobody believed what we werg eaying. Clearly we had no

credibility.

There was a further problem. The tlevision authority, the

Independent Broadcasting Authority said TV advertisements along

these lines would not be authorized as they were deemed to be f

a political nature, and political advertising is not allowed on

television in Britain.

So we had to start afresh. Firstly, to overcome the objections

from the television authorities, we developed some advertisements

inviting the public to come to Sollafield and see for themselves.

A little to our surprise, the dvertisements were not only

acceptable to the IBA but were also acceptable to the public when

we tested them. It looked as if we had a campaign strategy at

last, one which we described as 'Open and Honest'.

The campaign started in June 1986, with colour advertisements in

magazines and newspaper supplements. Attached to the

advertisement were invitation cards, with nine million printed.

This was followed by a 0 econd TV advertisement, broadcast

nationally.

Our aim to make the campaign newsworthy certainly worked. With

the help of a public rlations exercise, the TV ad was shown on

a wide range of news programmes, and many newspaper articles were

written about this new approach to selling nuclear power to the

public.
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People started to visit Sellafield in ever ncreasing numbers.

From 29,000 in 1985 we went to 65,000 visitors in i986 (0,00 in

the second halL of te year after the campaign started). In 1987

it was up to 104,000 and 98B 158,000.

The biggest surprise was at the end of 1987, when Sellafield was

named by the English Tourist Board as the countr-y's fastest

growing tourist attraction.

So what was te reaction of the piblic at largo, not just those

who visited Sellafield, because it was the total British

population we were aiming at? Research showed they thought:-

The advertisements were responsible and informative

Not propagandist

They disarmed 'antis'

And they delivered a positive safety message - people said

'they would not let you in if it wasn't safe'.

Since then we've continued the theme with for xample

advertisements promoting special Steam Train trips to Sellafield

using Britain's most famous steam ongine, with five very

successful trips in 1987. And we've run special two page ads

which even promoted Greenpeace, an advertisement designed to

reinforce the image of being open and honest and to show we were

confident of our arguments. We also continued with TV ads in

1987 a you can see.
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much of te thin�cing as Osen Oased on one of the basic promises

of all advertising - the btter known you are, the better

regarded you are. This basic argument has been the justification

of brand advertising for years, and I believe exactly the same

principle applies to industrial advertising and to issue

advertising.

One major result of the success of the campaign in attracting

visitors to Sellafield was that we had to improve our visitors

facilities. We ad an exhibition centre which was being

literally overrun by visitors. We aloo wanted to improve cur

facilities for those visitors who wanted t tour the Sellafteld

site.

We started by introducing Sellafield Sightseer buses, equipped

with videos� so that visitovs could see what was happening in the

plant, while any of our newer plants under construction are

having viewing galleries incorporated into them.

And perhaps most dramatically we decided to build a new and much

improved Visitors Centre, with a much enlarged and audio-vistially

orientated exhibition, plus other facilities such as a

restaurant, souvenir shop, lecture rooms etc.

We were given approval for this new facility in May 1987, with an

opening date of early June 1988, a timeecale I would not

recommend to any of you for a project of this scale. However, it

proved easily enough time, as we finished a good 12 hours ahead
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of schedule. Luckily 1983 was a Leap Yr, or we might have been

12 hours late.

This was the advertisement tat was broadcast within hours of the

official opening of the Visitors Centre by the Duke of Edinburgh.

And here you can see some views of the Visitors CentTe.

And IS the Centre working? Well we have conducted research

through MORI, one of ritain's major opinion research companies.

It showed that 7 of those entering the Visitors Centre were

either very or fairly pro-nuclear power. on leaving that figure

had gone up to 79%. And those who were anti had fallen from 1%

to 9.

People were generally very impressed with the whole facility, and

most important of all, said they could understand the

information. Over recent years we have put enormous effort into

making our audio-visuals, brochures, computer games and displays

easily understood, using the language the general public speaks,

and not the language of the nuclear industry.

We know therefore that our combination of advertising and

visitors facilities is having a positive impact on those who

visit ellafield. And they are now becoming statistically

significant, with perhaps 2 million likely to visit the Centre

during the next 10-15 years. But what of the population as a

whole? We have conducted a tracking study of our advertising

programme since early 186, and the figures show a gradual
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improvement In eNFL's ratings over a whole series of moasures as

you can SOO. There is hoWevOr a long Way to go, and we feel it

is very important to quantify our objectives and measure

performance through each year of the campaign,

To ConClUde, we have used advertising as a focal point in a

7ampaign which incorporates many other areas of publicity - ress

relations, xhibitions, visits, films and brochures. We believe

that advertising, and particularly TV advertising, is crucial in

trying to achieve major changes in attitudes.

Finally, I would like to comment on a fther piece of research

we at BNFL, and (-,rganisations such as USCEA in the United Statep�

and the Canadian Nuclear Association have conducted. And that is

to seek the public's view about the future. What emerged in

Britain, Canada and USA was remarkably similar. Nuclear power

was seen by over 70% of respondents as likely to be important in

meeting electricity needs in the future. Nuclear was seen as the

most important single sourQe of generating electricity in the

future. Rowever much smaller numbers liked the Idea of nuclear.

There is clearly a communications gap to be filled to help make

nuclear power more acceptable to the public. I believe that

advertising Is the single most effective method of promotion in

helping to bridge that gap in the years to come.
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THE Q[lbSTT0NS HA-r wF ARE SKFD TO DISCUSS TODAY ARE QUITE

TNTFRESTT\C, AND A BIT DISCONCERTING. CAN PUBLIC CONFIDENCE AND

ACCEPTACE BE WON BY ADVERTISING? FURTHERMORE, IS SUCH AN

APPROACH DEFFNSIBLE?

THE ANSWER TO QUESTION NUMBER ONE IS DEFINITELY YES. AS TO

QUESTION NUMBER TWO, I DO NOT SEE ITS RELEVANCE. IS SUCH AN

APPROACH DEFENSIBLE IN RELATION TO WHAT?

LET ME SHARP WITH YOU SOME THOUGHTS WHICH GUIDE ME IN THOSE TWO

ANSWERS.

THIS WORKSHOP FCTISFS ON PUBLIC INFORMATION PROBLEMS OF NUCLEAR

KNERGY. AMONG OURSELVES, WE ALL AGREE THAT THE OBJECTIVE

WORfDWTDF IS TO IMPROVE THE CLTMATF OF PBT.TC OPINION IN OUR

RKSPECTIVE COUNTRIES IN FAVOUR OF NUCLEAR ENERGY. (Sl) ONCE WE

ESTABLISH THIS OBJECTIVE IN FACH OF OUR RESPECTIVE COUNTRIES, WE

TDENTIFY SPECTFIC OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES TO MEET THAT GENERAL

OBJECTIVE.

IN CANADA, WE HAVE IDENTIFIED THREE SUB-OBJECTIVES THAT MUST BE

MET IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE CLIMATE OF PUBLIC OPINION IN CANADA

IN FAVOUR OF NUCLEAR ENERGY. (S2) THEY ARE:

(1) ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY AND TRUST IN OUR INDUSTRY;

(2) ESTABLISH ACCEPTANCE AND CONFIDENCE IN OUR PRODUCTS AND IN

OUR PEOPLE; AND,
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(3) INCREASE THE LEVEL OF 3LIC SUPPORT FOR THE NUCLEAR

INDUSTRY.

WF HAVE ASO TDENTIFIED A SPECIFIC TARGET GROUP: S3)

MEN AND WOMEN LEADERS OF OPINION OF THIS COUNTRY AND 

YFARS LD -4-

A LOT U RFSFARCH HAS BEEN CONDUCTED IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY HOW THE

CANADIAN PUBLIC RACTS TO OUR PRODUCTS, OUR PEOPLE AND OUR

INDUSTRY OVERALL. REVIEW OF THIS RESEARCH PERFORMED BY OUR

MEMBERS HAS GUIDED US IN ESTABLISHING FOUR MAJOR STRATEGIES THAT

OVEA A TIME PERIOD OF 3 TO YEARS COULD HELP US ACHIEVE OUR

GENERAL OBJECTIVE. THESE STRATEGIES ARE:

(1) TO OPFN AN ON-GOING DIALOGUE WITH THE CANADIAN PUBLIC;

(2) ro INTRODUCE AND FAMILIARIZE THE CANADIAN PUBLIC WITH

SPFCTrTC APPTTCATIONS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY;

(3 TO PRESENT SPECIFIC FACTS ABOUT NUCLEAR ENERGY; AND,

(4) TO MONTTOR THE RESULTS OF OUR EFFORTS IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN

AND IMPROVE THE ON-GOING DIALOGUE WITH THE CANADIAN PUBLIC.
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ALL THL.�E STRArEGTFS ARE ORGANIZED IN A PROGRAM WHERE EACH

FT.EMFN'T IS DSTGNED TO FMPHASIZE OUR EFFORT AND INCREASE OUR

CHANCES OF SUCCESS. (S4) THIS PROGRAM IS SPREAD OUT OVER A

THREE-PHASE PERIOD WHICH WILL RUN AT LEAST THREE YEARS, AND IF

NEED BE, FVE YEARS. (S5)

AS ONE CAN SEE, ADVERTISING IS ONLY ONE OF THE TOOLS OF THIS

PROGRAM. ADVERTISING IS PART OF OUR MODERN CANADIAN SOCIETY, AND

ALSO A PART OF THIS ERA OF COMMUNICATION. IT IS A TOOL THAT IS

AVAILABLE TO US LIKE EVERYONE ELSE AND IT IS A TOOL THAT WE

SHOULD USE WTTH DTSCRETION, KNOWLEDGE AND EFFICIENCY.

WHE& WE DECTDED TO EMPLOY ADVERTISING AS ONE ELEMENT OF OUR

INFORMATION PROGRAM, WE BGAN BY RECOGNIZING THAT WE WERE DEALING

WITT] AN ISSUE NOT A PRODUCT.

WITH THIS IN MIND, WE RESEARCHED THE CANADIAN PUBLIC TAKING INTO

CONSIDERATION THE REALITIES OF MARKET RECEPTIVITY TO AN ISSUE AND

TOLERANCE BY THE PUBLIC IN RELATION TO ADVERTISING ABOUT ISSUES.

OUR RESEARCH INDICATED THAT A NON-ADVOCACY, RELATIVELY SFT"

APPROACH COULD MEET OUR OBJECTIVE AND REACH THE CANADIAN PUBLIC.

WE WANTED OUR ADVERTISING TO REPRESENT OUR COMMITMENT TO SHARE

INFORMATION WITH THE CANADIAN PUBLIC IN THE FASHION MOST LIKELY

TO HAVE A FAVOURARLE IMPACT.
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IT IS NOT NEWS FOR MOST OF YOU THAT WE DEAL ITH TWO '11AINSTREAM

CULTURES IN CANADA. THE ESSAGE TN OUR ADVERTISING ALSO HAD TO

TAKE INTO CONSTDERATION THESE TWO CULTURES AND T WAS DECIDED TO

PRESENT OUR ESSAGE IN A FASHION SENSITIVE TO THE CULTURAL AND

IDIOMATIC FRAMEWORK OF CONTEMPORARY FRENCH AND ENGLISH CANADIAN

LIFE.

TN ALL OUR ADVERTISING EFFORT, WF WANT TO ENSURE THAT CANADIANS

INl)!�.RSTAND THAT WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF INFORMATION

DISSEMINATION NOT OF ADVOCACY. WE CONSIDFR THIS NUANCE TO BE

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT.

OUR RESEARCH INDICATES CLEARLY THAT ADVOCACY PER SAY, STATEMENTS

THAT IMPLY THE SELLING OF A PRODUCT, WOULD NOT BE BELIEVED AND

MOST LIKELY WOULD PROVE COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE FOR THE NUCLEAR

INDUSTRY. IN FACT, OUR RESEARCH FOUND THAT PEOPLE WHO ARE

MODESTLY DISPOSED TOWARDS THE INDUSTRY BUT HAVE SOME DOUBTS, AND

THOSK WHO ARE MODESTLY OPPOSED BUT NOT BEYOND HOPE HAVE A STRONG

DESIRE FOR MORE INFORMATION, MORE DATA, MORE BACKGROUND AND MORE

UNDERSTANDTNG.

THTS HAS RFFN CONSISTENT I ALL OUR SURVEYS. (S6)
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TX OTHER WORDS TNFORMATION IS NOT AN EEMY FOR PEOPLE HO

HELI!,IVE THAT THE NUCLEAR TNDUSTRY HAS A ROLE TO PLAY IN CANADA'S

FUTURE RUT RATHER IT TS A FUNDAMENTAL ALLY. TN FACT, CANADIANS

HAVK ALWAYS BELTEVED THAT NCLKAR FNERGY HAS A ROLE TO PLAY IN

CANADA'S FUTURE. THEY ARE MORE SEPTICAL ABOUT ITS ROLE TODAY.

AS IN ALL THE COMPONENrs OF WHAT WE CALL OUR PUBLIC INFORMATION

PROGRAM, THE ADVERTISING ELEMENT HAS ITS OWN GOAL. IT IS TO

ESTABLISH THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY AS:

- COMMITTED TO HE SHARING OF INFORMATION WITH THE CANADIAN

PUBLIC;

- UNDERSTANDING THE PUBLIC'S REQUIREMENT AND DESIRE FOR THAT

INFORMATION; AND,

- PUTTING FORWARD INFORMATION IN A COMPREHENSIVE MANNER SO AS

TO BE A CNSTRUCTIVE PARTICTPANT IN AN ON-GOING DIALOGUE.

ONE OF HE SUB-OBJFCTIVES SUPPORTED BY OUR RESEARCH IS TO EXPOSE

THE GENERAL PUBLIC TO DIMENSIONS OF THE NUCLEAR IDUSTRY ABOUT

WHICH THEY HAVE NOT THOUGHT OR KNOW VERY LITTLE ABOUT.

ONCE WE AGREED UPON A SIGNATURE FOR OUR ADVERTISING EFFORT, (S7)

WE PURSUED OUR CHOICE OF MEDIA. WE OPTED FOR PRINT MEDIA AND

TELEVISION. MAGAZINES WERE CHOSEN IN PREFERENCE TO NEWSPAPERS

AND OTHER KINDS OF PRINT MATERIAL BECAUSE OF THEIR LONGEVITY AND
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BECAUSE THEIR FORMAT LENDS TO GREATER IN-DEPTH COVERAGE OF

ARTICLES AND ISSUES. THE SENSE OF URGENCY FOUND I NEWSPAPERS IS

NOT PRP;SrNT TN MAGAZINES. THE MESSAGES HAT ARE DEVELOPED FOR

THE PRINT MEDIA ONCENTRATE ON WHAT OUR RESEARCH INDICATES AS

BEING THE CONCERNS OF CANADIANS. WE STARTED OUT BY INTRODUCING A

SPOKESPERSON FOR THE INDUSTRY. (S8) WE WANT OUR INDUSTRY TO HAVE

FACES, NAMES AND REAL PEOPLE. AFTER PUTTING A FACE ON OUR

INDUSTRY, WE MOVED DIRECTLY TO A MESSAGE ABOUT DIAGNOSTIC NUCLEAR

%IEDICINE WHICH APPEALS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC AND INTRODUCES

DIVERSITY IN THE APPLICATIONS OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY. (S9 IT

SAVES LIVES. BUILDING ON THAT STRENGTH, WE INTRODUCED OUR FIRST

AD ON THE HUMAN ASPECT OF SAFETY S10) IN OUR NUCLEAR POWER

PLANTS. OUR FINAL MESSAGE (Sll) OF THE FIRST PHASE WAS ON

URANIUM, ITS HUGE ENERGY POTENTIAL AND THE VAST RESERVES WE HAVE

HERE IN CANADA. ALL OUR PRINT ADVERTISEMENTS WERE TESTED AT

FOCUS GROUPS REPRESENTING THE PUBLIC WE ARE TRYING TO REACH AND

THEY ALL TESTED VERY WELL. IN FRENCH CANADA, THE MESSAGES WERE

SIMILAR BUT THE VISUALS WERE QUITE DIFFERENT REFLECTING THE

Cfl.LTURAL NUANCE.

PHASE TWO OF' OUR INFORMATION PROGRAM IS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY. THE

ADVERTISING MESSAGE CONCENTRATES ON SPECIFIC CONCERNS OR ISSUES

BUT IN A STRONGER AND MORE DIRECT MANNER TO BUILD CREDIBILITY.

THE ISSUES ADDRESSED ARE SAFETY, S12) WASTE DISPOSAL, S13) AND

ENERGY OPTIONS FOR CANADA S4). WE WILL, IN 1989, (S153) HAVE A
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SPECTAL -ADVFRTISING ISERT TO CELEBRATE THE 50TH -ANNIVERSARY OF

THE DISCOVl-,RY OF FISSION AND EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH TO THE NUCLEAR IDUSTRY. THE ROLE A WOMAN

SCIENTIST PLAYED IN THAT DISCOVERY IS QUITE TIMELY IN CANADA.

OUR TELEVISION MESSAGE MUST BE BY DEFINITION, QUITE GENERAL AND

IS FOCUSSED ON GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY. IT OPENS

ON NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND INTRODUCES CANADIAN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

AND THE SIGNIFICANCE IT HAS FOR CANADA AND FOR CANADIANS. OUR

TELFVISION MESSAGE IS AIMED AT A VERY WIDE AUDIENCE AND BECAUSE

ONE HAS TO DEAL WITH CERTAIN TIME CONSTRAINTS IN TELEVISION

ADVERTISING, IT STRIKES MANY MEMBERS OF OUR INDUSTRY AS NOT

TPRRTHLY COMPLEX. IT ALSO HAS BEEN TESTED IN GREAT DETAIL AND

HAS BEEN WELL ACFPTFD BY MARKET GROUPS. WE OFTEN, FROM AN

TNDUSTRY POTNT OF VIEW, THINK THAT THE GENERAL PUBLIC IS MORE

INTERESTED IN OUR ISSUE THEN THEY REALLY ARE AND THAT THEIR LEVEL

OF KNOWLEDGE OF OUR INDUSTRY IS HIGHER THEN IT REALLY IS. THAT

IS NOT TO SAY THAT THE CANADIAN PUBLIC IS NOT CAPABLE OF

UNDERSTANDING OUR INDUSTRY, IT IS ONLY TO SAY THAT IT IS NOT

PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN OUR INDUSTRY AND IN ITS SCIENTIFIC

ASPECT. WHEN PROPERLY INTRODUCED ro IT, THE CANADIAN PUBLIC

BECOMES QUITE INTERESTED, AND IN SOME CASES, VERY CURIOUS ABOUT

THE INDUSTRY.
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TN CONCTUSION, (S16) I BELIEVE PUBuc CONFIDENCE AND ACCEPTANCE

CAN BE WON BY ADVERTISING. I BELIEVE SUCH AN APPROACH IS

ESSENTIAL IN TODAYS WORLD OF INSTANT COMMUNICATION. WE PROVIDE

CANADIANS WITH FACTS USING ADVERTISING TO BRING THESE FACTS TO

THEIR ATTENTION. TIS IS OUR RIGHT AS AN INDUSTRY. BECAUSE OF

THE ACTUAL ENERGY DEPENDENCY OF OUR COUNTRY, WHERE CANADA RANKS

SECOND IN THE WORLD IN ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA, AND

BECAUSE CANADA CAN NO LONGER, AS IT HAS TRADITIONALLY RELIED TO A

GREAT DEGRkh ON DAMMING LARGE RIVERS r PRODUCE ELECTRICITY, FOR

MOST OF OUR FCONOMIC SITES HAVE BFEN HARNESSED, IT IS OUR DUTY TO

PROVIDE INFORMATION ON OUR INDUSTRY TO THE CANADIAN PUBLIC IN

ORDER FOR THEM TO KNOW ALL THE FACTS WHEN THEY ARE ASKED TO

C1106SK BETWEEN DIFFERENT FORMS OF ENERGY TO PRODUCE ELECTRICITY.

IN OUR COUNTRY, ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION IS A PROVINCIAL CONCERN.

MANY ELEMENTS ARE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN A CHOICE TO GO

AHEAD WITH ONE ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION SOURCE IS TAKEN. WHAT WE

PROVIDE WITH OUR INFORMATION PROGRAM AND PARTICULARLY WITH THE

ADVERTISING DIMENSION IS KNOWLEDGE, TO HELP CANADIANS MAKE MORE

ENLIGHTENED DECISIONS. OUR INDUSTRY HAS A DUTY TO PROVIDE THAT

INFORMATION. THAT IS WHY I FIND THE SECOND QUESTION AT THIS

SESSION TRRELEVANT.

Januarv 3 1989
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SIGNATURE

"SEEKING TO GENERATE A LETTER UNDERSTANDING"

Canadian Nluclear ASSociatim"',
ssociation Nuci�aire Canadienne

OIL EST TEMPS DE PARLERME LA"R



Favourability t7nward nuclear nrgy

as ne wav to generate electricity

Canada
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Strongly favour 12 11 17

Somewhat favour 39 40 45

Somewhat oppose 25 26 22

Strongly oppose 24 21 15
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"Advertising Can Help, If You Look Before You Leap"

My task today is to review the advertising program of the U.S.

Council for Energy Awareness -- its history, the rationale

behind it and the results. Before I do so, however, I want to

take a few moments to briefly give you a flavor of USCEA's total

communication mission.

Reaching the American public requires a broad-based program

using a variety of communication tools and techniques. A

program cannot rely solely on advertising to carry its messages.

USECA therefore also has programs in several other key areas,

including media activities, public relations, publications and

public attitude research. All of our communication efforts rely

on understanding public views and perceptions, so our attitude

research and measurements are extremely important in helping

set the direction of our programs-and in evaluating their

effectiveness.

Our media relations activity consists of much more than simply

responding to press inquiries although, of course, we do that.

our program includes an active, involved network of third-party

experts, on whom we rely to carry a balanced, credible message

about what constitutes sound energy policy. We use third-party
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experts for one simple reason. We feel our basic messages --

the dangers of rising dependence on foreign oil, and the role of

electricity in cutting that dependence and fueling economic

growth -- are enhanced if they are delivered by a diversity of

authorities in various disciplines, not just by utility and

nuclear industry experts.

our third-party spokespersons contribute articles to major

newspapers and magazines as well as letters to the editor. They

also participate in briefings for editorial boards of major

national and area publications, media tours and community energy

forums.

US-CEA arranges media tours in major city markets, using both

third-party experts and industry executives who brief the

editorial boards of major newspapers, hold radio and TV

interviews, and participate in press conferences. Such exposure

multiplies the impact of our message many times over.

Using prominent specialists in economics, political science and

nuclear technology, USCEA also annually organizes some 20

community energy forums in major media markets. We also rrange

speaking tours for young scientists and engineers from our

member companies. Even though these young professionals

identify themselves clearly as employees of utilities or nuclear

manufacturers, their knowledge and enthusiasm give them

tremendous credibility.
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In 1988, the media program coordinated events and interviews in

over 135 cities. The total potential audience reach for these

programs was over 75 million. In addition, USCEA staff, members

and other energy experts met with several editorial boards and

participated in 13 radio interviews which aired on over 8,000

radio stations to a potential audience of 120 million.

In the publications area, we produce a wire service called

INFOWIRE and two popular publications -- a monthly newsletter

called INFO and a bimonthly magazine called Nuclear Industry.

INFOWIRE is designed to alert our member companies to major,

breaking events on which they may receive inquiries from the

media or the public.

INFO assembles short, newsy items that portray energy,

electricity and nuclear issues in a straightforward, unbiased

way. INFO is targeted broadly at an audience that includes the

media, communications professionals and many other opinion

leaders and decision makers.

Nuclear Industry magazine is a new bimonthly, powerful

communications tool that treats subjects in greater depth than

is possible in the newsletter. It is targeted at an influential

audience, outside the nuclear and utility industries -- members
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of Congress, state utility regulators and state legislators,

Wall Street financial analysts and others -- although it

circulates widely within the industry as well.

USCEA also produces a variety of other publications on important

industry issues. We use a number of different formats -- short,

simple brochures intended for the general public; longer

booklets that explore issues in more depth; one- or two-page

fact sheets and backgrounders that serve a variety of uses.

With all our publcations, we target our audiences carefully from

the beginning, then prepare materials with that audience in

mind.

Of course, we also provide communication support to, and prepare

materials-for use by other industry organizations -- the

American Nuclear Energy Council, which handles legislative

affairs, and the Nuclear Management and Resources Council, which

manages regulatory issues.

And finally, in addition to staging the annual Nuclear Energy

Forum in Washington, USCEA sustains an active conference and

workshop program addressing a variety of industry interests,

including public information, licensing, the fuel cycle and so

forth.

Now, let me turn to USCEA's advertising program.
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Even though the U.S. Council for Energy Awareness has been

addressing nuclear energy issues in advertising for the past

five years, we did not pioneer the use of advertising for issues

of public concern in America. Far from it.

In fact, the decade before the eighties saw wide use of "issues

advertising" by a broad range of individual companies as well as

coalitions and associations that wanted to promote a particular

point of view.

And print advertising wasn't the only vehicle for issues

advertising. Many companies were finding a way to advocate a

position and get that position into American homes on

television.

By the early eighties USCEA was taking note of such advertising.

What seemed to be working. And what seemed to be failing,

because the issue of nuclear energy in America was getting more

and more exposure, much of it lacking balance.

The American press was certainly going to continue to cover the

nuclear issue. But their coverage, we believed, often presented

a damaging perspective on nuclear energy.
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Americans, like other people around the world, don't believe

everything they read in the newspaper or see on television

newscasts. But we contended that if we did not do something to

present Americans with the full picture of this issue, that this

continued barrage of negativity would take its toll on public

confidence in nuclear energy, and could end up limiting the

continued use of an energy source that we knew was vital to our

country. Indeed, we felt it was important to get Americans to

see nuclear energy in a normal, factual light rather than as

some mysterious, frightening phenomenon.

We earnestly believed that this was an issue that affected all

Americans. But we did not have a budget that would allow us to

talk to everyone. So one of the early decisions that had to be

made was, who should or target audience be.

1. We could try to find that core of people in the country who

already supported nuclear energy and have our advertising

efforts reinforce their support.

2. We could address our advertising to those against the use

of nuclear energy and try to convert them to our side.

3. Or we could try to influence, what research indicated was

the largest segment of the population, those people who did
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not really have fixed views about nuclear energy. We

dubbed them "fence sitters." That's an American term for

someone who tends to straddle issues and could come down on

one side or the other.

We wanted to do what we could to make sure that the majority of

these "fence sitters" came dwn on the side of nuclear energy.

So initially, we targeted this group. But as our program

developed, we determined it would be even more effective and

efficient to aim at a somewhat smaller group, a group we

identified as including opinion leaders and decision makers.

These kinds of people could be found and reached by media

selection. We chose to rn advertising in the kinds of

magazines and periodicals chosen by Americans who were

continually looking for news and opinions on various subjects

and who expressed their views on those subjects.

But we had other major decisions to make. Like which points and

messages. would address their concerns most effectively.

We could try to combat people's safety concerns by talking

directly about the extensive safety record of nuclear energy in

America.
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We could talk about the environmental advantages of nuclear

energy over other sources of energy.

We could talk about the fact that no one energy source could

supply all the energy that America consumed and would continue

to consume in the years ahead.

And how should we deliver our message; should we be forceful and

strident and firm in the conviction of the appropriateness of

our message?

Should we accuse those who opposed nuclear energy of being

obstructionists who were forcing their minority opinions on the

majority of Americans?

Or should we take a more statesmanlike point of view. And try

to bring light rather than heat to the whole issue of nuclear

energy?

As you saw in earlier slides, there was already so much

"emotion" and concern being generated in the press, we felt it

made sense for our advertising to try to calm things down. To

let people know this was an issue that could be discussed

reasonably and rationally and factually, so that reasoned,

rational, factual decisions could be made on the subject.
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This is how we began our campaign. The first ads looked very

editorial. In fact they looked more like stories on energy than

advocacy ads in favor of nuclear.

Energy and the need for it was the broader context within which

we conveyed basic information about nuclear energy. We also ran

television commercials designed to get that message across. Our

goal was to bring nuclear energy into the home in a calm,

routine, relaxed way.

But over a period of time, we determined that our television

wasn't as effective as it should be. Research confirmed it.

However, our print advertising was working splendidly. Research

confirmed that.

These ads were getting higher readership than most corporate or

issues-oriented ads. They were more persuasive, and people were

responding positively to the facts we were providing about

nuclear contributions to our energy needs.

What we still needed was more of a motivator. More of a reason

for people to accept nuclear as something both necessary and

vital to helping meet our energy needs. This was difficult,

especially since the American public was ... and is even

today ... complacent about energy.



Nuclear energy not foreign oil, is the
best way to prevent electricity shortages

Electricity is so vital to
our economy and our

way of life that a shortage
of electricity is unthinkable.
Yet some parts of the
country are already
experiencing brownouts
during peak periods of
demand. The question is
not "Will we run out?"
The question is "What
price will we have to pay?"

Our electricity demand will
outgrow our present supply. It is
only a matter of time. Federal
planners believe that our current
generating capacity may not be
enough to supply our peak
electrical demand in the 1990s.

America's electricity use has
steadily increased for the last 50
years, and has grown over 45%
since the 1973 Arab oil embargo.
This growing electricity demand
is already forcing us to turn to oil.

Imported oil:
a dangerous fix

The longer we wait to build new
coal and nuclear plants, the more

we will have to depend on oil.
Using more oil plants would
increase our foreign oil imports,
worsen our trade deficit, and
make America even more
dangerously dependent on foreign
countries for crucial energy.

More nuclear plants
needed

Nuclear energy is already America's
second largest source of electricity
after coal. By reducing the use of
foreign oil to make electricity,
nuclear plants have saved America
$105 billion in foreign oil payments
since 1973. Nuclear plants
have also helped cut consumer
electric bills by over $60 billion.

FOREIGN OIL

Nuclear energy reduces
America's dependence on
foreign oil, not only at electric
power plants, but wherever
electricity replaces oil. It supplies
a large part of the electricity that
our economy needs to prosper.

If you'd like more information
on making America more energy
independent, write to the U.S.
Council for Energy Awareness,
P.O. Box 66103, Dept. SH01,
Washington, D.C. 20035-

Information about energy
America can count on

I'.S. COIACII. FOR ENERGY AWARENESS

NUCLEAR ENERGY

•<u

Ifl

As seen in July 1988 issues of TIME and U.S. News & World Report; August 1988 issues of Reader's Digest, National Geographic, Newsweek, Sports Illustrated, Smithsonian,
Forbes, The leadership Network and Natural History; and September 1988 issues of Psychology Today, Scientific American, The Economist and National Journal.



Without nuclear energy
American dollars spent for foreign oil

could be our biggest export
here's an incredible
amount of American

money going overseas
to buy foreign oil.
How much?

In 198". the I'.S. paid foreign
countries nearly SAO billion for oil;
that's 23% of our record-high trade
deficit. Iran alone received over
S"00 million. That's enough
mono to buy over 20 new lighter
planes lor the Iranian Air lorcc. \
very unpleasant thought.

To stop this nionn drain and
reduce our iradc del kit. we must
further reduce our need for foreign
oil. We've already made significant
progress. The 109 plums in
America making electricity with
nuclear energy replace oil. F.very
year, they reduce our trade deficit
by S5 billion. But if we want our
economy to continue to grow, then
we must do even more.

Trouble ahead
Electricity use has increased in all
but 2 of the last 50 years. But while
demand is definitely growing,
our ability to meet
that demand.

without using even more oil, is
not growing. By 1992, all nuclear
energy plant construction in this
country will be completed.

Our $40 Billion Oil Drain1

U.S. Trade Deficit: $174 Billion
Source; U.S Department of Commerce 19H"? estimfl »

America's foreign oil bill continues
to drain our economy and now make*
up 23% of the U.S. trade deficit.

To meet the electricity demand of
the next decade will require either
using more foreign oil to produce
electricity or building power plants
that use energy grown here at
home, like nuclear energy.

Nuclear energy
can keep our money home

Even though most Americans
believe that nuclear energy will
continue to play an important role
in our nation's energy future, no
new nuclear power plants are
currently being planned. At
present, too many financial,

political, licensing and regulatory
uncertainties stand in the way of
America's further developing its
nuclear energy resources.

Nuclear energy has pro\ed it can
help curb our costly dependence on
foreign oil. Nuclear electric plants
have already saved America over 3
billion barrels of oil and S105 billion
in foreign oil payments

It nuclear energy is going to
continue to help fuel America's
future, we must be planning for
it now.

If \ou'd like more information on
making America more energy
independent, write to the I'.S.
Council for Lnergy \\\arc-ness,
P.O. Bo\ 06I0.S. Dcpt. I'DOl.
Washington. D C 20035.

Information about energy
America can count on '

I S. COl \ ( ll.VOK 1-M.IUA \\\A!UM:SS

f f

As seen in May 1988 issues of Reader's Digest, TIME, Newsweek, Sports Illustrated, and U. S. News & World Report; the June 1988 issue of
National Geographic, and July 1988 issues of Psychology Today and Forbes.



Nuclear energy
vs.

foreign oil's
ups and downs

The United
States is again

dangerously depen-
dent on foreign oil.
A far more secure and
reliable choice is electric-
ity made in America from
coal and nuclear energy.

Because nuclear energy replaces
foreign oil, it has become one of
the major pillars of U.S. energy
independence.

Going back to the great energy
crises of the 1970s, the price of
foreign oil has resembled a giant,
dizzying roller coaster ride. The
availability of foreign oil has also
dropped down and shot back up.
And we don't even control the
roller coaster—others do.

Consider this ominous statis-
tic: in the first eight months of
1987, even at today's low prices,
America had to pay over $20 bil-
lion for foreign oil. That's a lot of
dollars leaving this country, adding
to an already huge trade deficit.

Nuclear energy
cuts oil imports

Clearly, the more energy we use in
the form of electricity from coal
and nuclear energy, the less oil we
have to import.

Nuclear-generated electricity
has already saved America over three
billion barrels of oil, with billions
more to be saved before the turn of
the century. That's why it's so im-
portant for our energy self-reliance.

More electricity
for a growing economy

Our economy needs plenty of new
electrical energy to keep on grow-

ing. Almost all of that new energy
is coming from coal and nuclear
electric plants.

The truth is that nuclear
energy is an everyday fact of life
in the U.S. It's been generating elec-
tricity here for nearly 30 years.
Throughout the country are more
than 100 nuclear plants, and they
are our second largest source of
electric power. As our economy
grows, we'll need more of those
plants to avoid even more depen-
dence on foreign oil.

Safe energy
for a secure future

Most important, nuclear energy is a
safe, clean way to generate electric-
ity. U.S. nuclear plants have a whole
series of multiple backup safety
systems to prevent accidents. Plus

superthick containment buildings
designed to protect the public even
if something goes wrong. (It's a
"Safety in Depth" system.)

The simple fact is this: Ameri-
ca's energy independence depends
in part on America's nuclear energy.

For a free booklet on energy
independence, write to the U.S.
Council for Energy Awareness,
P.O. Box 66103, Dept. RR01,
Washington, D.C. 20035- Please
allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

Information about energy
America can count on

U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS

As seen in February 1988 issues o f 1'IME. Newsweek, Sports Illustrated, U.S. News & World Report, Smithsonian, Psychology Today,
Forbes, Scientific American, The Leadership Network, Natural History, The Economist, National Journal, and State Legislatures.
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This time we made sure that we looked before we leaped. We did

an extensive study that the research experts call a conjoint

analysis. The details of the research are not as important as

the fact that it yielded the core strategy that all our

advertising has been based on since; energy independence.

Being independent. Standing on your own two feet. Providing

for yourself. These ideals have long been part of the American

character.

We found that when we defined the need for nuclear energy, our

message was not only better understood, but was also one

Americans felt good about supporting. And the role nuclear

energy plays as a way to help Americans be more energy

independent is especially effective.

We were also determined to give the same sort of message on

television that we were giving in our print ads.

So we designed new television commercials to also convey the

need for nuclear energy to help provide our energy independence.

Here are examples of some of these television commercials.



Diagnostic research confirmed that these television spots were

communicating believably. And subsequent tracking research

indicated that the more we ran television, the more our print

advertising was noted and remembered. Print and TV have a

synergistic effect.

The examples I've shown you make up the core of our advertising

campaign. It is the ongoing advertising that is taking our

message to that majority of Americans we identified

earlier ... the opinion leaders and decision makers.

But in addition to the advertising you've been seeing, we also

ran a series of ads in The Wall Street Journal, America's

leading business publication. This national newspaper's

readership represents a broad spectrum of national leadership

including the financial community, investors, top corporate

management plus key government and legislative personnel.

These ads, that'we call "energy updates," are designed to

provide information about nuclear events in the U.S. and around

the world that don't normally make the news columns.

We also maintain a budget contingency that allows us to address

tactical issues as they arise.



The Wall Street Journal

Wednesday, July 6 1988
Thursday, September 8, 1988

ENERGY UPDATE

Four out of five Americans believe nuclear
electricity is important to America's future.

cording to a public opinion Question: "How important do you think nuclear
survey conducted in May energy plants will be in meeting this nation's
by Cambridge Reports, electricity needs in the years ahead?"

Inc., 81 % of American adults said
nuclear energy will be important
in meeting the nation's electricity
needs in the years ahead. A similar 8 1 /o
survey, conducted by the Gallup Very or somewhat
Organization, Inc. in September/ important
October 1987, yielded similar
results, with 77% attesting to
nuclear energy's importance to
the future.

N too
For reports on these surveys, or not at all
write to the U.S. Council for 2 % important
Energy Awareness. Don't know

Source: Nationally representative survey of 500 adults, Cambridge
Reports, Inc., May 1988.

0 USCEA 1988

Energy Updates are a continuing series about energy America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS, 1776 Street, N.W, Washington, D.C., 20006
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The Wall Street Journal

Thursday, August 18, 1988

ENERGY UPDATE

American technology is fueling
the world's nuclear electricity growth.

ionsthroughoutthe
world are increasingly rely- U.S. nuclear technology abroading on U.S. technolog to

help build their growing nuclear In 1987, five foreign nations received over 40% of their total
energy programs. In 42 foreign electricitv from nuclear plants based on U.S. reactor technology,.'
countries, over 500 nuclear electric
plants are either in operation. France 67.5%
under construction or in planning.

A��� VSeventy percent are based on Amer- Belgium 67.0%

ic2,s fight-w2tcr nuclear reactor
technology. with U.S. engineering 717-
companies directly involved in the Taiw2n 50.3%
design and construction of many
of them. So. Korea 45.8%

Nuclear energy's share of the
world's electricity. production rose
to 16 percent Iasi year. ith 26 Sweden 4.8%
nations receiving electricity from
nucle2r power. 0 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% -70% 80%

Jr. %mkwLrW,�,nJzJntrt�mnj1 11-La%.,1m,1.d.1nHadt...k 9Ms
19M sC EA

Energy Updates are a continuing series about energy America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS, PO. Box 66103, Washington, D.C. 20035
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The Wall Street Journal

Thursday, January 28, 1988
Tuesday, February 9 1988
Wednesday, March 9 1988

ENERGY UPDATE

Nuclear power
providing more Nuclear share of total electricity worldwide

Source: Inter rtatiorW Atomic EneW Agmcy, 20%electricity Sept. 1987

worldwide *18 19%

n 1960, nuclear power plants
provided less than I of the 15.5%

lentire world's electricity In
1986, they provided over 15 %. The
majority of the growth took place
in the world's leading industrial
nations. France, for example, now
relies on nuclear energy for 70% of
its electricity. 8.5 0/

The International Atomic Energy
Agency predicts that nuclear will
provide 20% of the world's electric-
ity by the year 2000. 5.5%

In the United States, nuclear power
plants currently provide over 17 % of
our total electricity. Today's nuclear 1 .6 OX
plants provide more electricity than
the entire country used in 1952. 07%
Nuclear energy is our second leading 0. I % 0
source of electricity, behind coal. 8

7
CUSCEA i988 5 Bti mate

Energy Updates are a continuing series about energy America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS, P.O. Box 66103, Washington, D.C. 20035
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The Wall Street Journal

Tuesday, March 15, 1988
Wednesday, April 6 1988
Wednesday, August 3 1988

ENERGY UPDATE

New worldwide safety association
planned for nuclear electric utilities

o ensure the highest stan-
dards of nuclear power untries with nuclear electric plants
plant safety worldwide, (in operation or under construction)

nuclear electric utilities from
around the world are planning
a new organization that will
enable members to share infor-
mation and experience about
nuclear power plant operations.
The proposed World Associa-
tion of Nuclear Operators will
have regional offices in Atlanta,
Moscow, Paris, and To-yo. All
32 countries that have nuclear
power plants (including the U.S.)
are expected to participate. mom

rgtn[ina Cuba India Mexico South Africa USSIR
flclgi.rn Czcchoslo, aW Iran Netherlands Spain I, nilrd Kingdom

(DUSCEA 1988 Brazil Easi Germarn 1131% Pakwan S%%rden United State,
Buigaria Finland lapin Poland SA iucri3nd Ucsl (icrman%
Canada France Korea Romania Taman Yugoslj% ia
China Hungin
SOURCE nternational Mornic Energi Agrnc%. 198-

Energy Updates are a continuing series about energy America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS, PO. Box 66103, Washington, D.C. 20035
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N U C L E A R E N E R G Y
National polls in the USA (November 1988) and Great

Britain (September 1988) asked four common questions.

reat

"Which one energy source do you think will be our primary source of electricity ten years from now?"
(Open-ended question; interviewer did not name any sources.)

USA

3%

3%

Great Britain

"How important do you think coal plants will be in meeting this nation's electricity needs in the

years ahead?"

" ' • Great Britain
Very

Important
Somewhat
Important

Not too
Important
Not at all
Important

Don't Know

26% 33%

4%

3 "How important do you think nuclear energy plants will be in meeting this nation's electricity needs in the

years ahead?"

USA Great Britain
Very

Important

Somewhat
Important

Not too
important

Not at all
Important

Don't Know • 3%

Sources: USA poll by Cambridge Reports, Inc., with 1,500 nationally representative adults. Margin of error is ± 2.5%. November
British poll by MORI, with 1,068 nationally representative adults. Margin of error is ±3.0%. September 1988.

Wording in British poll slightly different (e.g. nuclear energy plants are called nuclear power stations).



4 "Do you think the nation's need for nuclear energy as part of the total energy mix will increase in the years
ahead or not?"

USA Great Britain

Asked Only in USA

5 "Can you name two sources of energy that will
provide the most benefit to the nation in the
years ahead?" (Open-ended question:
interviewer did not name any sources.)

6 "How likely do you think it is that new nuclear
power plants will have to be built in the United
States in the years ahead?"

Very Likely

Somewhat
Likely

Not too Likely

Not at all
Likely

Don't Know

7
"Thinking about all energy sources available
for large-scale use, would you say that nuclear
energy is a good choice, a realistic choice, or a
bad choice?"

Good Choice

Realistic Choice

Bad Choice

Don't Know I 3%

8 "Now I'm going to read you two statements about
the tradeoff between nuclear energy versus foreign
oil.Which of these views is closest to your opinion:

We should use more nuclear energy if that will reduce
our dependence on foreign oil.

We should use less nuclear energy even if that will
increase our dependence on foreign oil."

Suite 400
17761 Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 20006-2495
U.S. Council for Energy Awareness 202/293-0770



The Wall Street Journal

Tuesday, May 19, 1988
Tuesday, June 14, 1988
Wednesday, August 31, 1988

ENERGY UPDATE

U.S. scientists and engineers rate nuclear energy
important to America's future.

83.2%
ording to a kientific Very or somewhat

Ame7ican magazine survey,' important
a vast majority of scientists 15.6%

and engineers who subscribe to Not too or not at
the magazine believe that nuclear 211 important
power plants will play an important
part in meeting this nation's future
electricity needs. 1.2% (Don't know)

And, when asked which of five indus-
trial facilities they would choose to QUESTION:live near, more respondents chose a
nuclear power plant than a coal-fired "How important do you think nuclear
power plant, chemical plant, oil refin- energy plants will be in meeting this
ery or even an airport. nation's electricity needs in the years

ahead?"
'Source: Scientific American survey, August 1987,
based on 2 random sample of 1,000 identifiaNe
scientists and engineers that produced 679
usable returns.

Source: Scientific American survey, August 1987
C USCEA 1988

Energy Updates are a continuing series about energy America can count on
U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS, P.O. Box 66103, Washington, D.C. 20035
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When the Chernobyl accident occurred, this is one of the

tactical ads we ran explaining why a similar accident could not

happen in the U.S.

This ad was based on careful research on effective ways of

discussing safety aspects of nuclear plants. In fact, after

Chernobyl we had conducted attitude research to find out what

people had heard and thought about the accident. We conducted

personal interviews to test safety messages and, as is the case

with all our ads, we tested this ad in advance of its

publication.

When a bill was itroduced in the U.S. Congress that would have

complicated, if not destroyed, federal licensing authority for

nuclear plants, we prepared this coalition ad that was cited in
I

the debate on the proposed bill. The bill was soundly rejected.

We believe these tactical efforts can and have worked in harmony

with our ongoing advertising campaign. In fact we've even been

able to put some tactical planning into our ongoing campaign.

As evidenced by this ad that ran days before, and days after,

the recent American presidential election. The energy problems

looming ahead do emphasize the need for a stronger national

energy policy which includes nuclear energy.



ENERGY UPDATE

W

what happene at Chernobyl
diddt en at

Three Mi. Island

Sicel-reinforced concrete
containment structure,
w2lIs about 4 fec tick

Steel liner

Fuelrods

Steel pressure vessel.
walls 8 inches thick

Concrete shielding

Concrete floor II feet thick

This simplified tire# ",ing sbrou s lbi, vnajjr c-ilainment barriers limit separate The
-1side -,ldfi ... I 'be beat and radhitims,,fa U.S. miclearpl-st ifuel corr. Man�y
54muelPlantj lack sti(b amilillimeepil structurt-L

Safety In depth ArRI Americas ruxlear energy Industry
r- an-e time. the (I.S. 0-imitterf- Lmd the llinv xilk 1[2rJ cxp,�rrrRv to
Kn4,rRvA#,W Piessimal-whirdinf"rnw. 'nu, an,%xT h wia t is n-aur tkiwx�
ion -1 The call "tMense iiikTuh." Onc.ni(xirtant Fort rnhanv thrsafuty of all I .S. pL2rm% in many

"." inclotlin iproved inqx"Ion of all
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You should also know that we continually test our advertising

messages and approaches to make sure that we are still using the

most effective communications. Even right after Chernobyl, our

research showed that the need for nuclear energy to help assure

our energy independence was still effective and understood by

the public.

We also test new ad formats periodically to see if our current

advertising approach is still the best way to tell our story.

Again this year, energy independence topped all other messages

as the one American audiences find most meaningful.

As I look back on the advertising we've produced over the last

five years, I ask myself, "What has it done for the American

nuclear utility industry?"

I would have to answer this way. Along with all our other

communications activities it has given us a voice to tell our

side of the story. And our voice is being heard, and it is

credible.

Since 1983, we have delivered over five and one-half million

advertising impressions. Impressions that have let Americans

know how important nuclear energy is-to their way of life and to

their future.
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And we know that our advertising is having a positive impact.

Through research, we have found a way to monitor changes in

attitudes among those who remember seeing our advertising and

among those who do not remember seeing our ads.

For the past years, those who remember seeing USCEA ads

indicated improved knowledge and attitudes significantly more

than those who did not remember seeing the ads.

And this improvement in knowledge and attitudes can build a

reservoir of support for nuclear energy.

For example, research had confirmed that, at the time of the

Chernobyl accident, USCEA advertising helped stabilize positive

attitudes among those individuals previously exposed to our ads.

The immediate effect of the accident on those who had not seen

our advertising was substantial. But for those who had seen our

advertising, the impact was minimal.

Yes. We've found advertising can help convince people that

nuclear energy is something that should be continued and

supported.
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This time we made sure that we looked before we leaped. We did

an extensive study that the research experts call a conjoint

analysis. The details of the research are not as important as

the fact that it yielded the core strategy that all our

advertising has been based on since; energy independence.

Being independent. Standing on your own two feet. Providing

for yourself. These ideals have long been part of the American

character.

We found that when we defined the need for nuclear energy, our

message was not only better understood, but was also one

Americans felt good about supporting. And the role nuclear

energy plays as a way to help Americans be more energy

independent is especially effective.

We were also determined to give the same sort of message on

television that we were giving in our print ads.

So we designed new television commercials to also convey the

need for nuclear energy to help provide our energy independence.

Here are examples of some of these television commercials.
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And we fervently believe that advertising that is researched to

help focus its message and its effectiveness can do it best.

That's the kind of advertising that we are committed to at the

U.S. Council for Energy Awareness. Thank you.
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ENERGY AND TECHNOLOGY FOR OUR LIFE

- concept, execution, results -

Dr.-Ing. Frank W.Morell

Permit me, first of all, to acquaint you with the aims and work of DI

(Association of German Engineers), as for some participants of this

congress it may come as a surprise that an association not directly

involved in the planning, construction or running of nuclear power

stations reports about a campaign whose aim, not least, is to assuage

doubts among the general population about this mode of energy transfor-

mation.

The VDI is a technological-scientific association. With almost 100.000

members it is the biggest in Europe. Its aim is to supply all professio-

nal engineers with "state of the art" information. Its organisatory

mode is decisive for the success of the task at hand: non-aligned as

far as economic interests are concerned, unsalaried and with statutory

consensus requirement it offers its services not only to members but

indeed to all engineers, no matter wether they are still undergoing

professional training or are already in full employment. Our main services

for this target group are:

- conferences, congresses, symposia, workshops,

- VDI guidelines and

- an individual membership service.

the range of VDI tasks includes practically all spheres of technology

and hence also nuclear energy. Pars pro toto: The VDI guideline "Thermal

acceptance test on turnkey nuclear power plants with steam turbines" or

conferences such as "AVR - the first 20 years".

It may be inferred from these tasks and modes of work that the VDI also

has an obligation towards the general public. The professional Division

"The engineer in profession and society" is entrusted with this aspect.
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From these dual positions - the technological-scientific andt the pro-

fessional-policy aspect - the VDI is justified in claiming to be the

"spokesman for technology", as it were.

3efore I come to my actual -o-Dic, allow me to mention oe preliminary

ooint: As a membershiD association e were unable to finance the11 -
campaign I m about to outline rom our own funds. All activity as

f 4,lanced donations. This as not always easy to accomplis in

the course of the campaign. However ltimately approximately 300

companies in the Federal ReDublic of Germany, made financial

contributions of whic 3 nterprises, and also the 7ederal Xi is- or

Research and Technology, shouldered mst of the financial burden for he

campaign.

I hould ow l1ke to come to the tree points tat I shall deal ith:

1. ConceDt of the campaign wenergy and technology for our lfe',

II. The main points Of the measures taken between 1983 1987

IIIThe result's achieved, veri f4 ed by demosco-Dic surveys.

1. CO-SCE?-r OF HE CAMPAIGN

Prior to stablishing the facts to be conveyed in the course of the

camvaign, a group of unsalaried staff, in cooperation with he

advertising agency in charge of the camoaign - LINTAS, Hamburg -

compiled a survey of the trends of opinion prevalent within the Federal

Reoublic of Germany in order to vouchsafe commensurate presentation.
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Ana!�Esis of oublic oinion t-nds concerning technology in general

land -ierZy ology 4n articular

Time does no-c -ermit a review of all sundr7 aspects of this

anal7sis. Hence 11 �iave sumorised the results.

I -he cr4-4cai ttitude of 'he 1968 sudent generation concerning

industrial ac-�Jvit7` �Las gained a irm foting in the general onion

prevalent in the Federal ReDublic of Germany. Somewhat simplified 

would exmress t as follows: Industries are denied the right to earn

money o he basis of -,heir activity. Thishas nothing to do with the

.Lact tha-c ever7 single citizen has the ht to arn money - but the

understanding that mey which is distributed must -first be earned

through industrial activit7 is lacking.

2. Since 1968 the demoscoDic institute in Allensbach has been involved

in ascertaining the attitude of the population concerning questions of

technology. 7a the course of these 20 7ear a far-reaching change of

opinion is evident hich raves a significant a-ad constantly increasing

uncertainty among the Population - especially the adolescent population

- concerning questions of technology. This becomes especially clear in

the somewhat smplified question: "Is technology a blessing or a curse

for mankind?" Te tabulation shows a dramatic development concerning

this Point.

In 1966 72 of the pulation were of the opinion that technology is

primari1 a blessing. 3y 1981, laowever, this ercentage had decreased

to 30 The insecurity Of the ppulation concerning questions of

technology is mirrored in the drastic increase of the "don't knows". The

relevant fures are:

1966: 17 of the population

1981: 53 % of the population

Also the ercentage of those rejecting technology outright has increased

dramatically, namely rom 3 % to 13 % in other words within 5 7ears

the apex gouD of echnology pponents has metamorphosed into a

considerable ooDosition force.

The share of those aproving of technology ad decreased to less han I

in . "'he on't knows" - more than 50 - constitute the majoritT
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7n the Federal Re-oublic of Germany, a jostle fr market positions as

1. 1, - L A.

broken out between -he primar,7 and end-energy 'producers and public

opinion is corresDondin917 diverse and inhomogeneous concerning matters

of energy technology and energy industries. ApproximatTay, 180

associations and nstitutions endeavour to Dosition the advantages of

the mde of energy, zhe7 represent or the application o this mode of

energy, as a boon for the public. The result is ttal confusion, even

4-1f, occasionally, joint andeavours are evident between the individual

energy producers.

_,et me ive one example or ach.

Is a exa=le for a joint endeavour, the campaign. of the Zlectrici67

Board ma7 serve when Lt tried to clarify, that only a combination of coal

and nuclear energy can assure a guaranteed lectricity supply for the

Federal ReDublic.

As the most recent exa=le or a "confusion ca=aign" I could cite the

advertisement of the ssociation for Economical and Environmental

Protection Oriented Energy Consu=tion (ASUE), funded by the gas

industr7. Doubtless because of the projected and meanwhile levied gas

tax, his association started a direct attack on atomic energy with the

banner eadline "Don't sacrifice the enviro-nn nt to fiscal plicyrn.

4. The atomic forum as established in 1957 ith he clear aim to

awaken understanding and acceptance aong the general public for

,$nuclear energy", an energy source ew at that time. Without in any'

wishing o denigrate he achievements of "he association, which is

funded b7 the nuclear energy tndustr7, it must be stated that tis

target has not been reached - primari17 due to the failure to ascertain

the basic attitude of the 3eneral public. The atomic forum is regarded

as a obb7. However ustified it'Os statements may be - as the source

of ose statements, itoS credibility is deemed to be more than dubious.



one 3ummnriz�� this anal7sJs ith all t negative and

oositive aszec-,s, -1he fllowing pattern results: A dtinct unease

concerning Technology is ever more vident, particularly among the

adolescent Do-ouiation. 7' leads insecurity, uncertainty about the

J.uzurs and criticism concerning the consequences of enical progress.

Technology itself, must, however, be seen as being ree -from any biased

evaluation. 'fan imself bears 'Lull res'ponsibilit7. An adverse attitude

to technology ust herefore be iewed as collective distrust of those

technicians and engineers concerned with technological development and

the aD-plication of echnology.

However, t chances fr a change in attitude are that man makes use
of the advantages of -echnaloF 6

1 y, partly quite unthinkingly, as

matter-of-course, ad with he premise of partaking of these advantages

also i te future. The product is highly esteemed, but not the

oroduc-ion. It te ame im a arge section of the general public is

either unwilling or unable to assess the importance of technology for

the humanisation of the working world, in the sphere of the household,

as well as all other aszects of ie and is therefore unwillin to
acce these advantages - amely technology and 2nergy

,pt -he sources of

which keeDs it going. Tt is this contradiction that must be resolved

through te communication strateg7.

1,2 Cnnmunicatinn Stl:a---

Those who co=rehend the advantages of technology for personal as ell

as oublic use, those 4ho are aware that there can be no product without

,production are more ready to comprehend he necessity for modern

technologies and a guaranteed energy supply,.
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It may come as a surprise that the primary reason and aim of tis

campaigm is the consequence of the energy discussion in the Federal

Republic of ermany, articularly -,he main aspect of the discussion,

name17 the aDDlication of nuclear energy and also that u o now the

conceot nuclear energy" as act een mentioned. This as, is, and

will continue to be one of -,he essential aspects of the communication

�'Lategy. l, ur apinion h eneral aDulation is at a loss to

understand -lie co=rehensi7e OtalJ-7 Of all aspects involved and -,his

mist b alleviated means Of tis campaign. We deem it inappropriate

-o 'steamroller' as i ere, the uoDulation with acts and to state

blunt'7 hat nuclear energy s prerequisite. 3y means of a detour,

concentrating an the im-diate need or each. idividual zo make use of

leclinclogy in all aspects of is life, we intend to draw a parallel to

the ecessity for a guaranteed nergy suPP17- The Federal Republic �Las

scant natural resources and ence tis safeguard is only vouchsafed iff

all sources of eergy, including nuclear energy, are made use of. It is

this target tat Save rise o the slogan Energy and Technology for our

1 -4 'Le. Is

The second important aspect for the drafting of the cmunication

concept as making it obvious that he Association of German

is responsible fr he campaign. --t was the DI's task to define its

?osition in public oinions On the basis of the VDI's activity, any

commercial interests in the statements of the campaign may neither be

4=uted -nor -L)roved. However disadvantageous the slogan may be as

regards t1he advertising purposes of maixy .ndustrial enterprises, its

aD lication in this context is appropriate, because the VDI bears full

resDonsibility' 'or the statements and it has no vested interests

whatsoever.
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A third aspect was aken in-co consideration during the course of tis

r;ommlnication sategy, an aspect which wuld apear to be per-fectl7

obvious but wic s nevertheless, requently cntravened "117he bait

must be tasty -or the fish and not the fisherman." The premise tat

taxoertise s roved trough incomprehensible jrgon may be popular in

sDecialised circles, but is quite unsuitable in communicating wit te

public at Large. Information must not only be regarded as a conveyance

of -actual statements - normation is rather a combination of factual

knowledge tematic information, which is frgotten. with he same

rapidity as any other knowledge that Js conveyed) and emotion

(unthematic nrmation. which is relatively stable and is retained in

the memor7 for weeks).

7" Heasurp-s

L 

The ame guidelines apply t the message s well as the mode of

conveying th4s message - e ubic a-c 'Large should be reached. one

examines the various media uder tese ausoices, becomes clear that a

viable order may be as-ablished concerning media aplication.

Primarily t Js -elevisio wch, positi7ely as well as egatively

especially because of its technical qualities), is undoubtedly the

medium with the most far-reaching influence on the target group "general

T)ublic". To this may be added specific physiological and psychological

advantages of perception. Apart from magazines, TV has the advantage

that 90% of all iformation reaches us visually. The advantage of TV

is, moreover, that conveys not only visual but also acoustic

information, he latter being retained in the seisory receptor eight

-'James longer than the former. The chances for a continual processing of

the message is therefore increased, a fact whicbw play a onsiderable

role in the intended courting of technological understanding. A udy

carried out the sample institute in 1975 stated that TV is not only a

very good medium for conveying information but also poses a challenge

-to the viewer to assess statements

critically, which is exactly what we wish t achieve. The emphasis of

our campaign was therefore the transmission of advertising clips an

national T The VI was the first association to use TV for such a

campaign in the Federal Re-Dublic.
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further medium as used in he course o Chis campaign, The cinema

witli similar, )csiti7e characteristics, as far as hysiological and

psychological erceptions are concerned. If made use of correct17,

the effectivit7 may even be intensified. However, there is a danger

-,hat because of :ommunal viewing, factually incorrect satements may

trigge a ontrar7 response.

The ephasis of 7he campaign s of course o short advertising clips,

all of hich are based on a uniform concept.

Each film consisted of four Darts:

a) "Once u2on a time"

- surprising, motive, informative

Here we see life as it as - without energy supplies and without

technology man �ad to do heav7 manual wrk, the storage of foodsTuffs

was more difficult because largge uantities were spoilt, infant

mortality, was igher.

b) ""oday"

- clear, comprehensible etional

Here the usefulness of energy and -�.echnology is clarified and it 

shown ht we regard it as a matter-of-course.

c) "technology is ot a ied

- presented in a unusual manner, informative, positive and

emotionalised.

ders-the connection is made clear between echnology hat the ,)ublic

makes use of and the technological dustry behind it. It is clarified

-Jon without d that manyr energy,

that technologyr cannot funct� energy an

technologies are perforce large-scale technologies.
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d) An apeal to all

challenging, convincing, up -- o-date

The VDI regards t as an obligation to acquaint te public with te

.application of echnology and the necessity for a uaranteed energy

suDplv. At the same time a challenge is made to us all o do our share

-�o safeguard energy upplies, also for he future,

Example for the storybord: Picture I

In addition -�o both media, there ere advertisements in the national

press as well as radio sots in selected, densely populated regions of

the ederal Republic. The cntent mtter of the film lips were

reiterated in hese. One advertising example is shown in iczure 2

'he campaign -ran from anuary 183 to summer 1987, An fec-civity

szudy was simultaneously ndertaken and I should now like to re-port on

this.

III. Rffectj7it�E stud7

First of all should like t mention subjectiv iressions about t'he

effectivity of the campaigm and mention two examples I deem be

indicative:

- Approximatel 6 months after the commencement of the campaign te

information centre of te electricity board (IZE) started a placard

campaign for the Electricity Board, making use of motives of our

campa i gn. One month after placarding throughout the Federal Republic,

with 'he motive "Incubator' of the IZE, a lively political and public

discussion started u about the legality and redibility Of he

Electricity Board, as, to achieve its aim, it had made use of the
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suffering of mankind. The sult of his discussion was that te

Hle=ricity Board had to discontinue the campaign after three mths.

For me this is a proof for, the credibility, of the DI as riginator of

our- campaign. Let me ive one further, certainly again subjective

example:

In spring 1983 a 14-day smog alarm - emergency stage 3 - was announced

La the Federal State of North-Rhine Vestphalia. Personal restrictions

(e. S. prohibition of rivate use of automobiles) were the result. By

chance, and ireversible for us, exactly at that paint of time the TV

clip clean air" as premiered on national TV and in the cinemas. Not

one negative reaction reached the ITDI office. This, too, seems to me a

Droof that w were able to position our association and our statements

credibly in the eyes of the ublic.

Yow let me come to the virtually representative result of the ampaign,

verified by an effectivity study. By means of 1 identically posed

questions among a representative population cross-section of 2000

persons in December 1982 and a verification check December 1984 t

,eras endeavoured to ascertain objectively the effectivity of the

campaign. I should like to concentrate on the tree most salient

-30ints.

1. Extent of the campaign in comparison to other similar campaigns that

were carried out in the same time span in te Federal Republic of

Germany.

2. The effect of te VDI as originator of the campaign

3. The cange of attitudes as a result of te campaign

1. Thg extent of the ca

Four of the 1 questions were formulated to enable ssessment of the

effectivity of the campaign. Table 2 shows the result, sub-di7ided

according to adolescents and parents. la comparison to the financial



expeaLditure lavolved, -,lie verified and acn-7erified `-ifeclivit7 is

astcaiishingly, igh. Xfter a time-span of two years, the campaign had

reached 35% of he adolescents and 24% of the parents. Table 3 and 

show hat the VDI was able to establish itself firml7, despite limited

financial resources.

2. 7he qffec-t of the VDT as orizinator of the ca=aigL

The fact 7hat the VDI - a neutral and positively regarded association

was -the originator, contributed ecidedly, to the cedibility Of the

c amma i gn .As a onsequence of the campaign, the VDI was clearly

associated ith the statements and targets of the campaign. This

becomes evident n the replies to question 9 of te questionpdre.

(Table 5) it also becomes evident that as a result of the campaign "he

VDI has become -far better irnown amang the general public.

3. The -fectty!t7 of the campai9L

Those persons reached by the campaign showe a onsiderably i=rOved

attitude o technology. This is an extremely Positive aspec' t,

especially if one takes inTo consideration that in the same time-Wpan,

reporting on technological matters as critical if not downright

hostile. "."wo questions were posed to ascertain effectivity o te

campaign with regard.. to the attitude of the target group to nuclear

energy. (Table 7 and ) Here is becomes plain that the campaign was

unable to alleviate he negative attitude towards nuclear energy, but

that the negative trend would have cntinued far more steeply if persons

reached b the campaign had not had a certain counteractive effect n

the opposite direction.

IV, Prnspect$.

The positive effect i he Federal Republic of Germany has contributed

to our still eing able to influence public opinion concerning

questions of technology and nuclear energy, even after the termination

Tof the campaigm. indicative for this is the fact that 200.000 persons

(Table 6)
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ordered te Chernobyl" documentation compiled by the VDI. As far as 

am aware it is also the only documentation tat was specified by the

education authorities for use In schools. The credibility of the VDI

cannot be doubted, especially also because we included in the

documentation an article that deals very critically with the usage of

nuclear energy. This article was supplemented by one dealing with the

possibility of the application of regenerative energy. Both articles

contributed to nhanced credibility and effective documentation value, a

fact which is still being pointed out, even now.

I have already entioned that he VDI financed the campaigm slely

through donations from industry. At present we are planning a follow-up

campaign, aimed at adolescents, with the purpose of awakening interest

in technological questions. One reason we deem this essential is

because the demographic development shows a slump in the number of

Dersons; able and willing to commence a course of studies at university.

If the Federal Republic of Germany wishes zo aintain its position as

one of he leading 'Industrial nations, then it is necessar tat more

adolescents comprehend and take an effective interest in the interlinked

aspects of technology. In view of the current "Slut" of students it is

exceedingly difficult to obtain he requisite funds for a national

campaign an aim zhat, in the medium4 and long-run, is most certainly

essential, Nevertheless I deem it sensible that enterprises regard the

VDI as vital t awaken interest ad understanding among the adolescent

and adult opulation for technological matters, because only then will

our country be able to create technologies whose export will, in the

longOrun, safeguard our standard of living.



Technology: Blessing or a curse?

Population overall

AUGUST S E P T EI E S E T E ER
1Q66 1976 1981

/O

Blessing 72 D 30
Curse 3 10
Don't know 17 3D DD

no comment 8 5
Table 



ADVERTISING EFFECTIVITY

PARENTSAD OLESCENTS

1982 1984 1982 1984
%

F 3 non-verified effectivity 1 17 2 10

F 5 verified effectivity 5 35 12 211

F 7/3c general description of advertising content 3 30 8 18

F 19 knowledge of slogan (verified)
"energy and technology for our life" 28 35 31 35

WORDING OF THE QUESTIONS:

F 3 What company- or institution advertisements have you noticed recently concerning

general advertising for energy and technology
F 5 Can you remember whether you have seen, read, watched any kind of VDI advertising

recently_(Association of German engineers)?

F 7 Do you remember any details about the VDT advertising? What was the subject
Ma.tter? What was said or shown?

F 19 Have you ever heard or read the slogan "energy and technology for our life"?

Table 2: Advertising Effectivity



Table 3 Advertising Expenditure for comparable Campaigns in Thousand Deutsche Mark

advertising advertising media distribution in

expenditure expenditure total ZT PZ FZ TV HF
1983 1984

VDI 3.139 4.020 7.159 6.3 6.o 0.6 87.2

GAS 6.787 11.529 18.316 22.o 77.9 0.1

IZE 1.283 4.866 6.149 90.2 9.7 0.1

RWE 7.562 5.244 12.806 22.3 59.2 0,2 18.3

ESSO 7.645 6.875 '14.043 8.5 59.1 - 32.4

Chemical industry 8.295 6.748 15.043 14.8 85.2 -

(action protected
life)

J

The above-mentioned figures refer to gross expenditures for advertisements in daily newspapers, magazines, trade

journals, TV, Radio - they do not include production costs nor VAT charges

Source: Schmidt & Phlmann, amburg



TU ST IC1,' ',4hat --omr)any- or institution advertisements have ou

noticed recently concerning general adver t4 sing or

energy and tec-,mology?

adolescents parents

1982 '1984 1982 1984

995 995 1018 1002

Donl� remamber, no statement 43 44 47 49

VDI 1 17 2 10

-sso 25 15 20 17

RWE 7 6 6 7

--A3L 4 Detailed Result



ADOLESCENTS PARENTS

1982 1984 1982 19811
CI/0 % % %

F 9 familiar with VDI 23, 54 46 55

F 10 general description of tasks and 20 46 41 50
aims of VDI (including confusion with VDE)

WORDING OF THE QESTIOPS

F 9 Are you familiar with the VDI/Association of German engineers - if only with the

abbreviation?

F 10
What do you think are the aims and tasks of the VDI (general estions)

Table 5: Familiarity and Knowledge Concerning VDI
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-ou belivve :hat - all in all- tchnology is a blessing
I curse

adolescents parents
i DI advert.0 vul a-.-T Cz

Cotal recalled 84 tot:al recalled 84

1982 1984 Yes No 1982 1984 Yes No

995 995 347 648 1018 'I 00, 2 "I 8 704

36 36 42 32 39 35 44 32

6 5 3 5 6 5

52 52 5.1 52 51 52 45 53

i--atement 6 7 3 '10 5 9 5 4

-.ziled Result
.zzi on



742'.Fectivizy ontrol: "Energy -and echnology or our 1.42e,,

WESTIC', 3 -�o you consider nucelar power szations at present
necessary -�o sa2eguard our energy equirements or
�ocaliy unnecessary

adolescents Darents
VDI adver VDI advert

-otal recalled8l total recalled 84

1982 1984 Yes No 1982 1984 Yes No

!995 995 347 648 018 ;OC2j 238 7064,

necessary 43 38 40 37 55 0 �3 46

not necessary but more 34 3 41 37 29 3 3 25 36
economical than -Traditional

power --Dlants

totally unnecessary i8 I 8 12 22 11 13 0 14

other aswers 4 11 5 7 3 5 3 2 3

no satement

Detailed Result
7A3L- 8 Question 
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,,ous after Mirth t.an now with Holger and.Susi technology coul keep them i7e
-ouldnt playwith Karin

(5

'Mr ��,4s echnical ppliance Energie affords varith Energy creates oxygen. . -1 I
we leed energy :OrlstantlY and light

.and monitors electronic 'he safequarding of energy Energy and technology
Supplies :oncerns us all. �cr our life

need eola willing to
'-ear ne -esrcr-sibilit-,

Picture 1 Storybord of the film clip Inkubator
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Selbstverstindfich. Selbstverstindfich?
Als 1896 in Athen die ersten Oivmpi- M6gfichkeiEen. die ihnen die Technik heute Energie verdanken. Und den Menschen,

scnen Spieie der NeuzeiE staffanden, dau- bieieL Sit nuLzen Telefon und Telex, dber- die zu unser aller Nutzen mic technischen
trte ts vieie Tage. the man bei uns die spielen Texte und schicken Bilder rund um Entwicklungen die Zukurift sachem.
trsten Bilder zu sehen bekam. die Erde. Auch via SaEeflic. Damit wir

"Funk'-Bilder der Spiele 1984 in Los schnell und zul informierE werden. Unsere Ookumentation

ngeles �iagegen ben6cigren hchsEens Das afles finden wir seibsrversLindlich. ..Menscii una Technk,
10 Minucen. b oekommsn Sie kostentas.

is sie druckreif bei uns auf Wir alle. Aber Idngst nichtjeder will einse- S,�rimben Sie uns!

den Recakliorisaschen lagen. . hen. daB wir diese,,SeibsrverstdndIichkeu" Verein Deutscner Ingenseure

FUr ;hre Arbeit riuLzen journaiisten alle dem Zusammenwirken von Technik und 3rat-ReCKe-Strade84 40000cissetaorri

Energie und Technik fdr unser Leben,
Picture 2
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Background

To my mind, the nuclear issue is a national one in
the sense that no nuclear promotion program can be
transferred internationally without taking into
account the national aspects, such as nuclear
attitudes, their changes in time, the need of power,
and the more general features like the role of press,
the traditions of decision-making, and the way ads
are used in a country.

Before explaining the Finnish nuclear promoting
program some background information is needed.

In Finland, there are two nuclear power plants with
four reactors totalling about 2 200 MWe. The oldest
reactor has been operating just over ten years. In
the Finnish power supply the share of nuclear power
makes up one third. The optimum would be about 40 .

The need for electricity is increasing by about 3 
per year for at least the next ten years. This means
that new capacity will be needed. For base load power
there are two alternatives only - nuclear and coal.

In early 1986, the political situation developed so
that the permission for the construction of the next
nuclear power unit was asked by the nuclear industry.
Long before that it was clear that new base load
capacity was needed. The early 1986 was suitable for
starting the political decision-making process
because it was also the beginning of the fourth, that
is the final year, before the next Parliamentary
elections.

we had an intensive debate on energy, and high
expectations. The Chernobyl accident changed the
situation totally. Nclear attitudes became very
negative, like in all countries, and all parties said
no to new nuclear power plants.

Parliamentary elections confirmed the negative
situation, and the government promised not to begin
to construct nuclear power.

The Chernobyl accident did not, however, influence
the need of electricity. It did not make Finnish
nuclear power more dangerous, nor did it make fossil
fuels any better in pollution sense. So, after a
while the energy debate started again.

Last summer was the warmest summer in the
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century. Several air pollution and climate
conferences were arranged in Finland with remarkable
publicity. many considered the hot weather a sign of
the green house effect. So it is, perhaps, not a
wonder that nuclear attitudes have recovered from the
Chernobyl shock. This is seen in figure 

From the results seen, we could claim that public
confidence and acceptance of nuclear power has
recovered, too. I must point out that the nuclear
attitudes are not very positive in Finland. There is,
for example, remains of extra opposition compared to
the situation in fall 1985.

However, the situation begins to be mature for
decisions, as before the Chernobyl accident. Now the
threshold is the Government, and we probably have to
wait till the next Parliamentary elections in early
1991. So, we shall face Parliamentary elections with
nuclear issue.

2 Nuclear promoting program in Finland

As already stated, the need for cheap base load power
has been real for years in Finland. Moreover, there
is a continuing change in the energy field the use
of electricity is increasing while the direct use of
fuels is decreasing.

Finnish industry has based its energy debate on these
two facts. This means that nuclear power is seen as a
vital part of the Finnish energy system, and the
debate always utilizes this point of view. Nuclear
power is not a speciality which should be debated
separately.

Remembering the five million Finns who read
newspapers almost like Englishmen, and the volume of
the advertising per capita is almost as large as in
the U.S.A, it is easy to see the rationality of
Finnish nuclear promotion program:

1 the decision makers are continuously
informed about energy policy and, as part of it,
about nuclear power

2 public is predominantly informed by media,
i.e. the press and TV/radio

3 direct means of informing public - visits,
lectures, brochures, videos - are also increasingy
used.

So far, there has been so high an interest in energy,
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and energy related environmental issues in Finland,
that the industry, of course with other interested
bodies, has got its arguments into the public.
Industry has used same argumentation for years. It
has proved to withstand the debate and time. So the
credibility of industry has preserved dislike to the
credibility of one-issue movements, for instance, the
anti-nuclear movement.

All this means that the industry does not need
advertising to get its message to the public. So,
this is the case in Finland today.

3 Problems with nuclear ads

Based on energy and nuclear attitude surveys we have
learned that these issues are not independent in the
society. Quite the opposite, the nuclear attitudes
especially are tightly connected to general views
like the pessimism toward the future, the credibility
of large institutions, or politics, the acceptability
of continuous economic growth, etc. The role of
technical or economic facts, we engineers love, is
found to be small, too.

To change people's nuclear attitude one should be
able to influence all the complex issues related to
nuclear power. In theory, this is possible by ads.
In that case the campaining ought to be huge, it
should last for years, and still would have basic
question marks.

The first question is how credible people see ads, in
general, and, especially, in case of highly disputed
and societal issues. Although there have been some
educational ad campaigns in Finland, nuclear campaign
would be a step to the unknown.

More than once I have been asked when IVO begins the
nuclear advertising campaign. If the question comes
from an advertising agency, I almost always see
dollars in their eyes, simply because everybody
realizes that if nuclear attitudes could be changed
by ads it would be a multi-million dollar campaign.
By the way, I have met one leading advertising agency
which has refused to advertise nuclear power because
they realized that ads are not the proper way to
promote it.

But if the question about nuclear advertising
campaign comes from the media people I understand the
message when a big company tries to change people's
attitudes by using big money it really is worth big
headlines.
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Knowing that the nuclear attitudes are tightly
connected to very many and quite stable societal
views, and seeing the basic difficulties with ads, it
is clear to me that there is no other way of
promoting nuclear energy than a long and continuous
public debate involving the above mentioned three
steps.

There still is one point which should be remembered
when considering the use of ads. It is a well-known
fact resulting from corporate image surveys that ads
are the most ineffective way of promoting the image.
More effective is to appear in news, or in articles,
or to show the name of the company in cars,
buildings, flags, etc.

The most effective way to promote corporate image is
to make people get positive experience using
company's products, or have them know somebody in the
company.

These general facts mean that one should take the
most effective ways first - that is to arrange
visits, to inform the personnel better, to give
lectures, to write press releases, etc.

my opinion is a knock-out to those who believe in the
effects of ads.

4 Better to be active than defensive

In public debate there is a rule of thumb avoid
vacuums. In nuclear debate this simply means that
nuclear industry itself must generate pieces of news
and articles about energy. If it doesn't, somebody
else will fill the vacuum.

The need to defend is caused by a situation where
somebody else than nuclear industry continuously
fills the vacuum. If nuclear industry cannot set the
,vacuum filler, aside, there perhaps is no other way
than advertising.

This is the simple logic of public debate, at least
in Finland.

There is a continuing need to be active as regards to
the above-mentioned three points. This active role
does not mean that there were only relevant or
positive articles or discussions in public. It means,
however, that the public always gets the viewpoint of
the industry, too. So the arguments can be compared
all the time.
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5 Conclusion

To my mind, and referring to the nuclear attitude
survey results in Finland, advertising is not the
solution to win the public confidence.

Nuclear industry must be active in other ways than
promoting nuclear power by advertising.

This was the Finnish opinion. As I already said, the
nuclear issue is national in the sense that no
country can copy models from other countries without
carefully considering the local circumstances. So, in
other countries there may be situations where other
kinds of actions are called for.
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FIGURE DESIRED SCOPE OF USE OF THE DIFFERENT
FORMS OF ENERGY IN 1983-1988

INCREASE NOW OK DECREASE

1983 (19+58+23)

1984 (14+51+35)

COAL 1985 (20+52+28)

986 VAN (34+50+16)

1987 12 (22+52+26)

1988 (13+48+37)

1983 (54+30+16)

1984 (50+33+18)

PEAT 1985 (50+32+18)

1986 (61+27+12)F'V 905EW
1987 mass lift (53+32+15)

1988 wr" (40+40+20)

1983 Ift (62+30+08)

1994 (70+26+04)

NATURAL GAS 1985 (61+32+07)

1986 (68+28+05)

1987 + (70+26+04)

1988 (75+22+03)

1983 (21+43+36)

1984 (26+44+30)

1985 fta
NUCLEAR POWER (28+46+26)

1986 (14+33+53)

1987 (23+39+38)

1988 (28+38+34)

1983 (49+45+06)

1984 HR 0 (36+53+10)

1985 (39+52+09)
HYDRO POWER

(47+47+06)

1987 (45+49+07)

1989 (37+S4+09)

0 �o ;o 86 100
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RoundtabLe 1. Are the advocate of nucLear power and the adversaries

Listening to each other (Does diaLogue have a chance

Introductory remarks by

AUGUSTO ANCARANI
Commission of the European Communities - russeLs, BeLglum

The subject proposed for the present roundtable is in the form of a

tWofoLd question. To assert that advocates and adversaries of nuclear power

are Listening to each other wiLLO I hopes resuLt from what wiLL be said. But,

ap far as the chance of a diaLogue Is concerned, one can answer in the positive

Trom the start. Indeed a diaLogue is aLways possibLe, even among deaf peopLe,

Provided they are poLite. This has been and stiLL is the situation in many

instances.

If we consider the politics situation in a worLwide perspective, we

hove to acknowledge that the mood is favorable to the diaLogue on aLmost

el/ery possibLe subject. If this is true among the great powers, it wiLL aLso be

the case, at aLL the LeveLs, inside our democratic and articulate societies,

Orice set in motion the soLution of the great probLems concerning peace among

notions, stiLL remain to be tackLed the ones about the weLfare of humankind.

Such weLfare rests heaviLy on the avaiLabiLity of energy; besides, energy cannot

bp produced without some consequences upon the environment. This process wiLL

bi a Long and a difficult one; it wiLL be exhausted onLy through confrontations,

exchanges of view, dialogues, discussions - any term that you wiLL care to

choose.
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The adversaries of nuclear energy uphold their convictions with various

arguments. They quote, for nstance,. unacceptable dangers to the populations,

qnfavourabLe economic considerations, poss1bLe connections between the civil

4nd military applications of nuclear energy. ALL this is very well known, as

4re known the answers and the tone of dispute often on the verge of a religious

qar .

Presently, I venture to say that the situation has changed, at Least

oartLy. The impact of the Chernobyl. accident has had from the onset a very

qegative nuence on the public opinion. The attitude of certain governments

has aso payed in such direction. Later on, that same negative influence has

heen more subdued, both because of the unusual open attitude of the Soviet

authorities and because of the naturaL exhaustion, with time, in the emotional

ismpact of every catastrophe.

In the case-of Chernobyl, has paid teLLing the truth, or, at Least, a

"Levant part of it. Has also paid the sequence of other aamitous events, which

�eLped ChernobyL to fade in some way.

Let us not forget that in the orld Of imaginary fears and worries of

people, the chemicaL Industry is more threatening than nuclear power pants.

BpopaLBasLe,, Seveso (not to speak of the production of poisonous gas and the

danger of a chemical war, added again to this worrying List) have Left perhaps

more Lasting traces than Three MLe IsLand if not ChernobyL. The scare of the

*emicaL ghost has increased together with the nowledge of the existence of

rAny aboveground and underground repositories of poisonous wastes amost

everywhere in Europe (not to talk of the ones established in dveloping countries).

Such realities influence the blic opinion more than the perspective of

repositories of nucLear waste.

On top of the chemical threat comes now a newly perceived one, much

more cose at hand and-reaL. After the acid rains, everybody seems to fear the

consequences of the phenomena contributing to the greenhouse effect. Faced with

a menace much easier to envisage than the consequences of radiations, it is

nDt possible that even the most staunch enemy of nuclear energy refuse a diaLogue.

Now, (et us be clear on a point the question is not to save nuclear

ppwer at aLL costs with the menace and the backmail of the worst troubLes of

chemical or thermaL origin. The question is to review aLL the implications of

ehergy production (from every possibLe source) on more broad foundations. The

starting point wiLL have to be, of course, the present and the foreseabLe needs

4 the whoLe mankind and not only of that part aready enjoying an energy bonanza.
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I suggest that this is ont? of the easons, if not the main reason, to

forecast a dlaLogue between nu:Lear power advocates and Its adversaries. I

4ouLd even advance that both sdes are forced to Listen to each other in a

spirit of coLLaboration or, at Least, of competitive coLLaboration.

At this point, it is naturaL to ask how to proceed in opening the diaLogue

and ensuring that it is kept going. I have aLready hinted that, on the part

of the advocate of nucLear power it is mandatory to teLL the truth at any cost

and in every circumstance. This means not onLy to give eplanations when

wornered by the pubLic knowledge of news diffused by the mass media. it means

tp anticipate the mass media on the occasion of any occurrence even vagueLy smeL-

Uing of nucLear malfunction or nucLear incident. It means making an effort of per-

manent information, to be considered at an educational LeveL and not as a

surreptitious use of pubLlcity techniques. It means, in short, to accept

putting the pubLic on the same LeveL as the technicaL. industrial and economic

fsorces which are behind nucLear power.

Having said so much, I reaLLy do hope that the conclusions of this workshop

WiLL show that my modest proposaL has aLready been overtaken by what s going

dn and that we are on the good way.
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Roundtable I Are the advocates of nuclear power and the adversaries
listening to each other Does dialogue have a chance 

It's obvious that we cannot answer this question with the simple "yes" or no". It would be
too easy and our chairman, undoubtedly, would find it difficult to animate the debate that will
follow.

If it seems that the nuclear advocates globaly, have the same point of view, and an
homegeneous argumentation, it is not the same for the opponents to Nuclear Energy.

We can classify these adversaries in 4 categories, according to the nature of their opposition
which could be:

- ideological
-econon-dcal
- political, that includes ideological
- mystical.

In reality, these 4 types of opposition are not equally represented in France.

In the course of time, from 1974 to the present moment, we have tried, at E.D.F., to have a
dialogue with them.

We got various results.

I - Let us take the Ecologists first. They are the most numerous and represented widely
over the national territory and among social professional structures.

The main centre is found among the teachers of the primary and secondary levels.

The various associations for the protection of nature are, in majority, managed by teachers.
It seems that our relationship with this group has been fruitful. For example, we have taken into
account their point of view in selecting our sites, in our impact study files.

2 - Secundly, the "Economical opponents" who are not numerous and come basicly from
the Universities. We met them. The discussions came to a quick end as they were based on
calculations and as we did not agree about the hypothesis and the parameters to take into
consideration.

We learnt little from these dialogues.

3 - Thirdly, the "political adversaries". In France, they were very few or practically n one.
Which ever the political party was in power, the Nuclear Energy policy has changed very little,
except for the few hesitations of 19 8 1.

The only political party which has long fought against the nuclear policy, is the P.S.U. (the
United Socialist Party). Today it does not exist any more and its former stars have gone over the
Socialist Party. Their charismatic leader, Michel ROCARD, is now our Prime Minister.

We have discussed a lot with them and over a long period, without any concrete results.
They were not very influential.
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4 - Lastly, we had practically no dialogue with the "mystical opponents", for a very simple
reason we are the Devil himself and they did not wish to have anything to do with him. 'Mere can
be no end to the discussion about the sex of angels 

To conclude, I believe that there has been a discussion in France. It did not lead to any sort
of complete consensus, but there are some true positive results.

I will name only one, Mr Brice LALONDE, the well-known opponent to nuclear energy, in
the seventies, as the President of "The Friends of the Earth" he is, now, our "Environment
Vice-Nlinister" and he considers that, among the energy industries, the nuclear energy is, without
doubt, the less polluting.
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An intelligent dialogue needs a basis, i.e. a common language, a joint interest in
reaching agreements, and a consensus on common and mutually accepted targets.
How did we handle these trivial prerequisites in the past? In order to evaluate the
present situation of nuclear power it might be helpful to analyse the young history of
nuclear PR.

One tact is immediately evident, the basis o dialogue varied during the last decades. A
simplified graph (fig. 1) generalizes the development of public discussion of nuclear
issues at least in the Federal Republic of Germany. The sixties were characterized by a
technical and objective formulation of questions: people wanted to understand nuclear
power and its peaceful utilization. During the seventies this discussion was slowly
replaced by a dialogue about the necessity and impacts of nuclear power: people
wanted to understand the social role of nuclear issues. From that time on nuclear
industry became the example by means of which the structure and the development of
the national and the international society have been discussed. The beginning of the
eighties showed a slight return to a balanced dialogue up to the shock of Chernobyl
which pushed the social discussion to a new peak. "New uncoverings", most of them
exaggerated and irrelevant, gave no chance to come back to an objective dialogue
thus far.

Public Interest

social

law
technical

1960 1970 1980 1990

Fig. 1: Development of Nuclear Di alogue
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The nuclear community certainly notified this development. PR-strategies tried to deal
with the changing public interest from purely technical questions to those related to the
human society and the standard of values. But apart from a certain time lag a severe
handicap appeared: a common language was missing.

Two - also simplified - illustrations show the problem. At the beginning of the seventies
(fig. 2a) the public interest in nuclear affairs was still technically orientated. The
wording however had changed. Scientists and technicians answered emotional
questions by rational arguments. The public started talking about fears whilst nuclear
engineers argued with probabilities and risk analysis. Even worse, an emotional
argumentation was discriminated by the nuclear advocates. The dialogue failed.

4-
C/)

'ia

0

0

u

ndustry Public ndustry

I

objective emotional objective emotional

Wording

a) Beginning Seventies b) Beginning Eighties

Fig. 2 Failing Nuclear Dialogue
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At the beginning of the eighties (fig. 2b) another discrepancy became evident. The
representatives of nuclear industry had agreed to emotional topics. However, the
dialogue failed again because public interest was now socially orientated. This
resulted in a right wording but wrong answers. And, in addition, the material
necessaries of people in the industrialized countries were satisfied and ideal values hit
the headlines. Another phenomenon must be faced, too: the admired experts of the
sixties were now considered as representatives of pure economic interests who have
to be mistrusted. And on the other side, some people of the nuclear community
understood nuclear opponents as members of a conspirative movement.

Which lessons have we to learn from those developments? Dialogue will only have a
future chance (at least with a broad majority of people) if the pros and cons of nuclear
power mutually agree upon a common and essential assumption underlieing all
different approaches: mankind has to improve the conditions of life on our limited
globe in order to meet the threatening challenges of the future!

How can we trigger this process towards a new confidence?

Our problem is two-fold. (1) The modified standard of values in our saturated
industrialized countries leads to a low awareness for material precautions of life.
Nevertheless, nuclear power is such a material precaution. Thus, we have to answer
the new public questions without giving up our self-evidence. 2) We will be suspected
of hypocrisy and pharisaism if we don't handle the new arguments with care and
instinct.

We have to stick to absolute correctness and honesty in putting questions and giving
answers. We must be courageous to tackle uncomfortable issues because we will
further lose reputation if we do not clarity e. g.

there is no absolute safety whatsoever

military misuse has to be considered as a problem

nuclear energy will not be the absolute remedy for climatic changes

17342
04 - 8
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And we have to find a saticfactory answer to: does nuclear power really contribute to
the solution of global problems? Some key-words give orientations.

•peace guarantee by careful treatment of resources, by reduction of material needs
particularly in Third World countries, generally by prevention of allocation conflicts

• environmental improvements by reduction of pollution, by termination of excessive
exploitation of raw materials, generally by prevention of a climate catastrophe

• social security by preservation of the democratic industrial society, by long-term
coverage of demands, generally by retention of economic and ecologic efficiencies

Based on these key-words we have to elaborate new PR-strategies for the nineties. A
new dialogue seems to be possible although it will take time particularly in a country
like the Federal Republic of Germany. But we should use this chance to escape from
the current dilemma. We must face the fact that a technical accident might be less
detrimental than an "information accident".

17342
04 - 8
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Roundtable No I "Are the advocates of nuclear power and 6

adversaries listening to each other?
(Does dialogue have a chance?)"

WHAT DO WE WANT TO TALK ABOUT by P. Lehmann

Preliminary_note This position paper expresses the opinion of

its author and does not engage the anti-nuclear

movement.

I would like to thank Mr. FEUZ for having agreed to make last-

minute arrangements for a minimal participation of representatives

of the anti-nuclear movement. I would also like to thank the repre-

sentatives of this movement for having accepted to join the meeting

on a very short notice. The question to be dealt with at this round-

table canhardlybe discussed meaningfully if only the advocates of
nuclear power are present as speakers and in the room.

Let me remind you first that Montreux is in the swiss state of

(Canton de) Vaud, which has repeatedly opposed nuclear energy in

the polls and has turned dow a radioactive waste storage on its
land, in Ollon, by 70 of the votes. In spite of this, the nuclear

industry and the utilities want to impose this storage to the people

of Ollon. Federal and cantonal authorities don't seem to support the

people's decision. So a situation could arise where a storage for ra-
dioactive wastes is forced upon the people against their will.

This is but one of the many unpleasant aspects of nuclear energy.

But lets start at the beginning.Nuclear energy has been developped.
because our society has somehow become convinced that it couldn't
do without an ever increasing supply of energy, particularly electri-

city. So we have to question why this is so. This means we have to
discuss energy policy first.

I suggest that a reasonable energy policy must take the long term

into account. How will our energy requirements be satisfied in 50,

100, 200 or even 1000 years from now? Historical times extend over

thousands of years not just a few tens of years. In the longer term

we will have to he contend with whatever energy amounts can he provi-

ded by the renewable ressources alone. All the non-renewables : oil,

natural gaz, coal, uranium, lithium and what not will be gone. If

some of these are l4ft it will be because humanity has realized that
it makes no sense to base an energy future on non-renewables. At any

rate the non-renewables won't be used anymore in a not very distant
future.

Renewable ressources are mainly of solar origin. They are supplied

by life itself. They are decentralized. Centralization I consider a
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Nuclear energy is used to perpetuate this sorry state of
affairs. It helps in keeping us addicted to energy consumption
so as to keep us worshipping the myth of economic epansion.
The very fact that man can agree to produce energy in such a
cumbersome and dangerous way indicates that we are confronting a
mythical issue. How else can we understand that man has accepted
to get the electricity for his appliances and gadgets out of a
nuclear plant that generates more than 100 ALI's (annual limit
of intake) for'every kWh produced? A french familiy that uses
say 5000 kWh/year of electricity is obliged today to generate
about 5001000 ALI's per year. If the nuclear power plants were
shut down today there would still remain 5000 of these ALI's in
a hundred years from now. And the amount of ALI's for each kWh of
electricity produced is going to increase with time as more plu-
tonium enters into the fuel cycle. The total radioactive inventory
in this world has already grown beyond sanity. A single nuclear
power station of about 1000 Me ontains some 1000 billions ALI's
not to mention the radioactive waste that it has already produced
and that nobody knows how to get rid off. That brings me back to
Ollon from where I started.

In short the nuclear option symbolises the fact that in his
quest for power society has lost its common sense and respect for
the biosphere. But common sense and respect for the biosphere are
needed for survival. Our choice is thus between nuclear energy
and survival. We can't have both. I consequently suggest that we
discuss how to phase out nuclear energy in a smooth way with a
minimum of social disturbances. This will require a lot of techni-
cal know how because the problems will be enormous. The competence
of all the specialists of nuclear energy will be extremely valuable
to achieve this goal. It will also require cooperation and love
between people who to this date have opposed each other. We are all
in the same oat and we will make it all together or not at all.

23.i.89/PL.
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Are the advocates of nuclear power and the adversaries listening to
each other? Does dialogue have a chance?
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My short answer to both questions posed as the title for this

discussion is NO. And I would add: THERE IS NO POINT IN TRYING

TO BRING OPPOSITE POLES TOGETHER, It requires too mucb

investment for too little return.

One Of Canada's leading authors once wrote a book called "Two

Solitudes." Although he was talking of a linguistic and social

Phenomenon, he could very well have applied te phrase to the

nuclear debate. One of our most prominent newspaper editors has

called this debate a "dialogue of the deaf." I believe that is

how the dynamic of the nuclear debate is bound to continue, with

both the pros and the antis -- regardless of legitimacy or

validity of argument -- sacrificing communication via logic and

dialectic in favour of rhetorical fuel on the flame of what-if

scenarios.

A nuclear dialogue will have a chance only it a distinction can

be shown between hysics and metaphysics, between chemistry and

alchemy, and if the gap can be bridged between the polarized

views of the world's societal needs which, incidentally, create

the nuclear issue in the first place. This is a daunting tk-

Movements in search of a cause have a passion for preaching

rather than a love for listening.

Why is it futile to try to reconcile the polarized views on
nuclear Power?

First, because of the uncompromising nature of the opposition,

which falls iato four basic categories: the hard core which

takes n unbending moral and philosophical stance against

everything nuclear; those who have a vested interest in blocking



future developments in the nuclear industry; those who are

genuine doubters and fear the primitive power of nuclear mythic

imagery; nd those who ue nuclear energy as a metaphor of their

disaffection with a technological society which they regard as

intrinsically imtnoral and corrupting.

Secondly, te opposition is not homogeneous. It consists of a

range of personalities: advocates who propose something they

believe in; dissidents whose nature it is to be against

something; activists who want things changed; zealots who pursue

their dUSO with a relentless single-mindedness; and fanatics who

are ostgraduate zealots. No communications strategy has been

devised which can involve such opposition in meaningful

concentrated dialogue.

Thirdly, te extremes of opinion on any topic are the per cent

at each end of the bell curve. On each side of the median there

are 40 per cent who are apathetic, leaving a swng group in the

middle of 10 per cent wo take an active interest in the subject

and are open-minded about it. This is the segment on which most

cc=unication strategists would focus their efforts.

Fourthly, we should not delude ourselves into thinking that the

nuclear opposition is going to change its mind or be persuaded by

rational discussion. To the anti-nuclear oby. analysis mearm

listening to the proponents in order to distort their arguments.

or to use thei_- statements de evidence against them, nd to

exploi'C the public's apparent bewilderment aout the difference

between real and hypothetical risks.

Fifthly, why should we perpetuate the traditional Pro-anti wdr

dance and the ingrained knee--jerk rejection of each other's

views�, Why should we extend, -'Through dialogue, another platform

dnd greater credibi'Ait�, to the anti-nuclear groups when they

themselves have a propensity for impairing their credibility We
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should be convincing people through the earnestness of or tone

and not by the volume of our sound. The dissonance between the

pros and the antis is more offensive when we hear it in stereo.

Sixthly. the anti-nuclear forces per se are not as persuasive as

the media which they use effectively and which promulgate their

litanies regularly, uncritically and supportively, or the

politicians who are partisan to their blandishments. No amount

of dialogue between dvocates and adversaries will correct that

imbalance. If dialogue is to take place it should be between the

industry and the media, where exists at least some chance of

listening with a view to gaining better mutual understanding.

Finally, the obstructionism which perplexes the nuclear industry

is not new. Columbus, Pasteur, Galileo. Newton and Jenner were

vilified by the naysayers. Jenner complained to a friend in 1799

that lthough he was fighting an enemy of mankind with

vaccination, he w "beset on all sides with snarling fellows,

and so ignorant withal that they knew no more of the disease of

which they wrote than te animals which enerate it .... It is

impossible for me, single-handed, to combat all my adversaries.''

We know bow Jenner flt.

In conclusion, I would suggest that proponents and opponents of

nuclear power have been listening to each other. But it has been

selective listening. with both sides amplifying hat they want to

hear, uting what is not central to their argument, and

completely tuning out what tey do not want to know. Selective

listening is not the basis for constructive didlOgUC- 01 fr

conflict resolution.

The nuclear debate is in essence a latter-day manifestation of

the argument that has been rampant since Roger Bacon urged his

follow Cji�rgy to sweep te alchemists from the church's doorstep.

Then as now, the issue was science versus dogma, rationality
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versus superstition. Bacon said. "Observe, try, record,

speculate logically, try out your speculation, confirm or

correct, communicate to other investigators, compare." He did

not SdY: "Chat with the charlatans. ask the astrologers, gossip

with the gurus, mix with the metaphysicians." If he had,

dialogue would not have had a chance. Neither would te

Renaissance.
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Dr. Irene Aegerter, Sulzer Brothers Limited, President Swiss Association "Women For Energy"

Ladies and gentlemen,

Surveys in most countries show, that women's attitude towards nuclear energy differ quite a bit from that of
men. Why is this so and what can be done about it? I am grateful that this topic can be discussed at PIME.

For all laymen, male and female, it is more and more difficult to distinguish between "good" and "bad'

technology. Recent mishaps seem to have demonstrated very clearly the potential danger of technologies. The
confidence, especially the confidence of women, in technology in general and especially in nuclear power has
given way to a kind of love-hate relationship. I will try to give you my explanation for this situation and

present measures to change this.

Since the frst encounter of mankind with atomic power, the atomic bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
atomic power inspires dread and fear. It is exceedingly difficult for many people to keep the productive,
peaceful uses of atomic energy cearly separated in their minds from the destructive bomb. The driving force in
the political discussion of nuclear energy is fear. It is not economics, it is not energy production, it is fear.

But he debate on nuclear power in Switzerland and elsewhere is hinged on fear of a particular kind: It is not
the fear of what did happen but of what could have happened. After the accident of Chernobyl especially
women were worried about the hypothetical radiation danger. They worry that some time in the next
generation something could happen. But at the same they are not aware of the real health danger burning
between their lips.

The difference is that a cigarette is a familiar risk. But only few women are familiar with nuclear risks,
espmially radioactivity, be it scientifically or emotionally. Women in general are less inclined to technical

subjects. Technical matters still are male. Technical issues are -by education and in schools- (at least in
Switzerland) no female subjects. Therefore we have to change this in order to change women's attitudes
towards technical subjects. How can women become more technology-oriented?

Obscured technology

The advance of technical know-how has become so prolific during the last few decades, and technical products

are now so complicated, that experts are laving laymen further and further behind as far as knowledge is
concerned. For the layman, technology is more or less a black box. Something is plugged in at one end, and
the desired result comes out at the other end, after pulling a lever or pressing a button. The growing incom-
prehensibility of technical equipment naturally contributes towards this black box approach. In fact more and

more machinery is being so well packaged that it is no longer possible to understand how it really works. In
earlier Limes, anyone making use of technology needed to have some degree of technical knowledge before he
could even operate such equipment. Take the drivers of the first motor cars: They had to understand the entire
mechanics of their vehicle before taking to the road. To operate the first computers, a knowledge of
programming was indispensable. Maybe thafs why women entered technical professions later than men,

because at the beginning they had not only to understand technical matters but they had to use (heavy) tools,
technical (male) instruments.

Today's technological equipment has reached such a high dgree of sophistication that technical knowledge is
no longer required for its operation. The push-button or key has become the laymans only interface with
things tchnical.

The advent of the push-button society

Our consumption of technology has become our second nature. At the touch of a button we expect light or
dark, heat or cold, music or sence, and iformation. We expect or chores to be taken over by machinery,
but we have very little idea as to the why and the wherefore of such machines, or how much energy they
consume. We hardly consider the consequences of our actions, and take no trouble to find out. Technology,
electricity is being consumed, but it is no longer understood. We are becoming a lazy, affluent society.

This very lack of understanding leads to uncertainty and insecurity, for the unknown is sinister and
threatening. We are burdened down with the fear that our highly complex technology may well become too
much for us, for our scientists and technicians - despite all their skills - or even destroy the entire human race.



This is especially the case with nuclear power, and even more so for women.

Technology pervades our lives

Each of us is surrounded with technology in his daily life. Especially business women need technical
equipment to organize their life. But nevertheless he attitude of women towards technology has changed
radically over he last few years. Formerly, technology was regarded as synonymous with progress, as a boon
and a blessing, but today this has been replaced by a general fear and anxiety. What is the best way of
breaking down this fear and combating our "push-button mentality"?

On one hand I think especially women should try harder to understand technology. I am sure that many
aspects of our fives would probably be simpler if we took more heed of some elementary physical laws. Let
us take for example the law governing braking distances. If all drivers realized that their stopping distance
depends on a physical law rather than on pure luck or skill, they would certainly keep their distance when
travelling at high speed on motor-ways. Thanks to technology and technical appliances, many people have
been able to fulfill the majority of their material needs. This represents a positive contribution to our standard
of living, but the immediate fulfillment of material needs at the touch of a button has become so natural these
days, that some people now ask also for the fulfillment of immaterial needs such as love, warmth and
security, recognition, happiness, etc. and they tend to blame technology for not being able to fulfill these
needs as well. Many people have come to believe that without technology we could be happier. In other
words, now that our material requirements have been fulfilled, we think we can do without technology. We
forget, however, that technology makes our standard of living possible. Technology is the pillar our society is
built on, without which it would collapse like a house of cards.

Like all big technologies, nuclear energy too bears the odium of something new and mysterious. People have
always been afraid of new and large machines be it he Dutch telescope, the steam locomotive, automobiles,
the mechanical weaving loom, street lighting - a these had to overcome considerable resistance from part of
the society at the time. But in earlier times, the mass media weren't there to steer hese fears into common
channels and to aplify them.

The trump card today is the abandoning of technologies such as nuclear energy. How could we solve the
problems of today and tomorrow without using any technology? If we think this to the very end we will find
out quickly, that over five billion inhabitants of today's world can never survive without technology! They
need more and more environmentally clean energy, nuclear energy.

We are faced with the geat challenge of solving our environmental pollution and energy problems. Let us
meet this challenge with all the technological means at our disposal, not only for our own good but to the
benefit of our environment One of these technical solutions is nuclear power. But in order to find out the
benefits of nuclear power we have to come to know nuclear energy. How can we get women to know this
complex technical subject?

Technical inrormation is not enough

When experts discuss damage probability and risk factors, they forget that people affected by such risks always
assess the risks on a purely emotional basis. But in the information policies emotions play only a minor part
if any a all. This has to be changed. The pros and cons of technology in general, and nuclear power in
particular, have to be discussed at three different levels:

- the technical and scientific level
- the economic level
- the level of ethical values and emotions

If one of these levels is missing in the discussion on technical matters -be it nuclear power or special waste
incineration plants- it is completely unfruitful - because technical and scientific argumentation is worthless at
the ethical and emotional level!

Specialist jargon hinders discussion

Moreover, specialists often use technical jargon which is misunderstood by the layman as something quite
different to the intended meaning.

To iustrate this point: What does the phrase mean "the reactor has gone critical" Those who understand
nothing about reactor technology nann-ally think a dangerous and crucial point has been reached - for this is
what we normally understand by 'critical". In reactor physics, however, the word critical means nothing else



than, that a self-supporting chain reaction has started to take place in the reactor. 'Me point has been reached
where one neutron splits one atomic nucleus, freeing one neutron, and thus the reactor produces energy.

This example should show how important it is for scientists to use the same language as their audience if
they want to be understood properly - a great many specialists have sinned in NS respect. Furthermore if the
technician or scientist is to help his fellow citizens to make political and social decisions, he hen must not
only take part in technical discussion but also involve himself in the emotional argumentation surrounding
the cause of ethical values. Unfortunately, many specialists tend to retreat to their ivory towers of science and
technology under such circumstances, which only widens the rift in political and social attitudes between
experts and the public.

Here I think women have a great duty to fulfill, because they for themselves argue emotionally. Moreover
motherhood brings ethical values much closer to them. hat means we desperately need more women to take
part in technical discussions! But this is a vicious circle since women need identification figures, shining
examples. If we have more women in technical professions we will have more students in the technical
faculties. It is the same with the professional career of women. 'Mere too, more women in top positions are
needed as examples.

Up to now mason was predominant in the discussion of nuclear energy, bemuse managers in nuclear power
stations mostly are male. Now we have arrived at a turning point, we are threatened by he reign of pure
emotion! Both are wrong - we must combine reason with emotion. Here I think women have to play an
important part in informing the public about nuclear energy. The question as to whether nuclear energy is a
boon or a bane to mankind cannot be answered by logical thinking alone because reason will not dispel fear of
nuclear energy.

Reason and emotion are needed in the discussion

We have to reduce the fear of women by increasing the understanding of nuclear power, but we should not
forget, that technical arguments will only be understood if the public is emotionally ready to grasp the
information!

We know he advantages for the environment of nuclear energy. But how can we explain these to women?
How can we transmit this message to women. How can we explain to them, that life without risk does not
exisV1 Will they accept this message? And are they then ready to acept nuclear power?

By definition technical activity is a mixture of applied natural science and intuitive ingenuity. Intuition is said
to be female whereas technology still has the odium of male. Nowadays equality should enter technology,
technology should approach male and female qually. Female technology is more global, because it combines
reason with emotion, science with intuition. Percepfion of the whole is in gat demand today, for it offers a
way of setting realistic limits to the craving for unlimited progress in all aspects of life. Technology with
reason and emotion

Stagnation is retrogression, and retreat is not possible without destruction. We should not think in terms of
"back to Nature", but our motto must be "forward to Nature" with better and better technology. We must
preserve our environment in such a way that Nature has a chance to regenerate. If we do not succeed in this,
we run the risk of destroying everything we have achieved.

Our economy can only function properly in a healthy environment On the other hand, only a healthy
economy earns the money to look after our environment properly. We need to fulfill both these conditions.

If nuclear energy offers more people a greater chance of living a better, more positive, intensive and less
arduous life, then it represents a boon to mankind.

We have to win the souls in order to win the heads

Let us take measures to overcome our aversion - by taking a look behind the push-buttons! Further we have
to take into account, that our bst, rational, logical, scientific arguments for nuclear power will ever only play
a secondary role in the public discussion of nuclear energy. If we were aware of his fact, we would not treat
nuclear power as a complex technological problem. Because this increases the fear and further erodes the
public's confidence in nuclear experts. If nuclear power is to play a meaningful role in our energy future, and I
sincerely hope it wll, the fear of the public and especially of women has to be accepted and dealt with in the
information. We have to understand these fears, otherwise we can never transmit any information. We have to
win the souls with an emotional information policy in order to win the heads to accept the nuclear power!



As president of the association "Women for Energy" in Switzerland, I always express my understanding for
women's fears. I start by telling hem for instance: Tat I would have exactly he same fears aout
radioactivity, had I not studied he mchanisms of the transfer of radioactivity from dust, rain and soil to

plants in my thesis. Then I make them express their own detailed points of doubt and fear so that I can give
them he particular iformation needed to fight this fear. And of course I always have an experimental set with

radioactive stones, watches, samples, absorbing materials etc. with me for their own experience. They have to
witness themselves, that radioactivity is something natural. This is he only way of persuading them, because
radioactivity cannot be seen, smelled or tasted. But the public forgets or doesn't want to know that
radioactivity has been present on earth since the very beginning. And at least since the invention of the

Geiger-counter radioactivity can be heard and measured accurately.

Not only women need identification figures. When informing the public we shouldn't be the brainy types, we

shouldn't be industry spokesmen. We have to behave like ordinary human beings, tr*g to transmit our
knowledge with all our emotions to the public. This of course is much easier for women, because his attitude
is female after a. Fear is a psychological phenomenon primarily inaccessible with rational means. Managers
trained rationally and accustomed to rational argumentation mst try to put themselves in ordinary people's
shoes, try to think and feel as the public does - which is not always the sme as their own and not always
easy.

It is known that people living in the immediate vicinity of nuclear power stations feel little if any fear,
because they accept what is close to them, comprehensible and familiar.

That means open information policies are needed. Explanations in homely language, oriented on pople, are
particularly efective. Here we have to learn from the popular press. Its articles appear usually with a picture

of the author. Technical jargon is avoided. The information is condensed to a few statements that are easily
understood: snappy and witty journalism.

How can nuclear energy become a familiar technology and thus less fear inspiring?

Nuclear energy is unique in terms of the public perception. It is widely believed that only brainy people really

understand it. From the early experiments of the Curies via the bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to the
accidents of Harrisburg and Chernobyl, the public experienced nuclear energy as scary and potentially evil and

especially women think they cannot understand it. So we have to prove that they are able. hat at least they
can believe us as a person. The problem is that people do not believe in technical installations controlled by
powerful, remote establishment organizations, energy companies etc. but they believe in people. 'Mat means

people, male and female human beings have to stand up for their organization.

My point of conclusion is, that if nuclear power is to play a meaningful role in our energy future, and I arn
sure i will, the fear of the public must be accepted by the people of the electricity companies. Men and
women have to persuade oher men and women with an emotional information policy in order to give

confidence or at least enhance the confidence in nuclear energy.

Let us begin!

15.12.1988
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DTFFER ON NUCLEAR ISSUES-.-�DO WOMEN D ',IE'%I

WHEN THE C\NADTAY NUCLEAR INDUSTRY LAUNCHED ITS INFORMATION

PROGRAM, RESEARCH l-,,DICATED THAT OMEN ERE LESS SUPPORTIVE OF

NUCLEAR POWER. REASONS WERE DIFFICULT TO PIN-POINT AND HOVERED

AROUND INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTIONS AND MISUNDERsrANDING. THE CANADIAN

NUCLEAR ASSOCIATION THEN OPTFD TO HIRE A WOMAN HO COULD HELP IT

ADDRESS THE ISSUE CLEARLY AND HOPEFULLY GAIN MORE WOMEN'S

SUPPORT.

THF BASIS OF THF CANADIAN NUCLEAR ASSOCIATION PUBLIC INFORMATION

PROGRAM LIES WITH ITS TARGET: MEN AND WOMEN FUALLY. THE

PROGRAM TAKES INTO CONSIDERATION THE MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS AND

NUANCES OF THESE TWO GROUPS AND I WL SHARE WITH YOU ONE SIDE OF

THIS APPROACH: THE ONE WHICH CONCERNS WOMEN. FINALLY I WILL

PRESENT RESULTS OF OUR EFFORT IN RELATION TO OUR TARGET GROUP OF

MEN AD WOMEN.



rc,'Male CharacteristiCIS
Erom � Canadian Perqpective

Strong sense of enerational ontinuity

Detail and task oriented

Nontechnical training

Strong sense of ndividualltv (local)

Patterns a)f Fehaviour
tn Relation to 'l-ucle,mir Industrv

for- Nomen in Canada

%ot prone to take rsks

Micro-economic approach to decisions lcal)

Little confidence in technology

Pragmatic and alanced in their choices (local)



'11a�nr ('.oncern�, f -na(iian ��(-)nF-n

Safety f power lants

Disposal of waste

Peace and environment versus growth

and energy need

Trustworthiness of the industry

Canadian '�uclear -�ssociation
Public nformation Program

Communirations -ioproach

The right message

Down to arth language

Cactual and real information for real choices

Effective reach: spokespeople nd medi-3 huy



F,--i v o u r t- In I I e r f
Nuclear rnerny in Canada oiav

MEN WOMEN

Oct 87 Nov 88 oct 87 '\ov 88

Strongly favour 15 11) 6 11

Somewhat favour 41 42 38 47

19Somewhat oppose 22 -L 30 26

Strongly oppose 19 16 13

How Important will Nuclear Power
Plants be in Meeting Canada's
Enerqv Need in the Years Ahead

MEN WOMEN

Oct 87 Nov 88 Oct 8 Nov 

Very Important 39 40 38 45

Somewhat important 34 37 42 40

Not vo=ry mpor-ant 17 15 11 8

Not iportant at all 9 7 8 4



Of I sources of Energy Available
f -)r ,,,,irgr- Sale iise I \zic ie-ar Energy

,i -hoi(,e for 7-inada

'vIEN WOMEN

Oct 87 Nov R8 Oct 87 Nov 88

Good -)o 23 15 20

Realistic 52 55 53 60

Bad 27 21 30 20
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I have approached the task of being the only man on this panel of women,

discussing women and the nuclear issue, with great trepidation. Any attempt

to classify or segregate our public information work between the different

sexes is bound to go wrong if we are not careful.

This leads me to say at the very outset that although we in the AZA have spent

some time talking to each other about the particular needs of women in

communicating the case for nuclear power, we have at the end of the day,

concluded that we have to make the case for nuclear power more acceptable to

all people, including women. We have, I think, in the past, targeted the case

for nuclear power at our peers in society, the scientists who rub shoulders

with us and by inference other educated people of a similar standard. To open

up the nuclear debate to all people, has involved a considerable effort on our

part to simplify our information in non-technical language to make it more

comprehensible. At the same time, we have had to fine-tune our information

for particular audiences and the Authority is doing this for a whole range of

audiences, not just women. Thus if I am addressing a particular audience of

church leaders I might include messages and nuances which are appropriate to

the church's functions. If I am addressing an audience of trades unionists I

am likewise likely to want to address their particular needs and concerns.

With this in mind, we have taken on the task of identifying the special

concerns of women, making sure that we understand where particular women

audiences are and how we can reach them. We have also def ined what the

particular messages are we should pass on to women and how these should be

communicated.

Opinion Surveys

We have concluded that women do have different attitudes towards nuclear power

compared to men. Women are more likely to be suspicious of nuclear power,

mention the problem areas and less likely to mention benef its. The reasons

for this are not difficult to understand, with, for example, the media

highlighting the dangers of nuclear power, in particular the hazards of

radiation as it affects people, especially children. The majority of women
associate nuclear power with weapons and radiation, though specific fears

about cancer including leukaemia are not as strong as might be expected. The

major issue is still the disposal of waste, though for a time after Chernobyl

the major nuclear accident superseded this.

Women tend to be more confused by the wide range of issues presented to them

and the contradictory attitudes. In our experience about twice as many women

as men admit to being a "don't know". Women are more concerned with people

and the environment than men. Men are more inclined to be brought up from an

early age to be machine minded and they tend as a result to be more

sympathetic towards the use of technology in society. It is not necessarily

true that women are more "anti-nuclear" although this does come out in many

opinion polls. I think that women react to the leading question as to whether

they are "in favour" or "not" of nuclear power by responding negatively

because of their confusion. We have asked similar questions in our own

opinion surveys but have given the opportunity for the respondent to declare a

positive attitude towards nuclear power "with reservations". If they are

allowed to express their reservations they often come to the conclusion in an

1



intuitive way that nuclear power will be needed in the next century to provide
energy for their children when the oil and gas run out and the coal is used to
substitute for the hydrocarbons. A "necessary evil" as one person put it.

In the main our recommendation is that although fine tuning for women
audiences is essential to meet their particular views our basic message is the
same for all people and should be expressed in non-technical language. To
produce material labelled "For Women" we consider to be counter-productive,
except in very special circumstances or for specific womens events which have
been self-selecting.

Audiences

We have divided women audiences into four.

1. Women in Education,
2. Women belonging to organised social professional and business groups.
3. Women employees in the nuclear industry - and
4. Others.

On reflection we think that, had we approached the question of addressing male
audiences, we would probably have arrived at the same division! This
emphasises the point I have been making about our need to address all people
in these particular sectors - whether they are women or men.

In education certain professional groups of women are self-selecting.
Otherwise we are seeking advice from our education specialists on particular
female groups such as primary teachers and home economics teachers. Schools
and teachers them elves may also suggest ways and means of improving our
communications about nuclear power.

We are preparing a directory of organised social and professional business
groups of women which we can pass around our rganisation to enable them to
make contact with the knowledge of what has been done so far and the responses
we have had from these organisations. A brief outline of the activities of
the groups and their membership will be included. A mailshot may well be used
to then publicise our new initiatives.

Women employees in the nuclear industry are another self-selecting group We
are identifying this group as women who work in all areas such as medical,
welfare, training, administration and finance as well as technical. As far as
possible any activity here will be led by women. There are obvious
difficulties of logistics in dealing with all women employees within one large
Organisation and we are recommending that activities are focused on our
individual sites and establishments where discussion groups can be set up to
involve our women employees in the nuclear debate.

The remainder of women, probably in the majority, are those that we can only
contact through the use of the media. However, there is a wide range of
woments journals and magazines, womens pages in many national and regional
papers and women's programmes on radio and television where we can seek to
make a contribution. We are preparing a particular series of initiatives to
seek coverage in these pages and on these programmes. In making the
approaches we are seeking to emphasise that we are trying to reach all people,
including women, in our programm .

2



Messages

Whilst we have concluded that we should make our information more acceptable
to all people I think there are particular messages that are appropriate for
women. Having sought feedback from a range of ladies within and outside our
Organisation we have concluded that the probable images of nuclear power
strongest among women are as shown in Table 1. We are recommending messages
to counter all these assertions in particular of course we need to stress -
the transitory nature of the fossil fuels; the limited scope of renewable
sources; the effect of energy shortages on people throughout the world;
what energy means to our lives; the importance of conservation; the
environmental consequences of the alternative methods of making electricity;
and the beneficial social impact of engineering. For example, we owe more to
the engineers who built the sewage system and the water supply systems than
probably anything else. In addition a discussion of radiation is necessary.
The apparent harmlessness of the natural radiation background should be
pointed out. The key concept is not to communicate anything without a human
edge to it. The human implications of the course of action proposed should be
made clear.

The messages for our women employees are the same. We are making special
efforts to give all our women employees a very basic grounding in the case for
nuclear power. Of course we recognise that the very best message that can be
communicated is that the nuclear industry is performing its task safely,
responsibly and reliably and that there are sufficient safeguards built in
which are monitored by independent watch-dogs to ensure that this is done to
everyone's satisfaction.

Methods

In communicating with women we use all the traditional methods of
communications including talks, literature, exhibitions, seminars and visits
to our establishments. Whereas we continue to have visits from organised
social and professional women's groups it is noted that VIP occasions held at
sites do not always involve women and we are considering how to involve women
opinion formers more in this way.

Exhibitions are generally of low priority unless they are so general, such as
"Nuclear power in Britain" which I described in my poster session, to cover
all the general public which includes women. The few cases of very
appropriate specific purpose-built exhibitions, occur from time to time for
special conferences and womens, events and we take the opportunity to attend
these when we think it is cost effective.

As I have explained, we are not writing any literature specifically "women
orientated" but there is still a need for simple, easy-to-understand
literature for the public in general. All our current literature is being
revised with this in mind. If we have to write specific contributions to
womens magazines then these will obviously be targeted for women but as I have
said the approach being made is that we are covering the whole spectrum of
society and it so happens that on this occasion we are writing to womens
magazines.

No particular audio-visual requirements have been identified at this time
though we do on occasions use a video, originally made for recruitment, which
describes the work done by six Authority employees three of whom are women..
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Conclusion

This then is our programme for women, or for the general public "with women
particularly in mind." We are monitoring this plan closely and we are
seeking feed-back especially from female audiences both internal and external
to the Authority and reporting back on these so that we can make further
adjustments to the programme as circumstances demand.
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TABLE I

Messages for Women

ANTI-NUCLEAR VIEW PRO-NUCLEAR RESPONSE

1. Nuclear Power is too dangerous To secure our children's future
and not required. requires ALL primary sources.

The fossil fuels are
transitory. The future is more
at risk from a shortage of
energy.

2. Renewable sources can suffice Renewables are going to be more
and are benign. important but have limitations

and environmental costs.

3. Nuclear power is unnatural - Nuclear fission did occur in
invented by scientists. nature. The suns energy comes

from fusion. Background
radiation is natural.

4. Children are dying of leukaemia There is no evidence of
around nuclear sites. leukaemia near the power

stations, nor of genetic
effects. The leukaemia near
Sellafield cannot be firmly
linked to radiation, but work
is continuing.

5. A materialistic society has done Engineering provided us with
nothing to improve lives and is huge social benefits - eg
despoiling our countryside. the water supply; health care

etc. Energy is a great social
benefit.

6. The use of high technology The risk of a major nuclear
invites mistakes which would have accident is "tolerable" and
horrendous consequences. (Fear the potential consequences
of the unknown). "acceptable" compared to the

alternatives.

7. I would not live next to a The risks of living in a city
nuclear power station. are far greater than living

next to a nuclear power
station in the country.
The home is a dangerous place
to live wherever it is located.

8. Nuclear waste is THE problem Better to leave some waste,
for future generations. some coal and some oil.

9. We can survive by using less True up to a point but,
energy. eventually, we might have to

give up the luxuries of hot
water, washing machines,
synthetics as is the case in
the third world today.
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lntroductq�y Statement for the roundtable session

"Women nd nuclear issue"

PIME'89, t4ontreux 22-25 January, 1989

By Agneta IRising, Vattenfall (Swedish State Power Board)

WOMEN AND NERGY IN SWEDEN
I

I'm a heal'th physicist at Vattenfall, the Swedish State Power

Board. Ha)�f of all the electricity Sweden needs for lighting.

power and heating comes from Vattenfall. It is our task, as an

energy utility, to supply that eergy whenever It suits the

costumer ad wherever the costumer is - at home, at work or out

and about. We also distribute natural gas and district heating.

Vattenfallis a public enterprise that produces, distributes and

sells energy. It has roughly 1U.000 employees 1n various parts of

Sweden anda turnover of 70.000 million kWh of electricity and

15.000 millnion Swedish kronor, (that Is more than billion

dollars).

1 am a specialist in the radiation protection field and I am

working at the head office in Stockhoim. My ain topics are the

pathways tl� humans of he releases of radioactive substances and

the related adiation risks and health effects. Most of my time

since the Chernobyl accident I have been working with Information

and education in my group of subjects.

But now I qould like 41.1o present new project "Women drid Energy"

that has bpen started at Vattenfall in 1987.

RM 61-bapu

1989-01-16
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Sweden is currently facing a new situation In energy politics.

Nuclear power is to be phased out nd replaced by new energy

sources anO by more effective use of electricity. This will be a

great change for the whole society as nuclear power today is

giving us half of our electricity. And Sweden is a high-consump-

tion-country, in fact looking at the toplist of electricity

consumption per caput in the world, you will find Sweden on the

fourth plate.

In eneral- women know less than men about the relation between

energy, thnology, environment and conomy. This knowledge is

required If women re to Influence the choise of future energy

supplies IO Sweden. It is with this background the project "Women

and Energy" has been started. Important decisions are to be made

within theifairly limediate future with major consequences for

5weden-s cming development. These decisions hve until now often

been made by men, but now it Is the hope of Vattenfall that women

will be able to influence these decisions. �Jo that all of us may

thare respDnsibility f the path tat hs bascmi hosen.

You may wobder Why TM working in this project? I'm clearly In

favour of ruclear power compared with other available energy

sources ol today and the project is related to the phase out of

nuclear energy. The answer is very easy:

The projecit is working with the purpose to spread knowledge of

different energy s3urces and their effect on our environment and

our conoMy. When fact is brought out it will favour the nuclear

ererqy cholce Icreasing the knowlt�dqe or the eriergy- enviruri-

ment-economy-field will give desinformation ss chance to

frighten.

RM 01-bapu
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How come t4e proJect want me to give speaches on adiation and

health? That Is also easy to answer: Even though we have a

decision to phase out all Swedish nuclear power plants, this w1)7

not be finished until 2010. We are going to live with nuclear

power in $4eden for 20 more years. And we know that women are

interested.in the effect on health and environment of all energy

sources.

What has b4en done wthin the project during the first year?

"Women and Energy" has oanized einars for selected categories

of professional women, such us politicians, journalists,

technician$ and teachers. The idea is that these women will

convey thl; information further within their respective organiza-

tions.

Informatloh aterial has also been produced during the year,

including video, an informative, magazine and brochures. A

national obinion poll has also been carried out into how women

regard ene�qy-

This publit opinion poll showed that; - only one out of four

women knoA what year the Swedish nuclear plants are to be phased

out.

- One 6men out' of two believes that the nvironment will be

betteIr if nuclear power is phased outI

- Ono. ot of tvvo women thinks that they don't get enough

inforfmotion 5bout wat is hppening in the nreo of enersy

- Women-prefer to get thr4ir information through news and

docusalentary rogramme on the Lelevision.

RM 01-1.1apu
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During the coming. years the project Women nd Energy" will build

up regional ontacts and network. The project will also establish

contacts w1th other organisations, socleties and study associa-

tions.

- Arrange seminars and study visits

- Publit opinion poll on differences between the knowledge of

ener* that women and men have.

Women will need a forum to turn to with their questions. And if

the answer Is given by a woman there is a greater chance it will

be understood, accepted and believed.

Vattenfalf also needs more information about what women think

about ene�qy and turn this knowledge into part of its decision -

making process.I

Throuahout all the industrial world, energy systems and their

consequen0es for environment and economy, have a dominant impact

on the sodity. Due to this it is mportant that people have

sufficient knowledge, as a basis for their opinion.

The sensi�ive woman (mother) can be a strong force n the society.

But se On also be a victim for desinformation tat is emotional

and frightening. Our project "Women and Energy" Is one step, on a

long road, to overcome this situation In Sweden.

Most mpolitant is the performance of the nuclear industry

supported!by competent people to people information.

Behave and educate!

RM 01-bapu

1989-01-16
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CHERNOBYL AND STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER

DEVELOPMENT IN THE USSR

A.Yu-Gagarinskii

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,

123182 Moscow Kurchatov Square

The Chernobyl accident has seriously affected development of

the USSR nuclear power.

But it has not eliminated the basic prerequisites for nuclear

power development in the USSR9 which are:

- resources and consumption territorial disproportions;

- large share of oil and gas in electricity generation;

- negative ecological aspects of coal plants;

- high power industry development rate.

At the same time it has aggravated the old problems and has

given rise to some new-ones of which the most important are:

- increased safety requirements;

- rise in costs;

- longer construction schedules;

- public opinion.

The main requirements of safe development of nuclear power im-

posed by these problems may be briefly formulated as follows:

- enhancement of safety and reliability of current generation

nuclear power plants and parallel development of new generation NPs

with a higher level of safety;

- scale of development of nuclear powert its economic efficiency

comparing with other energy sources and extension of areas of its

utilization in the national economy, which are needed from the view-

point of the fuel and energy balance;

- social acceptability of nuclear power.

These requirements have determined the main directions of works.
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It required efforts to be made primarily to take some urgent measures

and then to develop a long-term program on elimination of the Cher-

nobyl accident consequences. The results of these activities were:

- construction of the protection facility "Entombment" assur-

ing a reliable protection of the environment against radioactive

materials from the destroyed reactor unit andagainst radiation

emission;

- decontamination of the Chernobyl NP site, NPP-1,,2 and 3,bu-

ildings inside and outside and residential areas within the territo-

ry subjected to radioactive contamination;

- putting the Chernobyl 12 and 3 into operation;

- completion of the measures on assuring the living conditi-

ons of the evacuated population and regarding their employment;

- realization of necessary medical and sanitary measures on

assurance of safety and health protection of the population.

It should also be noted that studies performed in 1988 made it

possible to advance in the analysis of the state of the fuel mass

and geometry of its location inside "Entombment" and make conclusi-

ons on its nuclear safety.

It seems reasonable that within 23 years, but before the be-

ginning of the Chernobyl NFP decommissioning, all necessary data

would be available for making decision about ismantling or moder-

nizing of the "Entombment".

On the whole for further safe development of nuclear power a

detaile d analysis of the Chernobyl accident is required, including

studies of long-term accident consequences and measures of their miti-

gation and elimination.

A necessary condition for N operation to be continued would

also be development and rapid implementation of technical approaches
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which would permit to eliminate the design shortcomings in the RBMK

NPPs both operating and those under construction. We have to exclu-

de factors contributing to development of an accident and responsi-

ble for i-ncrease of its scale.

Some changes in the core composition and in the control system

design have been implemented that eliminate rapid uncontrolled sur-

ge of the reactor. Additional organizational and technical measures

on prevention of accident situations were adopted, including impro-

vement of the control room and operation schedule. The next impor-

tant step to increase the safety of the RME-NPP is connected with

the developed concept of backfitting of the RBMK-1000 power units.

A number of safety enhancement measures are being implemented for

NPPs with other reactor types (VVER, BN etc) prima ly by impro-

ving the diagnostics and containment systems and using additional sa-

fety systems.

Measures for safety enhancement and concrete improvements

of the RBMK and VVER reactors are summe ized in the following fi-

gure. Next the main propositions of the reconstruction concept

(backfitting concept) for operating reactors are presented.

Further prospects for safe development of nuclear power are

associated with designing the nuclear power units with enhanced and

ultimate safety. The nuclear power installations of next generation

must be developed using totally new principles for safety system.

At the same time we have to ensure their competitiveness with other

energy sources and possibility of expansion of their applications.

It is assumed that nuclear power development to about 2010 would

be mostly accomplished using light-water reactors. The nearest step

in this direction is the development of the new VER-88 reactor

design. This design is different from the V-320 design of VVER-1000,

which is being implemented now in some systems ensuring the reactor



plant stability against severe accident. The main features of this

design are shown in the figure.

The important problem of further nuclear power development is

creation of the new VVER-type (VVER-92) reactor design. The design

of this reactor will use the best that the domestic and internatio-

nal science and technology can offer and the experience gained in

development and operation of the nuclear units, which will assure

the safety and required economic characteristics. This will be done

by radical simplification of the design, improvement of the diagnos-

tics and of the passive safety systems. Commercialization of the

NPPs with VVER-92 is expected to begin in the late 90s.

In the nearest future we intend to develop technical proposals

on advanced power plants with enhanced safety. In doing this we

will use the inherent safety properties and passive protection me-

ans and modernized water reactors for nuclear district heating plants

with the aim of creating the new generation reactor prototypes on

the basis of this technology. This will be done in 1995-2000-Other

advanced reactor concepts are also being considered.

I should like to emphasize specially the problem of public opi-

nion of nuclear power. After the Chernobyl accident we have faced

a social phenomenon which is quite new in our country: I mean

wide public opposition to nuclear energye It is manifested in the

sameibms as in other countries (meetings, demonstrations publi-

cations etc.). There is almost no site where the population was

not opposed to NPP construction. Building of the Minsk nuclear

co-generation plant,, the Krasnodar and Ignolinsk NPPs has been

stopped. At present the total output of power units that are not

permitted to be erected at the sites planned earlier approaches

30 GW. Hot discussions has flared up about construction of the

Crimea NPP and the Gorky and Voronezh district heating plants.
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For us these problems are especially difficult as we have had no ex-

perience of this kind of interactions with the public. We are plan-

ning and begin to realize a program basing on the current world expe-

rience. This program includes prim ly a wide series of publicati-

ons on the problems of nuclear energyits ecologic and economic adva-

ntages as compared with conventional and alternative energy sources,,

using all cur-rent media. Centers of public information discussion

clubs, exhibitions etc are being organized. In particular, our Ins-

titute has recently concluded agreement on cooperation with the Ame-

rican Nuclear Society, and these problems are also reflected in this

agreement. We believe that the IAEA inspections, both being carried

out, as, for instance, the recent OSART mission at the Rovno NPP,

and those planned, of the Soviet nuclear projects and of the opera-

ting NPPs will enable us to make the public confidence in nuclear po-

wer come back. At present the IAEA expert inspection of the Gorky

NPP is being prepared, which will include both the concept and the

N`PP design analysis and their practical realization at the plant un-

der construction. But first of all we rely on our own efforts.

I believe that soon a new social organization will appear in the

USSR - the-Soviet Nuclear Society.

In any case, however, the most effective realization of the

whole program of works on nuclear power needs a wide internati-

onal cooperation.
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The Public nfqrmation Pronramme of the EA

Dr. Hans-Friedrich Meyer, Senior nformation Officer, Divisio of

Public Information, International Atomic Energy A-Gency, Vienna

The public information programme of the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IASA) is deter-mined by two bsic criteria;

-- First by the Statute of the AZA hich defiles its objectives as

"to seek to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy

to peace, health and posperity troughout the world" as well 23 "to

ensure as far as it is able, that assistance provided by it or at is

reqvost or nder its upervision or control is not used in such a way

as to further any military urpose.

-- Second by the fact that the IAZA is an intergovernmental

organization, which meang that it hac to fulfill request of

independent, souverei&n governments.

In a iscussion of the public infomation programe of the International

At=ic Eneray Mency, three main fields of activities always have to be kept

in mind:

- Nlear applications in agriculture, medicine, industry,

hydrology, research, etc.

-- The use of nuclear energy for electricity generation, here ainly

the aspects of safety and economics;

-- and afeguards.

From this it can be understood that the public information activities of the

iA-A ust have different perspectives:
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-- There are non-controversial flds for public information work,

such as ost all aspects of nuclear application eploying

radiation and Isotopes. Some of these fields, includ�ng the many

applications in industry tor quality control and measurement

purposes, are hardly known to the public, Hardly anyone, for example,

redlizes, that the smoke detectors installed everywhere, even in

hotel rooms, are filled with mericium-241 and that one of them has

Un aCLIVILY Q� Ca, Y6 niQcuQurie, which equais ca, zD niiiion

Becqverel- Even though the benefit of 5moke etectors is not

questioned and there is no danger from the alpha emitting Americium,

it is questionable whether 1AEA activities in quality control, as

well as assistance to developing countries to participate in this

technology, should be presented in pblic infomation activities,

-- There are activities of the IAEA where the wrk in general is not

questioned but considered absolutely necessary. However, the

comprehensiveness and efficiency of these activities has come under

criticism, such as activities in safeguards and some fields of

nuclear safety. Recent examples here are the discussions on

safeguards on heavy water in the framework f deliveries of Norwegian

heavy water to dferent countries and the safeguards on equipment

which is Baid to be exported by P German companies to Fakistan and

India, Here, IAEA is usually in a position to explain that the Agency

to not involved, which is not a favourable position as fr a public

infomatiQn is concerned.

-- There are finally controversial fieldu, where the UZA is blamed

for being too pomotional. Examples are the TAEA's activities In

nuclear power pto$rarae planning as well as in food irradiation. In

these controversial fields, it is very important to look for

lonS-term, issue-oriented strategies to communicate good factual

Information in perspective,
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In all Its public information activities the IAEA ust alwayg consider one

basic fact; It is an international, Intergovernmental organization with 113

Member States, This fact poses some limitations on public formation

activities!

_- Each Member State has a different public infomation policy in the

nuclear field, due to different aspects of the nuclear controversyj

different approaches to clear energy in the ener�y mix of the

CQVfltry, etc,

-- The important issuet of energy spply in the Member tates are not

the same and, therefore, the priorities in public infomatton are

different,

_- Each member State has its own structures of com:munication with its

citizens, due to political structures and sociocultural backgrounds,

_- Each Member State has in general re money available for the

public information activities than the AB:A.

-- The working languages of the IAEA arQ not commonly opok6 or

understood in many Member States.

The public information activities of the IAKA must, therefore, always 1cok for

a balance between these different parameters, They must always try to be of

assistance to its Member States, They must, however, also try to keep the

image of an international institution which has to provide for balanced and

correct infomation, The way this can be done it very narrow, it must lead in

the middle between attempts to be promotional and active in the public

infomation field and attempts to be only reactive, It also has its

limitations in the fact that one has to be careful in doing too much for one

Member State and, by that, creating problems for another Mmber 3tate.

For a eneral overview, the ARA12 public nformation activities can b be

divided into short-term, medium-ter-m and long-term activities.
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The short term activities are mainly directed to tms, which are in actual

discussion in the media as well as on major eents or results of worK in the

TAEA itnelf. This is the area, in which public nfo=ation activities are, on

the oe hand, directly in response to the media, But, on the other hand, the

news or message provided by the 1AEA is also used for infor-mation by public

infomation officials, opinion leaders, and politicians in Member Otate;.

it is, therefore, important to have a clear, mostly short message, which is

also spread immediately internally in the house of some 2000 staff members,

past experience has dlWdYS shown that the media, as well aa opinion leaders

and Officials, tend to phone those staff members they know from meetings and

conferences, Consequently, there are many organizational In-house steps

necessary to coordinate the mssage.

The recent experience on controversial issues in the uclear field has ao

underlined the Important role which i played by politicians and embers of

parliament. It is, therefore, necessary to find ways to also inform e.g. the

political opinion leaders in countries where controversial ssues havA

actually arisen about the facts available at the TAEA.

A very important target group are the international nitutions and

organizations in the energy field and the great number of non-governmental

organizations in the framework of the United Nationg, The IAZA has established

links of mutual cotmunication with these, takin$ into account the iportant

role these institutions and rganizations play for public information,

Modern means of communications, such as direct telephone lines and special

telefax lines for the Division of Public information, have been installed now

in the IAEA, As a regult, there are fewer technical dfficulties for the short

term public information activities, especially the prompt reaction to

controversial events which encompass activities of the IM,

The medium term public information activities 6re directed towardg the

provision Of issue-oriented background iformation in those fields of IA-EA

activities where public controversy exists in certain Member State or
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everywheria. These ativities also deal with the presentation of the ongoing

IAZA activities to the public through relevant information on meetings,

conferences. or on results of research in IAEA laboratories at Vienna

headquarters, in Seibersdorf, or in Mnaco.

Am important target aience he are the opinion leaders In the media, public

information officials in national authorities and international institutions

which have an interest in the nuclear field, as well as politicians and

parl&mentarians in the Member States. Seminars, briefings a well as the

regular periodical pblications of the RA such at the monthly NWSHIEF or

the quarterly ZA BULLETIN, form the basis of this work. The introduction of

issue-oriented IAEA NWS FEATURES are an additional vehicle. They are

published when the need for background information material In a special

subject field arises. The response to the IAU NEWS FZATURES is good. The R

German nuclear Industry has, for exa:mple, bought 1000 copies of the NEWS

FEATURES on waste management for distribution to interested customers, And the

US Department of Kgriculture has ordered 500 IAEA NEWS FEATURES on food

irradiation for an information campaign in Florida,

The Ion term public nformation activities are more directed towards

providing general information in the nuclear field through books, films, video

clips, radio programmes, exhibits, and lctures. There Is always a hope that,

for example, booklets produe6d by the AEA find some wder distribution in

Member States through national distributors. The IAZA public nformation

booklet on "Facts about low level radiation" was our most successful

publication in this azpact in the past. It has been distributed in larger

quantities by any national authorities, industry groups, a well as

professional organizations. It was even tnslated Into national languages

other thin the IAEA working languages for distribution to wider audiences.

This public infomation material produced in the frameworic of the TA-CA'2

Medium term and long term public information activities can be of great help

if ntional institUtions, induatry and authorities Want to demonstrate to

their national population that there is an international perspective to the

Josue at hand. They can very well be used to demonstrate that problems under

discussion on national spects are and hve been discussed In other countries

as well and th&t possibly solutions have been found In other countries.
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The past years have increasingly made the IAEA a contact point for the media

in instances, where a nuclear ncident or accident attracted special public

attention or when the nuclear controversy in a given country has focused on a

particular question or event, Examples since the Chernobyl accident include:

a false rumour on another big nuclear accident, the suspicion of a diversion

of nuclear material in the NUXEM/Transnuklear case, the Norwegian heavy water

sales, the Biblis incident In the FR Germany and the Aenian earthquake, In

all these cases the International Atomic Energy Agency ws contacted by media

representatives, institutions, and authorities from all over the world who

required confirmation on rumours, factual information and explanations,

Tt can be stated that the International Atomic Energy Agency has become much

better known around the world in the last eight years, this higher profile

started with the bombardment of the Iraq nuclear research reactor in May 1981.

The Chernobyl nuclear accident gave a greater push to the public image of the

IAZA so far, along with the growing public awareness of the Agency. the

credibility of programmes and activities could be maintained, in general,

it seams that credibility characterizes the IA-A's image. It is a big

challenge to the public infomation activities of the organization to keep

this credibility, For that, thcee points must always be kept In ind:

-- Tt i absolutely necessary to provide all facts which are

available and can be disclosed. This sometimes very difficult in

cases where journalists are aware that confidential information is

available which might contradict public statements given by

authorities in Member tates,

-- it is necessary, to explain the limits and restrictions of an

international rganisation to disclose all facts and to comment on

specific events. Here it is very important to be credible to

representatives of the media. Zspecially the major international and

national news agencies play an important role. The representatives of

these agencies are flooded with so many different news items that it

is very iportant that they understand the event and the context so

that they can writs a bslanrad ngwz story.
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-- It i� necessary to be available for information and interviews

outside working hours, Customers of the IAFA public information are

distributed worldwide and call at their working time. Experience has

shown that availability and an immediate answer adds already very

much to the image of credibility of an organization.

The emotional and intellectual fall-out from Chernobyl was even more globally

spread than the radioactive fall-out and it has had a considerable impact on

public opinion and energy policies. The world picture is heterogeneous,

howevot, and the scepticism vig a vis nuclear power which was nurtured by

Chernobyl Is beginning to be somewhat offset by an increasing awarenes5 of the

serious environmental onsequences of the current levels of use of fossil

fuels,.

it the aim of the public, information programme of the nernational Atomic

Energy Agency to astist interested Member States to get Information material

and public information support to demonstrate to their public that their

problems are shared by other countries and that other countries may have

solutions, It also the aim to continue to provide serious and factual

infomation and try to keep a role an impartial international voice In the

nuclear field,




